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Preface 

All of the articles in this book, apart from those of Hurskainen and 
O'Leary, are revised versions of papers originally prepared for a work- 
shop on 'Symbols and Resource Management in African Arid Lands', held 
in Helsinki in November 1989. Hurskainen attended the work-shop and 
later submitted his article. O'Leary's article, originalIy presented at a con- 
ference held in Manchester in 1987, was revised with this volume in mind. 
The work-shop was prepared by the Scandinavian Institute of African 
Studies, Uppsala, as part of the project 'Human Life in Arid Lands' co- 
ordinated by Anders Hjort af Ornas and M. A. Mohamed Salih. The work- 
shop itself was a co-operative venture, jointly organised by the Institute of 
Development Studies in Helsinki and the Scandinavian Institute of 
African Studies. 

Thanks are due to Kimmo Kiljunen, Director, and Gun Mickels, Re- 
search Fellow, at the Institute of Development Studies in Helsinki, who 
took care of most of the practical details associated with the work-shop, 
and Hilmar Helgason who designed the figures and maps in the book. 
Special thanks are due to M. A. Mohamed Salih, whose initiative and 
energy made this book possible, and, last but not least, Anne Brydon, 
McGill University, who carefully read the entire manuscript and com- 
mented extensively on language, style and argument. 

Reykjavik, April 1990 
Gisli Phlsson 





1. Introduction 

The essays in this book focus in different ways on human life in African 
arid lands and their cultural representations in indigenous discourse. The 
contributors, all of whom are social anthropologists, are concerned with 
describing, analysing, and comparing the ways in which subsistence pro- 
ducers adapt to arid environments in Africa. Arid lands, much like arctic 
icefields, are extreme environments, characterized by scarcity of rainfall, 
and they, no doubt, always pose serious problems for human life. But 
while humans cannot avoid ecological realities, and while the problems 
posed by arid environments are everywhere similar if not identical, 
human response varies from one society to another. Humans make their 
worlds in the sense that their reality is inevitably mediated by their cul- 
tural context. The ecological "facts" of aridity and drought, therefore, do 
not speak for themselves. Experience of them is socially constructed, lo- 
cated in a specific context of world-making. This does not mean that one 
should ignore ecological analyses and abandon cross-cultural comparison. 
Rather, it demands that social analysis be sensitive to contextual differ- 
ences and the dynamics of social life. 

Here I will briefly discuss some of the general themes developed in this 
book as a whole, as well as the issues taken up in individual articles. The 
first article focuses on perception and cognition, the immediate links be- 
tween humans and water resources and their cultural representations, 
while the last ones emphasize larger economic and political structures. In 
general, then, the discussion moves from water to world-making, from the 
local arena to the national and international context, from micro to macro. 
However, as we shall see, in many ways such a scaling of the topics dis- 
cussed is an oversimplification. Each article to some extent combines dif- 
ferent levels of analysis, moving from one level of social organization to 
another. After all, the route from water and ecology to world-making and 
history is long and winding, not a simple and straightforward one. The 
environment, the world-makers, and their mental constructs interact in a 
highly complex manner. 



Humans, as any other species, are very much part of nature, dependent on 
the environment and natural resources for their maintenance. The kind of 
environments discussed in this book-arid environments, forming a sig- 
nificant part of the globe (especially the African continent)-poses funda- 
mental problems for human production. The net primary productivity of a 
desert, for instance, is only 400 kcal per square meter per year, compared 
to the average of 20.000 for tropical forests (Jochim 1981:37). Obviously, 
such differences have important implications for ecological production 
and human life. From the point of view of the ecological anthropologist, 
rainfall, like other meteorological phenomena, is, therefore, an important 
variable. And rainfall is a relatively independent variable, unlikely to be 
affected by humans (at least if one ignores the global ecosystem and the 
phenomenon of "acid rain"). Rainfall can be readily measured, and empir- 
ically it has been shown to be systematically related to many other vari- 
ables, both environmental and social. 

Indeed, many students of agriculturalists and pas toralis ts have found it 
useful to focus on water and rainfall. In his work on Pul Eliya, a village in 
Ceylon, Leach claims (1961:9), for instance, that it is "the inflexibility of 
topography-of water and land and climate-which most of all determines 
what people shall do." "The interpretation of ideal legal rules", he says, 
"is at all times limited by such crude nursery facts as that water evapor- 
ates and flows downhill" (ibid.). Another example is provided by an 
article by Geertz (1972), "The Wet and the Dry", which compares farming 
in central Morocco, on the one hand, and southeastern Bali on the other, 
although his approach is somewhat less deterministic than that of Leach. 
Geertz argues that the two ecosystems have much in common (he points 
out that "water runs downhill in both places" (p. 84), echoing the insight 
of Leach's statement cited above), but he emphasizes that there are 
important differences as well. In Morocco rainfall is irregular and minimal 
and sometimes there is even an absolute water shortage. Bali, in contrast, 
is "a kind of giant outdoor aquarium" (p. 76) in that there is a great deal of 
water most of the time. Even more important, water is handled in "rad- 
ically different ways" in these two places. A consideration of these basic 
differences, Geertz suggests, leads to some general insights into the social 
organization and culture of the Moroccans and Balinese. In Morocco ac- 
cess to water is a matter of individual ownership. The production system 
is loosely adapted and flexible. In general, the Moroccans seem to be 
guided by a principle of "agonistic individualism". The Balinese approach 
to water control, in contrast, is group-oriented and their system is a fixed 
and rigid one. Consequently, they seem to be guided by a principle of 
"pluralis tic collectivism". 
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But while water may be a useful proxy for other variables, both environ- 
mental and social, any discussion of "arid lands" runs the risk of over- 
simplification. When discussing human adaptation to arid environments 
one must start from the basic premise that arid lands are not a monolithic, 
undifferentiated category. There is great variability in the amount of pre- 
cipitation, for instance, among the three subcategories of arid lands 
usually identified by ecologists-extremely arid areas ("true deserts"), arid 
areas, and semiarid areas (see Moran 1982a:176); In the first case, where 
vegetation is restricted to favourable areas only, mean annual precipita- 
tion is less than 60 mm, in the second, where there is diffuse natural 
vegetation, precipitation is between 60 and 200 mm, and in the third, 
where dryland farming is possible but unreliable, precipitation is from 200 
to 500 mm. There is also great variation from one arid area to another with 
respect to the temporal distribution of rainfall, both seasonally and annual- 
ly. In the Kalahari of southern Africa, for instance, one of the major 
uncertainties for food producers involves the total amount of rainfall from 
one year to the next while the distribution of rainfall within the year is 
rather reliable. In the Central and Western Deserts of Australia, in con- 
trast, both the seasonal and annual uncertainties of water are great (see 
Jochim 1981:93). 

Even when one works with a single human population, such as a group 
of pastoralists or agriculturalists, it may be necessary to partition water 
and moisture into several variables to make environmental categories 
ethnographically meaningful (Ellen 1982:6). After all, the human producer 
is concerned not simply with the amount of rainfall but also with effective 
water, the amount of water actually available in the soil, in natural dams, 
and man-made wells. The characteristics of local geography determine 
how much water is available to both plants and livestock. Human adapta- 
tion, then, must be understood in terms of a local system of material 
relations, not a regional, let alone a global life zone or environmental 
biome. 

The discussion of arid environments involves fundamental theoretical 
issues, apart from that of the observation and measurement of environ- 
mental interactions. No one would deny that the ecosystem is important 
for human life, but social theorists debate just how to incorporate the eco- 
logical dimension into anthropological analysis. For cultural materialists, 
the ecosystem is an autonomous reality with a logic independent of social 
relations. Steward, who originated the approach of "cultural ecology", 
went so far as to argue that arid environments "prevented the formulation 
of concepts of property in real estate" (1940:494). Generally, his approach 
emphasized the severe environmental limitations imposed on simple 
societies. 

This deterministic aspect of cultural ecology has been rightly criticized 
by a number of anthropologists. While Geertz's analysis of Morocco and 



Bali (1972) may sound out of character, given the "interpretive" anthro- 
pology he has advocated elsewhere (see, for instance, Geertz 1973), he is 
careful not to associate his analysis with "geographical determinism" or 
"vulgar materialism". For him, environment is "but one variable among 
many-or, better, one set of variables among many" in the formation of 
Balinese and Moroccan societies. And it is one whose actual force must be 
empirically determined, not a priori declaimed" (Geertz 1972537). Ellen 
similarly remarks (1982:5): 

Social formations . . . are rarely simply the product of specific environmental con- 
ditions. . . . whatever remains of value in the environmentalist position is not to be 
found in programmatic statements or rhetorical assertions, but in the application 
of models and hypotheses to concrete ethnographic cases. 

Most anthropologists would agree that grand generalizations in the envi- 
ronmentalist tradition of Hippocrates and Huntington can no longer be 
reconciled with the ethnographic record. 

For those who advocate cultural determinism, the other theoretical ex- 
treme, economics and production are governed by culture. The environ- 
ment, consequently, is relegated to a secondary place. Sahlins argues 
(1976:57), for instance, that culture is "an order that enjoys by its own 
properties as a symbolic system, a fundamental autonomy." Similarly, 
British structural-functionalists tended to ignore natural constraints and to 
present jural rules (the rules of kinship, for instance) as independent 
variables, "prior" to economic relations. Leach's statement cited above 
should be seen in the context of his critique of such an approach. Leach, in 
effect, reversed the order of the mental and the material. 

Many anthropologists reject both kinds of determinisms, the materialist 
and the culturalist. Godelier points out (1986), for instance, that in some 
societies kinship is part of the infrastructure, and, therefore, has to be 
accepted for itself, while in others it may be classified as superstructural. 
While, as a group, the contributors to this volume do not have a particular 
social theory in common, most would probably agree with the following 
statement of McEvoy (1988:229): 

All three elements, ecology, production, and cognition, evolve in tandem; each 
partly according to its own particular logic and partly in response to changes in the 
other. To externalize any of the three elements, to place it in the set of given, 'envi- 
ronmental' conditions . . . , is to miss the crucial fact that human life and thought 
are embedded in each other and together in the nonhuman world. 

Traditionally, the inhabitants of arid areas have relied on nomadic pas- 
toralism to cope with low annual rainfall and periodic droughts, and, 
indeed, most of the ethnographic examples discussed in this book involve 
pastoralis ts. In some cases, however, pastoralism is not a feasible strategy. 
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In Cape Verde, for instance, people have been forced to rely on other 
modes of subsistence due to the limited landmass of the islands (see 
PAlsson, this volume). Some scholars have argued that in the arid zone, 
"where fishermen and nomads are often so distributed as to provide per- 
ceivable models for each other", individuals can move from one sphere to 
the other "with little disorientation in their ecological perceptions . . ." 
(Pas tner 1980:17). Pastner even suggests there are "fundamental similar- 
ities" (p. 16) between coastal and pastoral adaptations in terms of eco- 
logical orientation, since both maritime and herding social organizations 
represent an attempt to capitalize on the riches offered by the repro- 
ductive cycles of animals. But this implies a rather narrow definition of 
the "ecology" of human cognition. As many of the contributors to this 
volume emphasize, world-making is a cultural construction rooted in a 
complex web of both social and ecological relations. 

THE PRACTICAL AND THE SYMBOLIC 

If the "household of human life (Oikos, as the ancient Greeks called it) is 
to be defined with social beings in mind, rather than their dwellings, the 
ecosystem, it follows that the "household" is not just a "natural" structure 
erected in ecological space. People appropriate nature as social beings and 
their representations of nature in social discourse-what it means to live in 
the household and be part of it-are inevitably rooted in the household 
itself, in social life or the human Oikos (PAlsson 1991). Economic pro- 
duction, therefore, is not only practical work adapted to specific environ- 
ments. Pastoralism, for instance, is more than a set of work routines 
adapted to livestock and arid lands. The activity of animal husbandry 
necessarily involves mental (i.e. cognitive and symbolic) dimensions 
(Galaty 1989). 

The first two articles in this volume illustrate how the practical and 
symbolic merge in the activity of herding. The article by Dahl and 
Megerssa deals with herding and watering. They argue that while the 
substance of water is obviously an essential consideration-the "source of 
lifen-for the Boran herders of Ethiopia and Kenya, it is always loaded 
with cultural meaning. For the Boran, water is not just a practical 
necessity; in addition it has great symbolic value. Indeed, the whole 
stream of social life is seen to be analogous to the circulation of water 
through the soil, wells, milk, and the bodies of humans. Water is a sub- 
stance particularly associated with impregnation and the life-giving fertil- 
ity of males. The main sources of water, wells, are associated with particu- 
lar patrilineal clans, and underground water is metaphorically associated 
with "underground" kinship connections. Access to water is collectively 
controlled by the clan "owning" the well, but non-owners, even strangers, 



are usually granted access. In sharing water for livestock the Boran 
emphasize solidarity and mutual respect among humans. The actual 
watering-schedule, however, is a complex issue depending on the species 
to be watered and the relationship of the herd-owner with the holder of 
the well. For the Boran, then, water is a key symbol in that it organizes a 
series of very different discourses-about gender, fertility, territory, kin- 
ship, and power. Some of the themes discussed by Dahl and Megerssa are 
taken up elsewhere in the book. Ndagala describes the classification of 
water sources of Tanzanian pastoralists and Poulsen discusses the links 
between kinship and access to water among the Somali. 

The temporary absence of water, of course, is a major concern for pas- 
toralists. Among the Rendille and Gabra in Kenya time-reckoning is large- 
ly based on the "collective memory" of droughts (O'Leary, this volume). 
The past is codified and constructed in terms of lists of drought-induced 
events. On the whole, O'Leary argues, there is close agreement between 
official meteorological measurements and folk accounts consisting of the 
classification, naming, and descriptions contained in "event calendars". 

If human producers are simultaneously engaged in ecological and 
social relations, then the boundary between nature and culture, animals 
and humans, is not as definitive as is often assumed (see Ingold 1988b). 
Victorian anthropology was fascinated with the "errors" of primitive 
totemism that juxtaposed animals and humans. Later, L6vi-Strauss at- 
tempted to dissolve the concept of totemism (1981), emphasizing that it 
was not a legitimate, separate topic for anthropological discourse. For 
him, totemism was a way of thinking about social relations. Nowadays, in 
contrast, anthropologists speak of a "totemic revival" (Willis 1990). And 
folk theories emphasizing the interdependence between humans and 
animals are no longer regarded as false or erroneous but rather as authen- 
tic representations, an "accurate reflection of existential reality" (Willis 
1990:6). Willis even suggests that Western culture in general "is now in a 
phase that might almost be called neototemistic" (ibid.). In anthropology, 
then, the theoretical pendulum has been swinging from an anthropo- 
centric view of humans as separate from nature, or masters of nature, to a 
more inclusive conception of the relations among humans and other 
animals. In this vein, Tapper expands the classic Marxian concept of social 
relations of production so as to include relations with animals, arguing 
that familiarity with animals is a function of "human-animal relations of 
production" (1988:52). 

The article by Broch-Due (this volume) reflects these developments. 
She describes the many ways in which the Turkana in Kenya draw 
analogies between animals and humans, and objects to those anthropo- 
logists who treat livestock as "things in themselves". Among the Turkana, 
livestock are not only important as sources of energy, as both food and 
beasts of burden; they are also important both as companions and as 
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vehicles of symbolic thought. Various species of livestock differ in their 
relations with humans and in the characteristics attributed to them. Not 
only do these classes of animals vary in their relations with humans and in 
their symbolic roles, Broch-Due argues; livestock are perceived as individ- 
uated subjects with thoughts, moods, and likings much like those of 
humans. Each animal has a particular relation to humans, a specific social 
history. Further, Broch-Due rejects the structuralist notion that people are 
trapped in their symbolic constructs. Among the Turkana, she suggests, 
images of gender and age are used as symbolic resources, but they are 
built on the practical life of herding and husbandry and the empirical 
observations of everyday life. 

Hurskainen (in this volume) draws attention to the "formal" aspects of 
the symbolism of the Maasai in Kenya, particularly those of numbers 
(some other aspects of Maasai world-view are discussed by Ndagala and 
Talle, both in this volume). Among the Maasai, numerical symbolism is 
applied to a variety of contexts-the consumption of food, the physical 
structure of kraals, marriage ceremonies, and social structure, to mention 
just a few. In fact, numerical categories seem to pervade most aspects of 
social life. They are "good to think" in that they allow the Maasai to ac- 
commodate disparate aspects of experience. In their world-view, numbers 
are loaded with emotive content: some numbers are "good and others 
" bad .  Just as some ancient philosophers preoccupied with the relation 
between names and things argued that names are inherently correct, 
advocating a natural theory of names, the Maasai hold a natural theory of 
numbers. To understand the principles underlying social structure and 
political economy of the Maasai, therefore, one must do a thorough 
analysis of Maasai "ethnomathematics". As Hurskainen himself points 
out, his claim that symbolism shapes reality, much like the "linguistic 
determinism" of Sapir, raises the larger problem of how to accommodate 
social change. Practice rarely corresponds exactly with ideal rules, and 
social change inevitably puts pressure on cognitive systems. However, 
numerical symbolism ensures, Hurskainen argues, that social life appears 
as an orderly phenomenon, despite chaotic experience. As a result, the 
cognitive system shows remarkable continuity. When, for instance, the 
Maasai increased the number of cattle paid out in cases of homicide, as a 
result of socio-economic change, they decided upon a payment appropri- 
ate to the symbolic properties of numbers. 

Systems of prestige are important elements of world-making. Every 
society provides some basis for evaluating the social honour of its 
members and ordering them within a hierarchy of prestige. The logic and 



dynamics of such systems of distinction are matters of much debate in 
anthropology. Hatch proposes, following Bourdieu (1984), what he calls a 
"self-identity approach" to the topic (Hatch 1989). While systems of 
prestige, he argues, are sustained by the actors' attempts to achieve a 
sense of personal accomplishment, their inward-orientation, people can- 
not pursue their own self-identity in a cultural vacuum, independently of 
the opinions of others (p. 349). Prevailing values provide us with the 
model for our actions. The members of society do not meet on an equal 
basis in the making of the values that come to prevail, nor is their making 
based on any absolute standards or criteria; on the contrary, such values 
are arbitrary results of a power struggle. There is always, as Bourdieu 
points out, "the imposition of an art of living, that is, the transmutation of 
an arbitrary way of living into the legitimate way of life which casts every 
other way of living into arbitrariness" (1984:57). What counts is access to 
symbolic resources. 

The issue of distinction and social honour is taken up by some of the 
contributors to this volume. The article by Talle focuses on conceptions of 
social honour among the Maasai of Kenya and how they relate to the sym- 
bolism of livestock products. In the production, handling, and consump- 
tion of food, the Maasai convey important messages about each other. 
Their folk theory of food is, in part, a metaphorical language for talking 
about human relations and social identities, especially those relating to 
gender and generation. Given the metaphorical role of food, personal 
identities and social relations may be constructed and redefined by the 
preparation and serving of food in a particular manner. The symbolism of 
food, then, is an important means for making distinctions and maintain- 
ing social hierarchies. The cultural universe of the Maasai is very much a 
"milky way"; the substance of milk and products derived from it are of 
central importance both symbolically and nutritionally. Milk is associated 
with the reproductive and regeneration powers of women. Meat, on the 
other hand, is an important ritual food associated with men. The opposi- 
tion of milk and meat, Talle argues, is related to a series of other opposi- 
tions, including inside and outside, "homef' and ''bush'' (Salih and Broch- 
Due discuss similar contrasts in their articles, on the Hadendowa and 
Turkana respectively). Talle emphasizes that both the Maasai diet and 
their language of food have been changing during the last years with 
greater reliance on purchased foodstuffs. Increasingly, for instance, milk is 
being transformed into a "commodity". Milk and meat continue to be 
important as ritual foods, as means for making distinctions, but they en- 
code new messages about social relations. 

Just as the problems posed by the absence of water for those dependent 
on livestock are culturally modelled in many ways among pastoralists, so, 
too, do fishermen hold various theories about the extraction of fish from 
the omnipresent sea. PAlsson discusses (this volume) the cultural repre- 
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sentations of fishing on the island of Sao Vicente in Cape Verde. He con- 
trasts the peasant economy of the rural village of San Pedro and the 
market economy of the town of Mindelo and argues that models of fishing 
reflect the production system in which the producers are involved. For the 
peasant producers of Cape Verde, PAlsson argues, fishing success is a mat- 
ter of luck. Short-term differences among individual producers are as- 
sumed to disappear in the longrun. Competition is minimal, given the 
emphasis on use-values in the subsistence economy. In the market econ- 
omy, in contrast, production targets are indefinite and boats are typically 
owned by absentee-investors. Crews are unstable, relations among fisher- 
men are competitive, and some producers are said to be better than others 
at the art of catching fish. According to PAlsson, the conception of social 
honour and the articulation of personal differences in ability are related to 
the way in which people organize their production. 

Ethnic identity is one aspect of self-identity. In constructing ethnic 
identities people emphasize their collective achievements and separate 
themselves from other groups. Ethnic conflicts take place on the bound- 
aries between such groups, where people with competing values attempt 
to assert their view of the meaningful life over others. Often such conflicts 
also involve conflicts over economic resources. Manger and Salih (both in 
this volume) deal with intergroup conflict and ethnic markers in the 
Sudan. Salih's article discusses the politics of ethnic identification, empha- 
sizing the history of ethnic strife in the competitive multi-ethnic context of 
Beja-groups in eastern Sudan. The Hadendowa, he argues, were able to 
use a forged Arabic ancestry to evade enslavement and eventually become 
politically dominant. For them, the rich Gash Delta has been an important 
source of both seasonal water and ethnic pride. Some Hadendowa sub- 
sections, Salih points out, claim to be "more Hadendowa than others", but 
other sub-sections in turn seek to appropriate dominant Hadendowa sym- 
bols and values for their own benefit in the competition for power and 
resources. Ethnic identity, Salih emphasizes, is a political resource. 

Manger describes the ways in which the Lafofa in the Nuba Mountains 
in Sudan adapt to a plural ethnic context. In the past, the solidarity and 
social relations of the Lafofa were underlined by purely local institutions. 
This applied, for instance, to the sharing of beer within Hakuma work- 
groups. Social relations were codified in the spatial organization of beer- 
drinking. Traditionally, however, the Lafofa, being non-Arabic descend- 
ants of slaves, occupied a marginal social position. To overcome their 
marginality in the larger world around them, Lafofa migrants have 
increasingly rejected their "Nuba" background, and entered into the 
outside world of the plains as "modern" Muslims. Manger illustrates this 
process with cases from the courts and the market place where identity is 
presented and negotiated in face-to-face interaction. As the migrants 
return to the mountains, they become important agents of cultural change. 



To understand recent transformations in Lafofaland, Manger argues, one 
has to start with an analysis of individual strategies in a context of ethnic 
pluralism and uneven power. 

World-making not only entails a social construction of the present, it also 
involves the creation of new social and ecological structures. One of the 
central problems of modern social theory relates to the role of human 
agency in the making of history (Ortner 1984). The extent to which the 
individual is a creative agent or merely someone behaving and thinking in 
accordance with external structures is one of the issues touched upon in 
some of the articles in this volume (see, for instance, Broch-Due and 
Hurskainen, for differing views). The rationality of individual actors and 
the adaptiveness of their behaviour is another related issue discussed by 
some of the contributors. 

The image of pastoralist rationality and the environmental conse- 
quences of livestock production has oscillated between two extremes, in 
both anthropological discourse and among the general public. For some 
anthropologists, the subjects of ethnographic enquiry are above all "ra- 
tional" beings who always find the right solutions to their problems. This 
notion is reflected in the primitivist fallacy of ecological functionalism 
which assumes that "simple" societies are always in harmony with their 
environment. Given such an assumption, pastoralists are lay ecologists 
with sound analyses of environmental problems, who, in other words, are 
unable to make mistakes. According to the opposite intellectualist or 
Tylorian image, "primitives" are badly informed and seriously misguided 
(in other words, "irrational") in their world-making and their efforts to 
understand the world. The notion of the "cattle complex" of pastoralists, 
originally discussed by Herskovits (see, for instance, Moran 1982:50), is a 
well-known example of such an image. According to Herskovits, pastor- 
alists are driven to an irrational use of cattle because of their religious 
attachment to their herds. 

The concluding articles in this book, by Poulsen, O'Leary, and Ndagala, 
emphasize ecological and political aspects of pastoralism and the changes 
pastoral production has undergone in recent decades. Poulsen points out 
that, in the past observers often assumed that pas toralis t adaptations 
inevitably lead to ecological balance, since, in their view, pastoralists were 
an integral part of the order of nature. Later, following the droughts of the 
1970s, pastoralists were increasingly presented as ecological villains re- 
sponsible for "damaging" the environment. Poulsen suggests that anthro- 
pologists examine each historical formation separately and analyze how 
social structure influences the appropriation of natural resources and how 
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changes in the relations among humans are reflected in changes in their 
relations with the natural environment. Poulsen describes the changing 
social structure of Somali pastoralists, emphasizing that theirs is a market 
economy very much part of the world capitalist system. The market, he 
suggests, has transformed the traditional redistributive mechanisms of 
pastoral society in such a way that lending and borrowing increasingly 
have become individual transactions removed from the context of subsist- 
ence and kinship obligations. In Ingold's terms, Somali pastoralism, an 
economy traditionally based on the natural reproduction of herds, is being 
transformed into "ranching", a distinctively capitalist "spiral of accumula- 
tion" based on the exchange of products for factors of production (Ingold 
1980:3). 

O'Leary argues in his article, on the basis of the detailed empirical 
evidence of the Integrated Project in Arid Lands (IPAL), that the im- 
poverishment of Rendille and Gabra pastoralists during recent droughts 
has not been caused by overgrazing, as is often assumed, but rather by the 
fact that the human population has been increasing at a faster rate than 
the livestock population. O'Leary presents a detailed analysis of the 
changing responses of Rendille and Gabra pastoralists in northern Kenya 
to both natural and social hazards. These responses are traced through 
three periods with varying degrees of contact with the wider political 
economy: the period which initially brought the pastoralists into the 
colonial order, the years following the Second World War, and the era of 
independent Kenya. O'Learyrs analysis weaves together information on 
ecology (rainfall, pastures and livestock movement), ethnohistory (folk 
representations of events and environmental conditions), and the external 
context (national as well as international) of pastoral production. While 
periodic and extended droughts are a major problem for them, pastor- 
alists clearly must face other hazards as well. For instance, rigid tribal 
boundaries established by colonial administrators to control grazing had 
little to do with climatic conditions. 

Ndagala's article discusses the claim that communal access to grazing 
areas is the root of most environmental problems in pastoral areas. It is 
true that during recent decades, with increasing inequality and prolonged 
droughts, some groups of pastoralists have become increasingly impov- 
erished and a permanent pool of destitute households has sometimes 
emerged (see, for instance, Baxter 1975; Little et al. 1987). It is also true that 
in pastoral economies access to land is not a matter of private ownership. 
But to explain environmental degradation and poverty in terms of a sys- 
tem of "open" access, Ndagala argues, is to simplify a complex issue and 
to miss important points. He challenges Hardin's thesis (1978) of the 
"tragedy of the commons" which informs many modern discussions of 
resource management. Hardin's thesis assumes that in pastoral society, 
where livestock are individually owned and land is not subject to rules of 



ownership, territorial access must be "open" or free for everyone and, 
therefore, overgrazing is an inevitable consequence of pastoral grazing 
systems. In other words, economic rationality drives the producers to the 
irrational result of ruining their own livelihood. The "cattle culture" 
postulated by Herskovits is replaced with the notion that land degrada- 
tion is a result of overgrazing and "irrational" production strategies, a 
kind of "cattle economics". 

Ndagala points out that Hardin's thesis lacks historical depth and that 
it is based on a misunderstanding of the traditional mechanisms of 
resource-use in pastoral society. Traditionally, pastures were non-ownable 
but access was subject to restrictions and negotiations (see Dahl and 
Megerssa, this volume, for a discussion of wells and access to water 
among the Boran). Such "communal" access, Ndagala points out, should 
not be confused with open access. Involvement with colonial power and 
the state, on the other hand, meant that pastoral territories were redefined 
as public ownership, thereby receiving the character which Hardin took to 
be intrinsic to pastoral grazing systems. In the traditional system of 
resource use, the pastoralists usually moved to another grazing area 
before resources were exhausted. The traditional mechanisms of access 
among the Maasai are, therefore, not the cause of the environmental 
problems they face today. Rather, land degradation is the result of the 
collapse over the last decades of the traditional system of resource use. 
Many anthropologists have challenged Hardin's thesis on similar 
grounds, pointing out that in pastoral society territorial access is usually 
restricted by a complex set of rules and institutions. Among the Sami of 
Northern Norway, for instance, a distributive institution known as siida 
regulates the relations between herds and pasture (Bjorklund 1990). Pas- 
toralism, therefore, does involve indigenous management, and is not a sys- 
tem beyond human control. A similar argument has been developed with 
respect to access to fishing territories (see McCay and Acheson 1987). 

Hardin's thesis has not only been challenged on ethnographic grounds: 
the social theory of the tragedy of the commons is also a matter of debate. 
In particular, it has been argued, the thesis wrongly assumes that the 
users of commons are autonomous, selfish individuals trying to maximize 
short-term gains and that the commons dilemma can only be solved 
through the intervention of an external authority, the state. It therefore 
fails to recognize the social character of production. A scholarly model of 
nature and resource use like the tragedy of the commons, it is also pointed 
out, is not simply a straightforward or "factual" representation of reality 
independent of the social context in which it is produced. Environmental 
models are inevitably social constructs rooted in a specific social dis- 
course. As Bird argues: "To cite the 'laws of ecology' as a basis for 
understanding environmental problems is to rely on a particular set of 
socially constructed experiences and interpretations that have their own 
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political and moral grounds and implications" (1987:260-61). In a similar 
vein, McEvoy emphasizes that ecology is discursive praxis. He argues that 
the thesis of the tragedy of the commons represents a "mythology" of 
resource use, a model "in narrative form for the genesis and essence of 
environmental problems" (McEvoy 1988:214). It belongs, he says (ibid.), to 
a class of theories which "create the world in their own image as they 
structure people's actions as they transform the world through their 
work". In this sense, the theory of the tragedy of the commons is an im- 
portant means for making history, an authoritative account with a social 
force of its own, and not simply an attempt to understand the world. The 
argument of the tragedy of the commons, Ndagala reminds us (this 
volume), has been forcefully used by governments, companies, and 
individuals when pressing for leasehold or freehold rights to be granted 
to individuals on areas formerly used by pastoralists. 

The theory of the tragedy of the commons illustrates the persistent 
tendency in Western discourse to radically separate systems and activities, 
the social and the individual (other examples which readily come to mind 
are the theories of Durkheim and Saussure, in anthropology and linguis- 
tics respectively). Given such a tendency, different political theories often 
have more in common than one might expect. For instance, those who 
advocate "external", governmental solutions to social problems and those 
who favour the free-market often seem to be trapped within the same 
kind of discourse. Despite their differences in other respects, both groups 
present the political and economic actor as an irresponsible and asocial 
being. On the one hand we have a state apparatus which has nothing to 
do with individuals, on the other an individual who has nothing to do 
with society. In the first case all responsibility is removed from the actor to 
the state-where it eventually evaporates, given the experience of state 
dictatorship and military governments. In the second case, individual 
responsibility seems to disappear as well, not because it has been appro- 
priated but simply because it is seen as irrelevant or beside the point. 

Political systems of the real world no less than the social theories of 
academics differ in the way they divide access to world-making. In some 
instances the individual is actively engaged in a truly democratic process 
of deciding upon the course of events, and is endowed with real social 
power. In other cases people are reduced to alienated subjects; they are 
losers in the battle over meaning and control, devoid of authority to name 
the world. If anthropologists, as is often claimed, are experts in studying 
"how in a particular place and time, people experience the projects and 
plans that are decided on elsewhere" (Bowen 1988:425), they have a 
particularly important role to play in such contexts, in making the voices 
of the grassroots heard in the corridors of power among the world-makers 
in the larger world. 



It should be clear from the brief account presented above that in 
producing this volume the contributors have not been informed by the 
naive confidence of the empiricist and the environmentalist that detailed 
ethnographic research will inevitably lead to the discovery of a particular 
cognitive world common to all societies that inhabit a particular kind of 
environment. That is not a realistic assumption, given the fact that mean- 
ing is rooted in society and history, a particular discourse. While material 
conditions should not be discarded as something totally irrelevant to 
anthropological analyses of cultural representations and production sys- 
tems, human life in arid lands is represented in different ways in different 
times and places. The mental maps that people follow in the course of 
their daily lives, when adapting to environments with low and erratic 
rainfall, are diverse and subject to change. The articles presented here 
emphasize differences in world-making in arid lands, much more than the 
similarities. Ethnographic details are more helpful than grand, deter- 
ministic generalizations. Collectively, the following articles attempt to 
illuminate the complex interactions between ecology and society and the 
range of representations developed by human producers-whether they be 
pastoralists, fishermen, or farmers. 



2. The Sources of Life: Boran 
Concepts of Wells and Water 
Gudrun Dahl and Gemetchu Megerssa 

Human activities which have an obvious utilitarian aspect often fall 
completely outside the interest of anthropologists occupied with sys tems 
of meaning. In his now classic work on the ritual life of the Basseri, 
Fredrik Barth notes (1961) that anthropologists often make the "unnecess- 
ary and naive assumption" that technical constraints impose particular 
restrictions on the form of an act and that its symbolic meaning must lie 
elsewhere. Barth's observation still holds true to a large extent. He goes on 
to note that "there is no reason why the very forms of an act which reflect 
the technical imperatives may not also be vested with central and crucial 
meaning in a symbolic system of context." Barth is concerned with the 
migration of the Basseri nomads as a pragmatic undertaking, that none- 
theless has great ritual significance for the participants. His argument may 
be extended to include many other subsistence tasks and activities which 
involve, despite their superficial plainness and technicality, the handling 
of substances with great symbolic value and acting out of central social 
values. 

Broch-Due notes (see this volume) that in order to understand the ways 
the Turkana appropriate nature for their own social and symbolic use, 
anthropologists must modify the metaphors they themselves live by- 
notably the idea that everything is "constructed". It is not altogether evi- 
dent, even in the context of subsistence activities, that the outside observer 
can know what people understand unless he/she actually looks at both 
the material constraints and characteristics of the resources handled and 
the larger cultural context within which they are interpreted. Within a 
culture, however, shared experience of daily subsistence activities may be 
a source of widely recognizable paradigms and metaphors. If a certain 
item is taken from everyday activity and symbolically used in a different, 
non-productive context, then it may later project back meaning on to the 
item or the activity that originally provided the symbol. This is not to say 
that people everywhere are continually obsessed with the symbolism of 
their quotidian tasks, but rather that there may be a semi- or sub-con- 
scious stratum of reality wherein potential interpretations remain latent. 

In the present article we are concerned with the meaning of water, a 
substance which appears to have universal meaning because of its physio- 
logical importance. Specifically, we attempt to throw light on the cultural 
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significance of wells and well-water among the Borana of Ethiopia and 
Kenya. The Borana are an Oromo-speaking group involved in cattle pas- 
toralism. In the ethnographic literature, their fame is based on their elab- 
orate generation system, known as the Gaadaa-complex (Baxter 1954; 
Haberland 1963; Knutsson 1967; Legesse 1973). The Borana heartland lies 
in Ethiopia, mainly between the towns of Moyale, Arero and Tertelle. This 
is the area where Boran traditions have been most strongly maintained, 
and which the Borana regard as their cultural centre. Today, however, 
many Borana live in Kenya, either in Marsabit or in Waso. The Waso 
Borana of Kenya are the children and grandchildren of a group of Borana 
who once lived in the Kenyan-Ethiopian border area, who fled into British 
territory during the early colonial period, to escape the expansionist cam- 
paigns of the Ethiopian empire. Originally adherents of the traditional 
Borana religion, this group converted to Islam in the 1940s. Yet they still 
retain many of the beliefs and practices associated with their "original" 
culture. At Marsabit many Borana are Christians, and Christian as well as 
Moslem converts are also numerous in Ethiopia. 

The present article, the aim of which is largely ethnographic, is based 
primarily on material from taped interviews with two elders from the 
Kenyan-Ethiopian border area, Dadacha and Libaan.1 Both informants 
have experience as local specialists in Boran law, custom and ritual. To a 
lesser extent the article uses data from Gudrun Dahl's fieldwork with the 
Waso Borana, as well as information from relevant ethnographic litera- 
ture. This article is intended to be more a study of concepts and normative 
ideas as presented by indigenous intellectuals than a first-hand study of 
well use and local praxis. For a very detailed study of the economics of 
traditional watering in terms of utensils, labour requirements, energy ex- 
penditure and productivity, we refer the reader to Cossins (1983). 

For a long time, anthropological studies of Boran culture were domi- 
nated by interest in the gaadaa-structure of social categories and the rel- 
evant rituals. Very little attention was directed to the Boran form of sub- 
sistence, a problem one of us has addressed elsewhere (Dahl 1979). More 
surprising, perhaps, has been the scarcity of attempts to link the Borana 
system of beliefs and symbols to the everyday activities associated with 
pastoralism. Understanding the belief systems of Oromo groups has 
recently been furthered by Bartels' study (1983) of the religious ideas of 
the Macha Oromo, but much more work is needed to learn how basic 
themes vary from one economic setting to another and from one Oromo 
group to another. In this article we will try to show how Boran well 
organization forms a framework for the expression of basic cultural prin- 

- 

The bulk of the material has been collected by Gemetchu Megerssa. Gudrun Dahl 
alone is responsible for the analysis and interpretation. Gemetchu Megerssa thinks 
that there are other or additional ways of interpreting the material discussed. 
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ciples of solidarity and respect, how ideas about fertility and descent are 
linked with the paradigms offered by wells, and how wells are closely 
attached to the basic concepts of Boran identity. It may seem trivial to say 
that "water is life" since as physical beings we all need water. For the 
Boran, however, water is more than a physiological necessity: it is a cen- 
tral ontological concern. 

TYPES OF WATER 

Borana are semi-nomadic or transhumant pastoralists, raising cattle, sheep 
and goats in their traditional Ethiopian heartland. In the semi-deserts of 
northern Kenya, some Borana rear camels, but this is regarded as anomal- 
ous to Boran-ness. Cattle and small stock are brought to pasture in circuits 
of varying length, but generally require watering at least every third day. 
"Water" mainly means "water for livestock". Each animal can drink up to 
40 litres at one serving, whereas the quantities needed for direct human 
consumption are obviously much smaller. As well, irrigated agriculture is 
a late innovation in Boran lands and was until very recently of limited 
importance. 

In his overview of Ethiopian Boranaland, Helland (1980) notes that 
water is found in three basic forms, each with a particular set of rights. 
First, during the rainy season there are occasional spots of surface water, 
or lola. Although nobody has exclusive rights to them, the people settled 
closest have a privileged access to them. Such rainpools, puddles, and 
temporary floods, as well as the seasonal streams which appear in the 
rainy season, provide the main source of water for Ethiopian Borana from 
March to May. Second, there are more predictable if temporary sources of 
water, that are contained by man-made or natural dams. These sources re- 
quire some maintenance. Their enclosures must be maintained and silt 
dug out. Third, there are regular wells. The latter type is of critical import- 
ance to the central Borana particularly from January to March when the 
weather is hot and dry. Helland writes that "practically all the Borana 
wells are concentrated in some 35 different locations within the central 
part of Boranaland, south and west of the Dawa river. The wells are of 
two types and both types may be found within the same location, prob- 
ably draining different aquifers [and are] either sunk deep through the 
rock ... or [are] shallower, wide shafts dug out in alluvials like sand or 
gravel"(1980:20). Wells of the latter type, Helland notes, are still being 
excavated, whereas the former are no longer newly dug but sometimes 
may be recovered. Construction and recovery are, however, both feats 
which demand large numbers of cattle. Development reports which deal 
with Borana wells have different ways of listing and enumerating well 
locations. The Borana, however, traditionally count nine main well-fields; 
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these are the wells the Borana will first think of when asked to give in- 
formation on the topic. 

One of our informants, Dadacha, gave us a wealth of information on 
the use of wells in the Boran heartland. Since he now lives at a distance 
from the wells, he tends to emphasize those aspects of well use that are 
legally and symbolically important. He therefore leaves out certain topics 
regarding the actual praxis of administrating wells. Helland mentions 
(1980:22) that the everyday routine is supervised by an officer. Access to 
water is scheduled on the basis of a three-day cycle. On the first day, it is 
the well-holder, konficha, who takes on the work of supervision. For the 
two remaining days, officers are appointed according to the consensus of 
an open council comprised of people who use the well. Typically such 
officers come from groups having rights to the second and third days 
respectively . 

Northern Kenya is even more arid than southern Ethiopia, yet 
nonetheless it appears that it is easier for the Kenyan Waso to get water 
for their herds. Many of the wells in Ethiopian Boranaland are very deep 
and watering from them is a major organizational task. Long chains of 
men stand at different levels and pass hand-to-hand water buckets made 
of giraffe-skin, all the while chanting rhythmically to ensure the smooth 
flow of water and to minimize the time each herd spends at the well. The 
chanting gives a particular atmosphere to the watering which to a West- 
ern observer seems almost sacral. 

At Waso in the Isiolo District of Kenya, in contrast, most wells are 
relatively shallow needing at most four or five men in a chain. Rainpools, 
dams, and ponds provide water in the wet seasons from March to May 
and October to November. In the dry seasons the population living north 
of the Isiolo-Garba Tula road depends on the Waso Nyiro River, while 
those living in the scrubland in the southwest parts of the district turn to 
the wells. In principle, any family can use the rivers, dig a temporary well 
in a canyon, or dig a permanent well at one of the well-complexes. It is 
very seldom that watering or well maintenance requires more labour than 
a family or camp can provide. When people dig for water, it is either 
found by fairly shallow excavation or not available at all. 

The Boran jural system recognizes a distinction between ' law" (seera) and 
"Custom" (addaa). The former consists of a set of recognized rules, ideally 
formulated and revised by the representatives of a certain senior genera- 
tion set at a collective ritual once every eight years. "Law" is considered to 
be fixed and holy. To a large extent it concerns issues relating to various 
culturally-central concepts and values singled out as symbols of 
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Boranness. "Custom", upheld by local elders when dealing with their clan 
and community matters, is a more flexible set of agreed-upon practices. 
Within the realm of wells, there is room both for the enactment of "Law", 
and for customary practices. 

The Boran view of cosmology, ecology and ontology is one of a flow of 
life emanating from God. For them, the benignancy of divinity is ex- 
pressed in rain and other conditions necessary for pastoralism. The stream 
of life flows through the sprouting grass and the mineral waters of the 
wells, into the fecund wombs and generous udders of the cows. The milk 
from the latter then promotes human satisfaction and fertility. When 
people are satisfied by the yield of their herds, they live happily and 
peacefully together according to "Law" (seen as both consensually for- 
mulated and divinely inspired), thereby creating a balance between 
people and Divinity, and reproducing favourable conditions. 

In this conception of essential linkages between elements, one can 
select almost any item and see it as symbolizing the whole chain of fertil- 
ity: the fat cattle, the dung, the grass, the milk and so on. All these items 
can be seen as "key" symbols in the sense that each of them provides a 
clue to the essential values and concerns of the Borana. Though we are 
here concentrating on the meanings associated with water, we recognize 
that it may be useful to see water as only one of the "vital fluids" which in 
fact shares many meaning components with milk and semen. This can be 
seen, for example, in formal rituals where pure water is not used for 
signifying the fluid of life. Instead, a mixture of water and milk is used for 
ritual spraying and libations. 

When investigating how Borana think about their water, it is necessary 
to start with the concepts of horraa and tullaa. Horraa literally refers to 
"mineral waters", including water from all the categories of springs, wells 
and dams mentioned above. However, it is also tied to a whole cluster of 
concepts associated with fertility (hormaata). It is possible that some of 
these terms are etymologically linked. More interestingly, though, Borana 
consciously play with the similarities between words like these, creating 
and recreating associative links both in oratory and ritual life. The most 
important word coupled with horraa is horrii, meaning "animal wealth". 
These two words further connect with horaachaa, reproduction of capital 
and wealth, horata, prosperity and reproduction of family wealth, horomo, 
a variant of Oromo which means "he who is fertile", horomsu, a ritual to 
give alien people Oromo-identity, and horroro, the elder's marriage stick. 
Horri can be an exhortation, meaning "be fertile!". 

These terms, revolving around the morpheme hor, are not the only 
symbolic elaboration on the link between wetness and fertility on the one 
hand, and dryness and death on the other. Bartels (198362) allocates a 
section of his book on the Macha Oromo of Ethiopia to the theme of 
"water as a source of life". He notes how dead persons and barren women 
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are talked about as "dry", and mentions specific ritual contexts where 
fertility is represented by sticks which are still "wet", in that they contain 
the original moisture of living wood or "wet" marsh grass. In an import- 
ant form of blessing, elders, parents or special ritual "spitters" convey 
fertility through the medium of saliva representing the water of life. 
Among the Waso Borana of Kenya a moist twig is always placed at the 
gate of the cattle enclosure, to symbolize the minimal breeding herd from 
which a sufficient family herd can be bred. 

Macha, like many other Oromo, talk about themselves as being linked 
to the "Lake of Freedom". To them water is not only a prerequisite for life 
but the very source of life. According to a myth of the Sayyoo Oromo of 
Wallaga, the original water was not a lake but a spring. People were for- 
bidden to drink from this spring, but on one occasion a girl broke this 
taboo, and as a result she became pregnant. The children she bore became 
the ancestors of Sayyoo and Macha, and were known as "the nine 
Boorana" (Gidada 1984). Several authors have discussed the Wollaabu 
myth, mainly with the aim of locating the water in question in some 
geographical reality (ibid.). Haberland (1963), for example, associates it 
with a particular swamp known as Haro Wallaabu, in the Gujji-area near 
Darasa country (see also Hultin 1975:276). A symbolic interpretation is 
rarely suggested, although it would appear to be close at hand. 

Borana, too, sometimes refer to Lake Wollaabu as their point of origin, 
but more typically they trace their generations back to horroo. Horroo 
seems to be known to our informants as a person, but Baxter defines 
"horro" as an expression generally denoting "ancestors" (1954:76). To a 
person used to European metaphors, it is not difficult to think of "the 
origin" of something as its "source", but the Borana are doing much more 
with such a metaphor. Both Libaan and Dadacha make an explicit link 
between the mythical ancestor and the wells. Libaan expresses it thus: 
"Boran originated from horvoo. Boran originated from the well, the spring 
with mineral waters from which the cattle drink .... The Muslim people tell 
you that all mankind originated from Adam and Eve, but to us this is not 
true. We do not trace ourselves to them. We trace ourselves to horroo." 

If we are to understand the way Boran speak about ancient mythical 
figures such as horroo, we must keep in mind that Boran sages regard 
individuals as embodiments of cosmic principles. These principles can 
also express themselves in material things or in abstract ideas. Therefore 
horroo can simultaneously be seen as a person, well, or the general prin- 
ciple of wells, i.e., the well "as idea". Similarly the essence of a cultural 
invention is sometimes personified. For example, traditional Boran "Law" 
is divided into five fundamental bodies. Each body is considered to be 
given by a particular founding father and to be the embodiment of his 
spiritual heritage, his ayaana. In this context, matters relating to livestock 
and to mineral waters, horraa, belong to the same category. The laws were 
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given by the founding father, Yaayaa Galee Anno, and are considered basic. 
The expression Yaayaa Galee Anno refers both to this body of law and the 
founder himself. 

According to Dadacha, any consideration of mineral waters has to 
begin with tullaa, the organizing concept in the Boran Law of Mineral 
Waters. Tul laa refers to well-complexes or permanent waters. All mineral 
waters are legally categorized under rock wells and then in turn sub- 
sumed under the Laws of the well-complexes: 

The sources of mineral water are one thousand [a blessed number]. Their father is 
the well-complex. You do not call the son while the father is still alive. That is why 
we address ourselves to the well-complex though we are not claiming to know it 
in full. The well-complex has lapsed wells. The well-complex has secret cavities. 
The well-complex has corridors for the cattle. The well-complex has watering 
troughs. The well-complex has holy people. The well-complex has openings. We 
are not saying that we have the full knowledge of the well-complex. We are not 
saying that we can explain its laws. But we are saying that fullaa is the father of 
mineral waters, therefore, today we greet him. 

The nine well-complexes are very closely associated with the history of 
the Borana and their concepts of identity. There is little reason to think of 
these well fields as originally constructed by Borana; on the contrary, it is 
quite possible that their prior existence was important in the formation of 
the Borana as a ritual and political group. Haberland links the Boran wells 
to an unknown ancient megalithic culture (1963:75). Helland (1980) quotes 
the Borana as ascribing the original wells to the Warday people (see also 
Legesse 1973236). However, the two elders who provided us with data for 
this article both assert that the original wells were created by a succession 
of eight peoples who were not Borana, though presumably still speakers 
of the Oromo language. These tribes preceded the Warday, and it was 
from the latter that the legendary Abayye Babbo captured the wells. 
Dadacha says that "those who were forging iron and who dug the tullaa 
wells were the Sufftu and the Abrobji. Those who did most of the digging 
were the Tayyaa .... Those who made the underground caves and tunnels 
through mountains were Sufftu. The people named Warday and. those 
who came after them got most things from those that preceded them." 

According to Dadacha, the Borana were originally living at "the hill of 
ancient men", then later settled in the Warraabu area of Somalia. A 
prophet belonging to the Warday came to the Borana and told a certain 
leader, Abayye Babbo, about his own land which was blessed with 
rainfall, salt, and wells, unlike the dry area where the Borana were then 
residing. Babbo travelled to the tullaa area and everywhere placed sub- 
stances with which he could symbolically manipulate the fate of the 
inhabitants. Following this he returned to the Borana and told them they 
could be certain of victory if they invaded the land of the Warday. This 
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was against the advice of the Boranals own prophet, who warned that by 
going there-an area where nine successive people had failed to remain- 
Abbaye Babbo would draw a bad fate to the Borana. However, the 
prophet continued, this would not happen until the ninth turn of the full 
gaadaa-cycle. The coming of the white people to Boranaland during the 
reign of Libaan Jaldessa (1891-1899) is said to have fulfilled this prophecy. 
In Libaan's version of this story, Abbaye Babbo could only find 30 people 
who agreed to go with him. With them, he fought the Warday and drove 
them out of the well-complexes. 

WELLS AND CLANSHIP 

The system of well-complexes is identified with clanship and the Boran 
people. Boran clans are named, patrilineally-recruited groups which are 
scattered all over Boranaland. In many cases they can also be found 
among other Oromo groups in Ethiopia and Kenya. Each of the well- 
complexes is seen as representing the Borana people as a whole and its 
multiplicity of clans. The ownership of wells is fundamentally linked to 
clanship. Within the well-complexes specific wells are associated with 
particular clans, but no clan is barred from using the well-complex. Every 
Boran has "ownership". 

The number of wells actually used in each well-complex varies, as each 
field contains many wells that are not in use, because they are not re- 
covered. Whether or not they are in use, wells are owned. In Dadacha's 
opinion the total number of claims to wells is about 4,000. One would 
assume that if the number of unused claims is large, then there might be 
room for manipulation and even fabrication of claims. When people wish 
to open a lapsed well which has been unused even from the time of the 
Warday, they need to find out which clan is the owner. To do that, they 
have to consult special experts on the Law of Mineral Waters. The guard- 
ians of this restricted knowledge are supposed to pass the knowledge to 
younger men, as they themselves grow older. A law regulates who should 
and should not be taught. According to Dadacha, "this is done to protect 
the knowledge from becoming public. Today wells become sources of 
bribery, but they did not have anything of that sort in the beginning." He 
notes drily that "whether these people cheat or remain honest to the 
original knowledge is up to themselves, but they fear God and hence do 
not cheat." 

Any man can request water from any well belonging to his clanmates 
as he moves with his cattle over Boranaland. But agnation and wells are 
connected in more symbolic ways. We have already noted the association 
of mineral waters with fertility. The fertility with which we are here 
concerned is masculine rather than feminine. It is the active life-giving 
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principle, the potency of impregnation and creation rather than the nour- 
ishing fertility associated with women and the soil. The stream of life 
flows through rain, well water, milk, male virility and its moral counter- 
part: the commitment to herd reproduction and care, closely associated 
with commitment to clan solidarity. As the clan shares title to wells, so do 
they share in the reproductive capacity of stock. This aspect of solidarity 
and corporativeness is expressed when someone loses his stock: he has the 
right to turn to his clan-mates to get a breeding nucleus from which he can 
then recover his herd (Dahl1979:173 ff). 

Commitment to herd growth cannot be regarded as separate from 
commitment to the clan: the wasteful and careless man loses his moral 
right to assistance. Similarly, work in and with the wells is expressive of 
commitment to the herds and clan; undertaking such work is in essence 
"being a real man", and recreates the basic physical conditions of Boran 
existence. 

It is possible to find several examples of how this idea is symbolically 
elaborated. One striking example of a direct metaphoric link between the 
realm of descent and the realm of water organization lies in the expression 
"Gogessa" which has double significance. It denotes the five lines of 
generation-classes in the Gada-system: hence, ideologically, the flow of 
descent.1 But it also refers to the chain of men in the well-shaft, passing 
buckets of water one to another. 

Another example emphasizes the ideal quality of kinship as opposed to 
the stream of fertility. In a prophetic myth related to us by Dadacha, two 
brothers hunting for truth come across three wells in a line where water 
flows out of the first and runs into the third, leaving the middle one dry. 
This story is said to have metaphorically predicted the modern state, in 
which people feel more solidarity towards socially-distant people than to 
agna tic kinsmen. Water in this case is used to symbolize solidarity. 

Not only does the flow of water through the wells signify the common 
patrilineality of the owning clans. The fact that some of the wells are 
linked by an underground stream is sometimes used to emphasize 
"underground" kinship links between two clans. This is the case, for 
example, with the relation between the Hawatu and Karayyu clans, whose 
wells are sometimes linked to common underground sources. Although 
these clans belong to opposite moieties and thus presumably have no 
agnatic connection, some adoptions between the clans have been deliber- 
ately used to neutralize political opposition. In this way, certain of the 
Karayyu office-holders can be considered as Hawatu when matters are 

As Baxtcr (1970) has pointed out, the "lincs" of generation sets d o  not correspond to 
descent units. Men from onc subclan may bc found in various "lincs" and onc "line" 
contains rncmbers from various clans. Ncvcrtl~clcss, they arc often spoken of by the 
Borana as if they werc descent units. 
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closely scrutinized. When talking about water flows, one can also be 
talking metaphorically about kinship. Dadacha explains: 

When the Boran wells were originally distributrd, people first had to make the 
rules of sharing. They were fairly shared according to clanship. After dividing ac- 
cess to every well according to clan, they also considered another factor. Let us, for 
example, say there are five wells near one another. Experts know from which side 
the water is coming to a particular well. The flow of the underground source is 
considered. If the experts say that a new well could be dug without affecting the 
wells already there, then one may be allowed to make a new well. But if one clan 
just went ahead and dug a well without consulting the experts, the other clans 
owning wells in the region could stop the digging. Alternatively, they could claim 
it after it had been dug. But at times the water in the area may be so abundant that 
it is sufficient for all. 

What, then, does "ownership" of a well mean? In contrast to the picture 
that we are given in various consultancy reports which emphasize the 
strict control applied by owners, Dadacha emphasizes the ideological 
aspect of well use, where the practice of sharing is a way of emphasizing 
and asserting values of cooperation and solidarity. In Boran discourse, 
such values primarily characterize the relation between affinals, some- 
thing which at the societal level is expressed through the close association 
between the two Boran exogamous moieties, Sabbo and Goona. Hence 
Dadacha tells us that the law that regulates well ownership also "allows 
Sabbo to use the well of Goona. This is to emphasize collective ownership. 
It is not ownership that is most important, it is rather the equality that the 
law had established." 

The basic issue in deciding turns at watering is the appointment of the 
holder of the konffi. This term applies not only to the wooden shovel used 
in digging, but also (and more importantly) to the rights of the person 
who-as representative of the owning clan-slaughters the first ox when the 
well is dug or reclaimed. In principle, this man, referred to as the konficha, 
represents the original pre-Boran Sufftu who discovered or constructed 
the well long ago and who first placed the konffi in the shaft. Thus, people 
who wish to establish a well must learn the identity of the proper konficha 
by approaching legal specialists. The latter will tell them a name of a man 
whose descendants and precise clan subsection are then traced. 

The ox to be slaughtered should come from the most senior of the 
families belonging to the clan that holds the right to the well. The head of 
that family is the konficha. The elected konficha gives the sign for starting 
work by symbolically handing over a konffi-shovel. Then the actual job 
begins by clearing the bushes and shrubs which have grown over the well. 
Killing the ox and clearing the place are acts referred to as "putting in the 
konffi". The people who slaughter oxen to feed the workers after the 
konfichn are said to provide "dewlap animals1' Dadacha sees the dewlap 
animals as a way of checking over-stocking (cf. Legesse 197337 ): 
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If the number of cattle increases so that the land cannot support them, our "Law" 
provides a way out. Excess cattle are used for making new rain-ponds or new 
rock-wells in the well-fields. Recovering an old rock-well can take up to 100 oxen. 
There are many wells of this kind in the well-complex area, and they all need live- 
stock to be recovered. You engage in such activities to keep the number of animals 
in limit. That's why we say that the multiplying of cattle is not a serious problem. 
We can use the excess for the discovery of new sources of water and land. The 
number of cattle can never be greater than what the land can take. 

Those who provide dewlap animals have rights to water which are, in 
principle, second only to those of the well holder. But, as we shall see, 
they will in practice have to leave room in the watering schedule for 
certain other categories. They are ranked according to the order in which 
they slaughter: 

The man whose ox is slaughtered next after the ox of the konficha is the one who 
will have the right over the use of the well after the konficha. The man who pro- 
vides the third ox for slaughter is third in rights. Then come the fourth and the 
fifth. It stops on the fifth. Even the turns for watering cattle in one day do not 
exceed five. If the number is bigger, the exceeding ones should be distributed 
among the five. This is governed by the law of five1 

When the order of seniority for slaughtering has been settled, the people 
concerned set out to recover the well. The first day in the use of a re- 
covered well is known by the term kagugaa .  This refers to the act of 
leading the cattle of the konficha to the well where they then drink from 
the new trough prior to any other cattle. Then, as the cattle approach the 
new well and trough, ritual whipping twigs are spread on the ground. 
The man with rights to the first watering is present in full ceremonial 
dress. He wraps his head in a cloth, and holds his elder's stick and whip 
in his hands. The latter items symbolize peace, and domestic and social 
authority, respectively. People from certain clans in the opposite moiety 
with which the clan has special relations of exchanging water rights are 
also there. Before the water is drunk, a spitting ritual is performed to 
make the water healthy for the cattle. Certain "spitters" and people 
endowed with ritual power come to offer blessings. After all this is 
performed, a cow is milked directly into the well itself. Finally, a libation 
of milk is given on the well threshold. Holy resin and ritual salt are also 
placed at the mouth of the well. 

See Megerssa (1989:16) for the special significance of the number five. For another 
example of number symbolism in pastoral society, see Hurskainen (this volume). 
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THE WATERING SCHEDULE 

Given the ecological conditions of Boranaland, the maximum number of 
days in a water schedule is three. For any one herd-owner who wants to 
water his animals, his turn to water returns every third day. The first day 
of his cycle he waters his animals. On the two other days, the animals 
must do without water. In theory, participation in the shovel ritual and 
libation defines both seniority and turns for watering. However in 
practice, watering is complicated by concern for the opposite moiety and 
by the prerogatives of certain people with ritual powers, holy people, and 
some others of special status including members of the hunting caste, 
smiths, and healers. Normally, these categories will not be found at the 
same time at the same well, but Boran "Law" still prescribes their poten- 
tial turn. 

Of these "Laws", the one concerned with the precedence of the 
opposite moiety is the most general. It is applicable to any Boran situation, 
irrespective of whether watering takes place in Ethiopia or Kenya. 
Residential camps are usually formed on the basis of affinal cooperation 
(Dahl 1979:158 ff), and they will thus draw upon each of the two 
exogamous moieties. By this rule, the turn of the second day should be 
given to people who belong to particular Sunsuma clans in the opposite 
moiety. Such people are likely to be found as camp neighbours since they 
are preferred, if not prescribed, marriage partners. This rule is of such 
importance that it is seen to belong to "Law" rather than to "Custom". 
Dadacha explains its rationale in the following terms: 

The "Law" is about collective ownership, mutual respect! You should respect 
collective ownership even when you know that the well is yours. If I who am a 
Goona use the water and you use it next and you are also a Goona, then a Sabbo 
might feel alienated. We place Sabbo between ourselves to make him not feel an 
outsider. In this way we show our regard for each other. 

Under certain circumstances, however, even the people of clans in the 
opposite moiety have to yield their place in the schedule. Dadacha ex- 
plains: 

The first cattle that should be watered are those of the well-holder. Then come the 
people of clans in the opposite moiety. If, however, a horse comes to be watered it 
takes the first place, the place of the well-holder. Say one of the gaadaa-rulers 
comes. Then the second people to water leave their place to the ruler. In this case 
the owner of the well becomes the last one. The people who live this life know 
these difficult rules and generally do not disagree. In case a well does not have 
water and those owning it run short of water, the case will be considered by the 
whole group regardless of who belongs where. A solution is found in sharing with 
others. 
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It may appear surprising that people of very different status are all given 
the same access to "second turn" watering-holy men and gaadaa-leaders 
on the one hand and healers, blacksmiths, and hunters on the other. 
Dadacha explains this in terms of the critical importance of the tasks 
carried out by people of the latter categories: 

The iron bracelet of the priest-king is forged by the blacksmith. The child born 
can't be separated from his mother without a knife forged by the blacksmith. The 
spear by which you defend the land against your enemies is forged by the black- 
smith. The very axe you use in the recovery of the well itself is forged by the black- 
smith. Therefore the "Law" places the blacksmith equal with the highest authori- 
ties. Note that the smiths are not many in number. You may find one in a locality. 
And he is known by all. Hence he does not even take his cattle to water himself. 
Let me give you an example. The smith tells young boys to take the cattle to the 
well where I am the well-holder, and I deliberately refuse to water his cattle. What 
if they go home without drinking? When I come home, he has already got the 
news, hence he will "cry out" and file a case against me. The court elders ask him 
questions. One of the questions will be about where he himself was when his cattle 
were taken to the well. He will answer, "I make the knife for the shaving and for 
cutting the umbilical cord and the throat of the sacrificial animal. I forge the spears 
you defend yourself with. I was busy with all these activities but the well-holder 
sent my cattle home dry." "Law" will sentence me to "the Retribution of the Liv- 
ing" which is 30 heads of cattle. The "Law" considers that the smith was carrying 
out his duties to land and clan when his cattle came home dry. 

In Dadacha's view, people such as healers, hunters, smiths, the gallsu, and 
holy people with ritual power are similar because they all play an essen- 
tial role within Boran traditional organization. When a well has been filled 
with soil because of rain and soil erosion and needs to be dug again, oxen 
are once more slaughtered to feed the diggers. All the users, regardless of 
moiety, have to contribute. 

THE WELL AS A PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

When cattle come to the well, they first reach the well-yard, which is 
enclosed with a thornbush. The well has only one gate and all cattle 
should enter through this gate. A man who lets his cattle enter elsewhere 
may be charged for destroying or abusing the horraa. The man may then 
claim that he did it out of ignorance. The local court of elders may decide 
to drop the case, but the man will be stigmatized for admitting ignorance 
in such matters, since this is regarded as woman-like and undignified. 

When they pass the well-yard, the animals enter the cattle corridor, 
which is a sloping ramp dug into the soil. The end of the corridor towards 
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the well is marked with a threshold, known as the d~vgullaa.~ These places 
are considered within the domain of "Custom" rather than "Law". But 
once the threshold is crossed the ground becomes holy, and is defined 
under the "Law". Within this holy zone and to both sides of the thres- 
hold, according to Dadacha's description, there is a wide place where 
cattle rest after being watered. This central part of the well also contains 
the clay trough from which the cattle actually drink. 

The physical outline of the well is conceptually divided into five parts. 
This parallels the division of the Boran house. The legal function of the 
well-threshold corresponds to that of the domestic threshold which 
divides the outer part of the hut, ruled by "Custom", from its inner, 
private part which is ruled by "Law". Consequently, a quarrel which 
takes place inside the threshold is regarded as a far more serious breach of 
norms than one which takes place outside. It cannot be dealt with by a 
local court of ordinary elders, but must be handed over to the tribal legal 
experts. In Dadacha's description, the interdependence of "Law" and 
"Custom" is symbolically and materially embodied in the structure of the 
well. He also emphasizes that the proper place and respect given to the 
various special categories of dignitaries and ritual power-holders should 
be reflected and acted out in the wells. 

In any Boran grazing territory, the continuity of occupation by 
particular groups of people is normally of sufficient strength that practical 
watering schedules are mainly concerned with ordering relations between 
people well known to each other, or standing in an easily definable rela- 
tionship to each other. However, there has always been some degree of 
mobility and hence a provision for newcomers and strangers of different 
kinds is necessary. Boran people passing through the country could water 
their animals at any well and be given first service even without having to 
wait. A Boran newcomer who settled in the area, however, would enter 
into the watering schedules according to his contribution of dewlap 
animals. Other considerations are applied to people classified as outside 
the Boran system. About these groups, referred to as siddi, Dadacha says, 
"If they have cattle, the animals are given the fourth place. If the outsiders 
are not many and happen to be just one group, they will be entitled to use 
the well one day out of the three." To let the strangers wait longer than the 
three days of the watering cycle would be equal to leaving them to "the 
day of the hyaenas and vultures", which is taboo. When it comes to 
slaughtering "dewlap" animals the strangers must contribute: 

This is because they live among us if they are not our kinsmen. Even if "Custom" 
calls the outsiders siddi, people with whom you could fight, "Law" allows them in. 
"Law" is sympathetic to all, but also harsh to anyone who abuses its sympathy. 

Ayele and Gossaye (1982:lZ) mistakenly use dargullaa for the area beside a pond where 
the cattle are resting. 
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Strangers are given fourth place if they live with you in peace so that they do not 
experience loneliness and alienation. 

So far we have been concerned with the ranking of various categories of 
humans in terms of access to water. The cultural and ritual ranking of 
animals is also reflected in the regulation of turns at the wells. The 
animals considered in traditional Boran law are horses, mules, donkeys, 
cattle and "small stock", that is, sheep and goats. The basic animal cat- 
egories used in the well regulations are "horses" and "cattle" or "hoofed" 
animals and "cloven". Horses, which are found in Ethiopia but usually 
not in Kenya where ecological conditions for them are adverse, are both a 
central ethnic emblem and an emblem of dignity and rule. They were 
important to the Borana and other Oromos in their ritual cyclical raids 
and probably a vital factor in the seventeenth-century expansion of the 
Oromos over Ethiopia (Hultin 1975). The horse, as we have seen, has 
privileged access to water. The mule has no independent right of access to 
water, but is entitled to water through the legal subordination of the 
category of the "mule" to that of the "horse". The donkey is regarded as 
an independent entity but has no formal position in the system. For practi- 
cal reasons it is watered with cattle when it arrives with cattle, and with 
horses when it comes with horses. Cattle are ranked after the general 
category "horse". Sheep and goats, placed in one category, do not have 
any legally-independent access to water, but gain access as members of 
the category of "calf". Camels are regarded as outside the realm of normal 
Borana matters, and their rights are not given any legal recognition. 
Dadacha explains: 

Whether or not the camel can go on longer witliout water is not the issue. The 
point is that the owners of the water are not people of camels. They are those of 
cattle and horses. So, when a camel comes they can't find a place for it. Conse- 
quently the camel has to wait until every animal has had its turn. The camel not 
only comes after othcr animals but also after hyena and vultures. 

An obvious pragmatic view of the Boran system of allocating access to 
wells would hold that it smoothly organizes watering. But it also serves to 
activate, in everyday life, the basic principles of the social order. Each well 
is an arena for playing out the two fundamental forms of social CO- 
operation on which the dual organization of the Boran tribe is grounded. 
Water is either a resource that you "share in" as a member of a descent- 
based collectivity, or one that you "share out" to signify respect. In the 
anthropology of kinship, the way we conceive of "sharing in"-solidarity 
based on shared identity-may to a large extent be governed by our own 
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preconceptions of shared identity transmitted through sexuality and birth. 
Pitt-Rivers (1973:92ff) emphasizes that kinship is just one possible form of 
consubstantiality. For example, food and drink not only maintain people 
as biological beings but may also confer shared identity. To understand 
how the Boran link lineality and water, it is probably not enough to see 
water as a metaphor for semen or semen as a metaphor for water. Water 
stands in relationship to lineality and descent which parallels that of 
semen; it can no less be separated from the former than it can from the 
latter. Water is not only a metaphor for life, but also an expression of life 
and a medium for life and lineality, and hence mutually links the 
members of that social unit controlling the source in consubstantiality. 

The second principle, that of "sharing out" through distribution of the 
water outside the boundaries of the agnatic unit, is as stated above seen as 
a way of showing respect. The Boran concept of respect implies distinction 
of identity. Respect also implies a degree of deference to the superior 
rights of those respected. Respect is the behaviour that is expected of 
women in relation to men, of juniors in relation to seniors, and, as we 
have seen in the context of wells, of ordinary citizens in relation to ritual 
power-holders as well as to in-laws. Although the division of the Borana 
into two moieties means that, on a collective level, wife-taking groups are 
identical to wife-giving groups, it is the archetypal "in-law" that one 
thinks of when verbalizing the norms of respect. At the level of individual 
relations, "wife-takers" show respect to "wife-givers". Paradoxically, it is 
in their capacity as "wife-givers" that the members of a man's opposite 
moiety should be afforded respect. 

One can observe, in relation to the symbolic links of well-water to 
agnation, that the water with which the livestock is watered is usually 
taken out of the well by men. Although women carry out important tasks 
in herd reproduction such as caring for sick, pregnant and newborn 
animals, it is men that are singled out in the male-dominant ideology as 
doing the essential work of recreating the herds. Since the most laborious 
task of male work with the herds is watering, and since the idea of water 
as the basis of life is so pervasive, it is reasonable to expect this task in 
particular to be regarded as recreating the herds. The offering of water to 
affines is then structurally parallel to marriage, when seen as an offering 
of male substance to affines. As "vital fluid", livestock water only reach 
the members of the clan after having been milked by women, whose 
milking activities are symbolic analogues to giving birth (Dahl, forth- 
coming). More information is, however, needed for a full-fledged analysis 
along these lines. For example, in contrast to livestock-water, water for 
direct consumption by members of the human household belongs to the 
female domain. Such water is not only usually fetched by the women, the 
limited quantities required also mean that such water can be available 
without much formality. Such sources, since they do not represent any 
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investment of work, are less clearly tied to clanship. It would be interest- 
ing to know if there are any particular customs or regulations referring to 
the way women gain access to household water from the deep wells, but 
unfortunately such data are lacking. 

No Boran would reject the idea that agnatic sharing and affinal respect 
are the two cements of society. The moiety system of dividing the tribe 
into Sabbu and Gona is regarded as one of the constitutive characteristics 
of the ethnic group. It permeates all aspects of Boran community life, and 
also life at the wells. But each well-field, by representing all clans, is also a 
microcosm of the larger ethnic order. A final reflection should therefore be 
offered about the nature of the Borana as a nation or ethnic group. The 
Borana "had" the pan-tribal institutions of the gaadaa-system, age organiz- 
ation and so-called priest-kings, who were ritual leaders. There is no 
absolute consensus among various Boranists about the nature of these 
systems, as to whether or not they are a political hierarchy. Baxter (1978) 
claims that the gaadaa-system was an exclusively ritual apparatus, while 
Legesse tends to stress the political and juridical aspects, stating that the 
gaadaa-officers had to solve conflicts between clans or households arising 
from the use of pastures, as well as to settle claims to water resources 
(Legesse 1973). Because of their close links to the ritual centres and formal 
"offices" our main informants are more likely to exaggerate than under- 
estimate the actual political efficiency of the Gaadaa-system. As a political 
unit, Boran society is not primarily a hierarchy of economic or legal 
power, but rather, to paraphrase Ingold, a "specific mode of practical co- 
operation" resting on "a specific form of social consciousness" (1982236). 
Organizationally it has a core, but with no clear boundaries at the peri- 
phery. As a bounded unit it exists mainly at the level of a theoretical 
construct, an "imagined community". The formal ritual life of the Borana, 
the rituals of the age and generation classes that have drawn so much 
ethnographic attention, serves to recreate this image, but the latter is also 
constantly revived by the meaning of all the quotidian activities that 
serve as mementos of the tribal unit as a whole. 

Participation in watering at the central wells involves the subordination 
of individual well-routines to a particular order of seniority and preced- 
ence at watering. This is interpreted as a reflection of allegiance to the 
basic principles of respect and solidarity in Borana culture. Let us, in a 
final note, mention that this has implications for the relation of the Waso 
Borana to those Borana remaining at the ethnic centre. The former see the 
freedom from regulation as a comparative advantage that the Waso area 
has, while the latter doubt the cultural sincerity of the Waso people and 
their allegiance to Borana's particular brand of "hydraulic civilization". 





3. Cattle are Companions, 
Goats are Gifts: Animals and 
People in Turkana Thought 
Vigdis Broch-Due 

This paper on Turkana, a pastoral people of northwest Kenya, deals with 
the ways beasts are bound into the biographies of persons, both socially 
and symbolically. 'livestock speak louder than sweet words", is a saying 
which sums up the cultural concerns of these herders. Livestock are the 
media through which pastoralists construct their world, and without 
livestock people have problems in defining their own identity. Herds and 
humans are reciprocal agents for the definition of each others' values. 
Livestock are living gifts, and, to recapitulate Mauss's classic insight 
(1970[1925]), the giving of gifts is also a giving of self. When animals circu- 
late among people, they act as an external carrier of the person, moving 
the image and space of the donor beyond the body and into the minds of 
recipients. Stock have not only the capacity to embody attributes of 
persons, social bonds, and values, they are also composed to allow their 
transformation; in the context of gift exchange, sacrifice, and ritual enact- 
ment stock can construct and deconstruct persons and relations. 

The multi-stranded relations between herders and domesticated herds, 
which pastoralists themselves endlessly draw upon in their representa- 
tions, have been left untapped by ethnographers. The last decades have 
been dominated by economic and ecological explanations born out of 
models which tend to treat stock as "things in themselves", stripped of the 
cultural value bestowed on them by their caretakers. A noteworthy excep- 
tion has been the oft-mentioned dance ox as an idiom of warriorhood, a 
cultural trait which led Herskovits to coin the phrase "cattle complex" 
(1926). When such specific ties between oxen and man have been noted, 
there is a tendency to stop short of further examination of the larger stock 
catalogue, apart from some enigmatic mentionings that women are often 
identified with "cows". On the latter there is apparently nothing more to 
say. Indeed it says everything to most scholars of pastoralism and sums 
up volumes never written, because between the few lines there lingers a 
conviction that the link made between women and cows by definition 
carries the same degrading resonance as in western culture. 

Turkana themselves, in contrast, pay minute attention to all kinds of 
animals, wild and domestic, and make liberal use of the qualities they 
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exhibit to picture cross-cutting ecological, social, and symbolic relations. 
Only by paying attention to how the twin catalogues of animal and people 
are coupled in complex forms, can we grasp some of the meaningful garb 
which dresses the pair "oxen" and "cow", and others like them. Animals 
are played against one another, and whole forces of trampling hooves are 
set to work in classifying values linked with individuals and groups. 
Further, animals transform things from wild to tame and back again. Last 
but not least, animals teach moral "courses" on virtues and vices in the 
most stunning and sophisticated ways. 

As Barth shows in his famous study of the Basseri (1964), the handling 
of animals are simultaneously practical and symbolic acts. The present 
article takes up this thread to show how the significance which surrounds 
the Turkana treatment of livestock is linked to pastoral practices of herd- 
ing and husbandry. Indeed, the economic quest for existence coupled with 
social and symbolic uses of livestock are intertwined in the same process, 
namely living. At the core of people's picking and playing with animated 
objects is a vast fount of factual knowledge about animal anatomy and 
actions derived from hunting, herding, and husbandry experiences. The 
use of this rich resource is sustained by a world-view that both contests 
Aristotle's chain of beings which forever puts humans in a fixed position 
above nature, and conflicts with Cartesian mechanism which denies ani- 
mals any conscious experience or choice. Turkana look upon the world as 
a unified and balanced whole, in which animals are construed as col- 
leagues, capable of thinking and interacting with one another and with 
humans. As living beings they are equipped with strategies and goals, 
having "likes" and "dislikes" and "good" and "bad" days just like 
humans. 

The argument I would like to pose is that, because of the tendency to 
personify, the knowledge Turkana extract from the environment is suf- 
fused with gender and generational constructs; several of them are set in 
specific sexual images. Turkana symbolism is not in a structuralist vein, 
and cannot therefore be locked up with the binary keys of Lbvi-Strauss, 
original or revisited. Rather, these people use sets of more flexible and 
fluid images that twist referent and analogy around one another. Indeed 
the puzzle of transformation seems to be the phenomenon of life itself that 
touches them so passionately. 

To appreciate the conceptual moves Turkana make in appropriating 
nature to their own social and symbolic aims, we must modify the meta- 
phors modern anthropologists live by: notably, that everything is utterly 
"constructed". Taken to the extreme, this implies that people are trapped 
in their minds and have forever lost their footing in reality. Clearly, 
people do interpret what they see in the material world, but they also see 
it. This, of course, does not bar them from using empirical observation in a 
creative way to reproduce knowledge of other kinds, which they even 
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may hide as soon they reveal it. Nor does it prevent them from cracking 
the cultural mirror of others into myriad inversions of what westerners 
take for granted. But behind the smokescreen there is always a reference 
to reality which may be eclipsed but never completely dissolved. If we 
move beyond the constructionist's conundrum and allow for intersubjec- 
tivity, many interesting questions arise about the diverse experiences of 
being and becoming in the world. To this end, Reed poses the promising 
question: 'What are the affordances and ecological information that dif- 
ferent peoples have appropriated and transformed, via language, gesture, 
and other symbolic means, into cultural realities?" (1988: 123). 

MAKING DOMESTICATED ANIMALS 

Animals are divided into those of the homestead, ibarasitlngibaren which 
are under human guardianship, and those of the bush, etiangitlngitiang, 
that are under Divine control. This article concentrates on the former. By 
ngibaren the Turkana mean cattle, camels, goats, sheep, and donkeys; the 
dog is excluded from the domestic category altogether. Unlike wild ani- 
mals who make up metaphorical societies, the relation of livestock to 
people is that of part-to-whole. Domesticates are metonymically non- 
human persons living in the homestead. People perceive livestock as 
individuated subjects who are nursed, named, trained, and adorned, and 
mourned when they die. The recipe for making unique beasts is based on 
a matching of natural and artificial attributes. Through carefully-planned 
breeding strategies, dams are mated with select bulls to reproduce calves 
which span a wide range of coat colours and patterns. The animals are 
modified through the shaping of horns and the trimming of ears and tails. 
Each head of stock is given a name, clan brands are added to the body and 
are copied in the hair styles of children. When stock change hands be- 
tween different clans, the bovine body continues to be inscribed with scars 
showing the social identities and achievements of the sets of caretakers it 
connects. Close kin choose coat colours different from one another, and 
select their favourite beasts thereafter-making them the focus of poems, 
songs, and dances. As a personal touch, possessors dip their finger into 
wet clay, chyme, and dung, and draw designs on their skin and that of 
their cows and castrated oxen, copying intricate patterns taken from the 
rich flora and fauna which surrounds them. The pair, person and beast, is 
conveyed in one single and forceful image. This intimate linkage between 
livestock and people is represented in everyday exchanges and reinforced 
in all critical stages that mark the passage of life from birth to death. 

The sensual ways in which people and stock interact and their mutual 
affection make it clear that the keeping of animals is modelled on ties of 
human nurturance. Milkers build affectionate bonds with specific dams 
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who show such strong preferences for a particular pair of hands and a 
specific style of manipulation that they often refuse to let strangers near. 
During the act of milking, the milker sings or says sweet words, presses 
her temple against the flank, and fondles the swollen udders. Calves and 
castrated oxen are similarly nuzzled by their particular caretakers. Indeed, 
the delighted touch-talk exchange between people and stock parallels the 
dialogue between parent and child: they are addressed and discussed as 
family members. By the same token, humans go to considerable lengths to 
service, supervise, and train herds. These aspects of animal husbandry are 
mainly under the management of wives. Caring for pregnant, young, and 
sick animals is also a demanding task, since their fodder and water must 
be carried to the camp. We can add to this the supervision of feeding, 
since it needs careful evaluation of total milk yields to safeguard the 
health of cow and calf. Daily care and disciplining of stock are, to my 
mind, the single-most important aspects of stock breeding. Social training 
relates to what G. Dahl has termed "the reproduction of animal domesti- 
cation" (1987:250). Wives teach their young stock while in camp in a 
fashion similar to classic Pavlovian technique. The tiny trainee is taken 
outside the corral and placed some distance from the trainer, who, having 
equipped herself with tufts of grass and a bowl of water, attracts the ani- 
mal with sound-signals which are species-specific. The animal is trained 
to respond to distinctive whistles for waiting, coming, feeding, drinking, 
and resting. When the animal responds in the right way it is rewarded; if 
not, it is gently hit on the nose. According to the Turkana, cattle and goats 
are the "clever pupils in the class", giving in to training faster than the 
"stupid" sheep and "naughty" camels. Herders then take over training, 
teaching the young members to react to human voices and keep together 
under the leadership of particular beasts. Training is matched with trim- 
ming and branding of the bovine body. But while the former is performed 
by wives at the level of house-herds, the latter is done by the husband and 
is symbolically linked to the twin levels of camp and clan. Branding tools 
are heated in the fire and pressed firmly against the animal body, while 
the man utters: "Multiply! Agree with your brand! Tell us who is the thief. 
Strike the thief who eats you! Kill the witch who talks about you!". If the 
animal "agrees" with the brand, say Turkana, it will grow and be healthy; 
if it "disagrees" it will sicken and die. If it "refuses" the brand the animal 
is given to people of another clan in the hope that it will "accept" another 
clan brand. 

All these techniques release work from herding, decrease herd loss 
from predators, and aid to co-ordinate herding tasks between camps. Yet 
domestication can never be reduced to the single-stranded calculus of 
practical utility. Branding and training also model each type of stock after 
the human form, preparing them for their roles as metaphor and meto- 
nymy in social relations which stretch beyond the bovines themselves. 
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Turkana are immensely proud of their disciplined stock and scorn 
neighbouring tribes for their ill-behaved animals which sometimes enter 
their own herd through networking and raiding. Turkana view any new 
stock in the herd as representing the vices and virtues of their previous 
holders. 

SOCIAL AND SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF STOCK 

Single cows, camel does, ewes, and she-goats are the focus for matrilineal- 
ly-formed family-groups. The dam is referred to as "mother", ito, and the 
calf as "child", ikoku. Dams make up a specific house-line, named and 
organized just like that of a human wife. Animal genealogies are made by 
linking successive sets of mother and offspring in a "navel string", kol, 
spanning three or four generations back to a common female ancestor. 
People mark all stock belonging to one matrilineal group with the same 
ear and belly brands. If possible, a dam is matched with a specific bull and 
the two will be a breeding pair in subsequent mating seasons. When the 
"father" bull is put out of service in old age, a younger "son" bullock born 
by the dam takes over as her sexual partner. The bull is, like an ideal and 
prosperous human husband, a polygamist heading an animal homestead- 
awi ("swelling stomach")-and forming one half of several sets of spouses. 
The female half of the pair is herself head of an animal ekol, distinguished 
from those of "CO-wives". 

The organization of herds is turned into a replica of human society; 
herds act as detailed stores for personal experiences, and as generalized 
and objectified indexes for social configurations, writ small and large. 
Bodies of beasts bear transient drawings which identify them with 
dwellers in a specific camp, as well as fixed clan marks. The animal is 
turned into a mobile metonymy for the particular clan of the caretakers, a 
visible and individuated representative of a bovine icon, and is socially 
and symbolically distinguished from animals in other camps and clans. 
Indeed, bovine identity is constructed contiguous with the clan as a 
whole, complete with humans and herds. The combination of near-ident- 
ical clan designs and individual creativity in body decorations of person 
and beast, powerfully draws attention both to collective representations 
and to individuality and power in self-representation. 

Beyond these levels, livestock are also represented as the spearhead of 
the formation and re-formation of Turkana society as a whole. These pro- 
cesses in time/space are portrayed as one initial herd moving along a 
major pathway in search of water and grass, only to divide and spread out 
in smaller stock sets along a myriad of intersecting tracks, representing 
the make-up of moieties and territorial sections. In this representation of 
social relationships, the distinction between domesticated stock and 
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humans is eclipsed, and their similarities explicitly established. People 
become "put together" like livestock, as it were, and can be "rewritten" 
through symbolic manipulation of the bovine medium in a manner 
similar to what Lienhardt has described about the Dinka (1961:23). The 
discourse on animal "humanity", however, is intersected by one stressing 
animal "bestiality" and differences from humans. Since animal breeding 
may involve incestuous relationships, a wedge is conceptually drawn 
between animal and human reproduction. This distinction is born out by 
the labelling of birthing. The term for animal birth, auri, and the term for 
human birth, akidoun, together call up a contrast between animal sexuality 
symbolically associated with "wet", "soft", and submerged shelters, 
aurien, and human sexuality linked to the "dry", "hard, and erect shelters 
of a wife's night-hut, akai ("skeleton"). As supple signifiers, livestock are 
simultaneously sufficiently similar and different from humans to take on a 
multiple symbolic load which can illuminate a series of social relations 
and set up a contrast between "wild" and "domesticated" domains. 

The placing and penning of each species of stock represent a gradation 
among them, laying out how they are associated with different values 
attached to the compound, and with the gender and generation of the 
husbanders. In Turkana thinking, goats are by far the most central actors, 
symbolically and socially, closely followed by cattle. People visually re- 
present the significance of small stock by constructing their circular pen at 
the very heart of the homestead, intimately associated with the small 
thornbush hedge which curves around the domain of husbands. Sacrificial 
stock are killed in the goat pen, including the marriage oxen speared 
during the height of a wedding. Husbands are buried here, and pinafores, 
placentas, and hair are thrown to the goats during each sequence of the 
transition rites which mark the passage of life. Cows and calves common- 
ly have their corrals built like outward swellings on the goat enclosure, 
while camels and donkeys have separate compartments connected to the 
outer stockyard surrounding the camp. Donkeys are either tethered out- 
side the camp or let loose to roam on their own, composing a composite 
neighbourhood herd. While the penning positions for cattle, camels, and 
donkeys can vary somewhat according to season and preference, small 
stock are always in the centre of the compound. In contrast, dogs have no 
space of their own, but serve as the servants and scavengers of the camp. 
Although they actually live inside the homestead, dogs are conceptually 
linked to the exterior space, and mediate between inside and outside. 
They act as watch-dogs and guard the entrance, barking loudly to alert the 
inhabitants when visitors and strangers appear at the doorstep. Dogs also 
assist shepherds to round up grazing herds and keep stock on track. 
Despite the help they render people in protection and herding, dogs are 
ill-fed and ill-treated. Sometimes dogs consume their own newborn 
puppies. Such traits turn the dog into an inauspicious animal, reinforced 
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by strong taboos. The death of a dog by human hands can bring about 
sickness and destruction for the people and herds of an entire clan, some- 
times beyond. Indeed, the tortured and dissected corpse of a dog, laid 
facing west along a bush path, is a sign of terror and enmity, used to 
forecast raids or declare wholesale warfare on neighbouring tribes. 

Dogs and donkeys are both animals that step over the threshold be- 
tween enveloped and external space, but from opposite directions. While 
the donkey is a beast of burden who mediates between two sequences of 
closed and interior space, broken by a stage of travel in the open, the dog 
is the supreme symbol of the unwanted intruder invading the compound. 
Dogs and goats occupy opposing points on a spatial grid: while dogs are 
outside and associated with destruction, goats are placed at the very core 
of inner space and gathered around them are notions of living, fertility, 
and growth. The position of large stock on the central grid speaks of the 
personality of people: cattle represent virtuous traits while camels repre- 
sent vices. 

FERTILITY AND CARING 

One strand of the preference for small stock and cattle is linked to the 
ways in which females of the species illuminate various aspects of exemp- 
lary fertility, nurturance, a rd  care among people. Cows commonly 
conceive with calm and ease, but rarely deliver more than one calf. Cows 
and women are matched both in the length of their pregnancies and in the 
quality of the care they give their young. Cows are seen as caring mothers, 
who show much affection towards their young and train them to walk. A 
woman who mothers in a similar caring manner is politely addressed as 
aitee nakidala, "milking cow". This term is also used for very close friends 
who frequently exchange gifts of stock. Aite namojong, an old cow, is post- 
menopausal, but has a long, fertile, and caring career behind her, and is 
thereby treated with respect. "Old cow" is also used as a polite term for an 
old couple who have had a proper and prosperous marriage, in which 
wife and husband have jointly enacted the role of "good" parents to the 
satisfaction of everyone. In contrast, "dry cow", aite nakuonikinom, is used 
in the third person to refer to a relationship held in suspension, as it were: 
not as good as was hoped, but which may in the end prove to be either 
"pregnant" or completely "barren". If the latter is the outcome, then the 
relationship is renamed "dry camel doe", akaal nakaonikinom, and is soon 
ended. 

Clearly, the term for an old camel doe does not carry the same positive 
connotations as does that for elderly cows. Indeed, camels conjure up a 
counter-image of "bad mothers". They breed slowly, conceive with diffi- 
culty, and copulate clumsily. A camel heifer about to be mounted for the 
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first time must have her legs tied, and needs several inseminations from 
the bull in order to conceive. A camel needs assistance during delivery 
and shows little interest in her calf. It is the task of humans to wash the 
newborn and teach the calf to walk. If a camel doe refuses her calf alto- 
gether, there are no counter-measures which can turn her back to the path 
of proper mothering, let alone get her to serve as surrogate mother. People 
blame the doe's lack of caring abilities for insufficient offspring nutrition 
and high calf mortality among camels. A woman who is reputed to be a 
bad mother is scornfully labelled akaal. 

Small stock multiply with a speed not matched by any other species 
raised by the Turkana. They often breed twice a year and have a high 
number of twin births. The tiny bodies of the newborn represent a degree 
of growth and fertility beyond the capacity of humans, yet the wish for 
women to be infused with this potency is evident in the throwing of 
human placentas into the goat pen. Goats and sheep, say Turkana, are 
born as "mediocre" rather than "bad" mothers. But unlike camels, their 
"heart" can be influenced to the extent that ewes and she-goats will accept 
adoption as do the "nice" cows. Small stock sometimes need the help of 
humans while giving birth. After the newborn stands on its shaky legs, 
the herd boys and girls, who often serve as birth attendants to the she- 
goats, seize the mother and make her lick the newborn, then guide the 
infant to her nipples. 

The cheerful atmosphere surrounding birthing and caring of calf and 
kid has a shadowy side. Unlike camels, cattle and small stock have the 
habit of eating the placenta, which is thought to bring about barrenness 
and cause udders to "refuse" to yield milk. Consequently, as soon as the 
placenta is pushed out of the mother it is seized by the caretakers. Such 
worries are linked to the notion that placentas from humans and domes- 
ticated stock must not re-enter the mother's body, but should be recycled 
in nature to ensure the renewal of fertility. A human placenta may be 
buried under a tree, while those of animals are placed in the canopy, 
allowing divinity "to grip" the afterbirth. Placentas can also recirculate by 
passing through a host animal. The placenta of women can be consumed 
by goats, who transform human substances into something natural. Those 
of cattle and she-goats are often eaten by dogs who serve as transformers 
of substances from domesticated stock. 

Wives take great care in making and managing proper mother-child 
bonds in their cattle and small stock, drawing on knowledge about species 
behaviour when designing techniques to modify instinctive traits. But the 
choice of therapy and treatment stretches beyond what is strictly 
necessary into a wider symbolic nexus. This double edge is born out very 
clearly in Turkana attitudes and actions towards animal abortions and 
premature deliveries. The death of a dam during labour as well as during 
the birth of twins is an event which the Turkana say calls for adoption. 
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The chosen dam is milked and the fluid from the foster mother's udders is 
smeared on her mouth and the buttocks of the baby to create a bond 
through shared smell. Sometimes the sexual secretions of the foster dam 
are used to smear the calf. In such cases, the caretaker will either gently 
caress the dam's vulva with her own hands, or insert into the dam's 
vaginal tract a particular plant, egir, that itches and produces a similar 
sensation in the animal. These treatments do indeed foster ties, but the 
smearing location in purely practical terms seems arbitrary. However, the 
choice of the mouth of the cow and buttock of the calf is highly motivated 
in a symbolic sense, comprising an image of two halves of a body, front 
and back, about to be united in one. The same metonymic splicing of 
"body parts" is used when the main camp, awi apolon, "huge bowel/ 
front", and satellite camp, awi naabor, "buttock/behind" join together to 
form one compound for the wet season. Also, the splicing is imitated 
when the two clan bodies represented by the bride and groom enter into 
relations of affinity. The alimentary idiom in which the one symbolically 
absorbs the other through the mouth (the orifice leading to the bowels) is 
a leading motif in Turkana theories of transformation. 

Similar symbolic loads mark the treatment of a dam who refuses her 
newborn. In such a case, her vulva is closed by human hand, rubbed with 
a blend of salt and ashes, and then the womb blown into by the attending 
wife, who places her mouth around the opening. White salt and white 
ashes are auspicious substances: salt mixed with tobacco is thrown onto 
the fire and transformed into smoke (the prime index for "dryness", 
"breath", and living), and the final product is ash. Breath is linked to 
knowledge, and the final blowing into the womb infuses the dam with 
awareness of her infant. This therapy, people say, manoeuvres the beast 
back a step in the birthing process, and the renewed opening of her body 
allows for a fresh opportunity for mother-child recognition. In extreme 
cases, people seize an attractive puppy and allow the dam to rush towards 
the terrified dog. The aggression against dogs is instinctive in stock in that 
it imitates predator/prey relations; in this case it is used to arouse the 
dam's wish to protect and care for her calf. The abuse of the puppy once 
again takes on a fuller meaning, because dogs are associated with 
destruction, and Turkana say that the role of the puppy is to "destroy" the 
negative attitudes of refusing dams. 

Camels, donkeys, and dogs are not foci for these dramatic delivery 
performances. While camels are aided during labour, no help is rendered 
to deliver donkeys and dogs. Eonkeys have similar pregnancy patterns as 
cows, and this analogy influences the treatment given to refusing donkey 
dams. Heavy bags made from cow leather are filled with sand and loaded 
onto the mother's back to immobilize her and force her to let the calf 
suckle. A heavy load forces the beast to a standstill, the first requirement 
for letting the calf reach her udders. However, the selection of sand, 
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instead of, for example, stones, is a deliberate symbolic act, since sand is, 
as are other dry things, associated with "dryness" and "knowing". The 
choice of cow skin is similarly laden with meaning, and speaks both 
metonymically-by dressing the donkey in "cow garb" and thereby 
making her a "good motheru-and metaphorically-by using the same skin 
that is used to cover persons and things moving through the liminal 
stages of transition rites. 

Aborted animal foetuses are thrown to dogs or roasted outside the 
camp by children. However, there are strong taboos against such con- 
sumption by spouses during their reproductive years, linked to notions of 
infertility and cannibalism. In cases of still-birth among cows, the dead 
calf's hide is stuffed with dry grass, an act infusing the skin with artificial 
life and "knowing". After the dam has inhaled the smell of the skin, the 
dummy is placed on the ground before her, and the smell and sight of it 
make her nipples swell and the milk flow from her udder. If the infant is 
alive but weak, a grown calf is allowed to suckle, again to ensure milk 
production. However, this poses the problem of taking the older calf 
through a second round of weaning. A common solution is to draw a tiny 
pinafore through the calf's nostrils and cut the nose slightly with a knife. 
The V-shaped pinafore bears the name and shape of the one worn by 
maidens ready to marry, while nose-bleeding is associated with menstrual 
blood. Yet more is intended by this painful operation and this clothing, 
notably the causing of the calf's maturation through an imitation of 
menses. 

The beginning of an animal's or bride's reproductive career marks the 
end of a feeding relationship with the mother. Indeed, a well-behaved, 
nubile girl is politely addressed as a tooko, "heifer", and when she marries 
her old pinafore made by her mother is replaced by one newly-made by 
her mother-in-law. Bridehood is a painful period during which the 
daughter's body is spatially, socially, and symbolically "closed", thereby 
preventing her from sitting on the same skin as her mother or consuming 
food made by her. When the bride gives birth to her first child, the bodies 
of her and her mother are once again "open" to one another, though now 
as members of different clans with identities no longer contiguous. 

Early death among small stock is seen as a great misfortune, more so 
than calf mortality among camels and cattle, and people go to consider- 
able length to give prenatal aid. Premature kids and lambs are removed 
from the pen and placed in wooden vessels kept in the night-hut of wives. 
The pair of terms for "wooden vessel" and "night-hut" are synonymous 
with the term for "bodily skeleton". The keeping of premature kids in 
hard containers both imitates the maternal womb (perceived as a hard 
container which contain the "soft", "wet", and "flat" foetus), and infuses 
the vulnerable offspring with the "hardness" of wood (linked with lon- 
gevity and health, traits which develop along with erect stature, dryness, 
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breath, and knowledge in humans). The wife acts as a surrogate mother, 
feeding the newborn with dam's milk through a leather pipe which imi- 
tates the umbilical cord. The foster kid is said to stand up, dry up, and 
gain its vigour while secluded for five days, the same time as a human 
baby and mother are sheltered. The kid is cherished and caressed by the 
wife as if it were a child, and the term for a newborn goat, ikale nice, is also 
used as a nickname for human babies of both genders. 

VIRILITY AND VITALITY 

The close ties between people and livestock commence in early childhood 
when boys and girls are given a young animal to tend. For the next years 
they are close to the young calf, kid, or lamb, spending considerable time 
in the corral snuggling and singing lullabies to it. Children will continue 
to imitate and emulate the sound and behaviour of their charge as the two 
mature together. Indeed the two "childrenf', animal and human, pass 
through the same graded growth curve, although at different rates. Juven- 
iles of both sexes and all species are referred to by terms with the neuter 
gender prefix and are treated socially in similar ways, but when precise 
references are necessary, the term for "boy" or "girl" are appended. In the 
following section I will outline the sequence of life stages, both for animals 
and humans. 

Gender differentiation begins slightly before sexual maturation, which 
marks the beginning of the second stage of life. Cattle and camel bullocks 
are still referred to with neuter terms, with "male" being added to the 
former term, and "testicle" added to the latter. At this stage the destiny of 
the male animal is decided. In stage three, all males in the herd have been 
given masculine gender prefixes, and the herd is composed of the cas- 
trated and the sexually active. Similarly, all females have had their gender 
defined from stage two on. In stage three, they are fully grown, evinced 
by parturition and milking. Turkana castrate all male animals, except for a 
few which are set aside for breeding. Castration makes the males fatter, 
more docile and manageable, but also more able to survive drought and 
disease. In contrast, copulation is thought to drain males-human and 
animal alike-of the vitality which infuses semen. This vitality is bestowed 
in the female body, leaving men with painful bodies as payment for the 
pleasure they received from females. 

Billy-goats that enter the herd through transactions are immediately 
castrated. This treatment of the billy-goat is unique among the animals 
raised by the Turkana. One reason given is that such newcomers are 
prone to stray, surrounded as they are by others of their species (Ohta 
1987). But there is a second and more subtle sense to this operation which 
refers to its sexual habits. Well before it reaches one year of age, the goat is 
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able to procreate, and its voracious sexual appetite tires the animal so 
quickly that it has lost its energy by the age of five, a result that has earned 
it the nickname akiputon, "muscle disappearance". Besides being promis- 
cuous, billy-goats have another vice not found in other domesticated 
stock: they tolerate sexual access by other males to females in their flocks. 
As Turkana see it, this not only encourages wanton behaviour by she- 
goats, it also represents approval of the adulterous actions of its "wife". 
To set loose a newly-arrived billy-goat in the flock, then, would only cause 
unease among humans. Castration methods reflect this attitude towards 
the billy-goat in that it is gelded by painfully smashing its testicles with 
stones (the same "beating" treatment is used for donkeys), after which it is 
unable to raise its penis. 

The cousin ram, in contrast, does not tolerate rivals, and his restrained 
sexual behaviour enables one male to mate two ewes in a single round, 
thereby doubling the number of inseminations accomplished by the billy- 
goat. Next to the cattle bull, rams are considered the most procreative 
among domesticated stock. Other stock have their scrotum more gently 
cut open before one or both testicles are removed, a process known as 
"cutting". If the animal is still young, a man will close his mouth around 
the scrotum and gently bite off the seminal duct without shedding blood, 
a method simply called "biting off". Sometimes only one testicle is re- 
moved to vitalize the animal, lessening the animal's desire to mate with- 
out losing the possibility of procreation (cf. Ohta 1987). 

Although teenage boys and girls are visibly different in their manners 
of dressing and decoration, they are not rigourously separated into 
bounded gender categories. Indeed, the cross-sex pair makes up a work- 
ing team which performs most herding and watering tasks. On moonlit 
nights the young couple are out dancing, enjoying the company of age- 
mates, and pursuing love affairs. Interestingly, the most common bovine 
term of address for the pair is masculine: emong, "castrated bull". Ernolzg is 
also the nickname for a bride-to-be, who is referred to as such during the 
bridewealth negotiations. Emong 10 elerrzaritae is a refinement of this mean- 
ing; it refers to an ox already promised as a gift to friends or kin, as well as 
to girls who are engaged. Emanik, "bull", is a term reserved for men only, 
though usually applied to warriors who are good fighters similar to cattle 
bulls. In contrast, ernolzg 10 etot qei, "half-castrated ox", is a term of de- 
gradation used for impotent men. 

Young men and women are the pride of parents, but also "thorns in 
their eyes", so to speak, in that they are disrespectful and difficult to 
control. To express such negative attributes, people use camel terminol- 
ogy. A discourteous adolescent girl is akaal natok, a "camel heifer", while 
her male counterpart is ikaal angitou, "camel bullock". Camels of this 
category clumsily "tread on the young calves", a seemingly apt descrip- 
tion of adolescent men. 
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Stage three among humans is achieved when men and women have been 
properly married, which means that oxen were speared at their wedding 
and bridewealth was exchanged. As discussed above, the words used for 
spouses are usually taken from terms used for the cow. However, one 
camel term is used in a positive way: ekaal loketepan, refers to the camel 
bull set aside for mating. Unlike the combative cattle bull, camel bulls are 
regarded as having organizational abilities. This honourable term of 
address is therefore applied to diviners of both genders, war-leaders, and 
the spokesmen chosen from the camps which make up a herding associ- 
ation, adakar. The name may also be bestowed on a male homestead head 
and on strong wives in their role as managers of a house. 

SPATIAL LOCATION OF PEOPLE 

When putting together human and animal series, Turkana pay attention 
to generation (age group), using gender as a symbolic converter. "Male" 
and "female" do not form a fixed opposition, but rather-when combined 
with generation-constitute a cross-cutting relationship. The Turkana at- 
tach special importance not to the difference and separateness of male and 
female bodies, but rather to their sameness. Men's and women's bodies 
appear as versions of one another. They are not identical, but rather are 
similar in kind. They are either two halves of one form, or one unit of a 
pair. These possibilities are always present in the same image (cf. 
Strathern 1988). Gender symbolism works to monitor the flow of shared 
substances between the two bodies as in any other transactional sequence. 
The Turkana live by an old anthropological insight, notably that a good 
symbol contains its own opposite. Thus, they will either exploit the ten- 
sion thus created almost to explosion, or they will calm themselves and 
say that, after all, nothing matters since all things are the same. This point 
is clearly born out in how the human series centres around the contrast 
between seniors and juniors. This becomes a spatial contrast where each 
generation corresponds to a direction on the cosmological compass, and 
merges with temporal contrasts to form a single image, rich with moral 
implications. 

East, kide, is the expanse of "goodness" and herding. It is the entry 
point on a circuit going "up" (north)-the site for coolness, the rising sun, 
rain, and fertility. "Sky" is the sphere of the dual-gendered divinity Akuij. 
S/he reigns over the forces of an animate nature, and it is to her/his rule 
that humans, plants, and animals must submissively surrender. The core 
of the east is located in the inner space of homesteads, and is connected to 
those creative acts which take place in the "domesticated"' sphere, notably 
births and the beginning of new life cycles, child and calf. The east is 
forged from ties of nurturance expressed through mother's milk and the 
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fireplace of each wife, thereby placing the maternal house, ekol-"navel 
stringu-on the auspicious axis. The doorways of the circular compounds, 
awi ("swelling stomach"), and the inner yards always open towards the 
east. Herds taken out for grazing are always driven east before departure, 
and well-intentioned visitors must approach the gate from this direction. 
The eastern space rotates around spouses as they are "moving forward 
together". A proper and prosperous marriage is one in which the minds 
and material efforts of husband and wife join as they move "up" the 
marital "path". Their success is shown by their growing complex of child- 
ren, herds, and houses. Although the east has a "feminine" aura it none- 
theless contains the cross-sex pair of husband and wife. 

West, known as too, is the direction of the setting sun and the site 
where the brightness of day is eclipsed by the darkness of night. West is 
the expanse of "badness", aronis, associated with barrenness, burials, and 
those qualities of blood that are inauspicious. It is the entry point to the 
circuit going "down" (south), and is traversed by spirits both harmful and 
helpful, known collectively as ekipe, who mobilize the masculine traits of 
divinity. The western space revolves around enmity, and is most strongly 
manifested in witchcraft, killings, and bloodshed, as well as in competi- 
tion over pastoral resources. There is also an analogy between the west 
and adolescent boys and girls which is visually expressed in the blood-red 
paint used to decorate their bodies and clothing. The link between the 
west and the lack of marital bonds is manifested in the domestic division 
of space and sleeping, and in burial positions. The yards of concubines 
always face westward; bachelors sleep outside the compound near the 
river-bed, sometimes accompanied by their teenage sisters whom they 
jealously guard against courting lovers. At death, only married individ- 
uals are buried, the husband in the small stock pen (anok, "hard cover") 
and the wife in her night-hut (akai, "skeleton"). In contrast, the corpses of 
children and unmarried individuals are left in the bush to the west. The 
west has a "masculine" aura, but pivots around another cross-sex pair, in 
this case of warrior and maiden. 

The fundamental distinction here is between inner and outer spaces 
which speak to different aspects of sexuality. The chaotic forces of virility 
and vitality are linked with junior sexuality, perceived as more "wet" and 
"animal-like". When the passion of young men and women is aroused 
during the heat of dancing, their fervour tends to result in either promis- 
cuous sexual pairing, or protest and even violence. Both ways are seen by 
seniors as equally impertinent. "Hot" sexuality and talk buttressed with 
threats and fierce action may revise or shatter the schemes of seniors. A 
bride-to-be is particularly likely to incite a warrior to action with her 
provoking words, and the love affair between the pair threatens to throw 
off course the plans for their marriage made by their parents. 
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The stock sets of camel and cattle heiferlbull seem therefore particularly 
apt to express this energy-run-wild. Yet these traits in junior people are 
also admired and encouraged. Given that this pastoral society has evolved 
in the absence of stable centres of political control, the conditions of the 
wider power fields put a premium on assertive qualities in people, foster- 
ing alertness and a capacity to manipulate or use physical force. Raids and 
warfare are endemic, triggered by a complex nexus of social and cultural 
factors. The desire to marry motivates men since it links the need for stock 
(for bridewealth) with the attainment of adulthood and autonomy. 
However, warriors risk their own life in the heat of a clash, as well as the 
lives and livelihood of their community, triggering counter-attacks and 
S tock-rustling. 

The very conditions which encourage conflict also encourage people to 
maintain amiable relations with their fellows, and to set collective inter- 
ests above personal ones. Thus the adolescent discourse which highlights 
"the goodness" of warfare and chaos is intersected by the elders' dis- 
course which stresses "the goodness" of order and welfare. At some point 
in life, therefore, the vitality and virility of the young must be tamed and 
channelled towards more socially-productive ends. Procreation and 
fertility belong to controlled and "dry" sexuality, associated with the 
married couple and the closed space of compounds. For Turkana, a 
proper marriage is the turning point between dancing and debating, and 
between passion and power. Oratory is a gift both genders may possess 
and practise in public, but both "hot" and "cool" talk are involved in deci- 
sion-making and negotiations. The stock triad of kid, cow, and camel bull 
highlights the positive aspects of reproduction in its various facets of fer- 
tility, feeding, parenting, and animal husbandry. 

Given that generation, rather than any fixed gender status, is at the core 
of these contrasts, there is a basis for a transformative discourse. The rela- 
tionship between the two genders is clearly not one of absolute antagon- 
ism, precisely because one is continually being transformed into the other 
in the cycle that recreates the successful reproduction of society writ large. 
This is born out in the expectation that the maiden-warrior duo will 
eventually become the wife-husband duo, whose own children will in 
time renew the opposition. The image of a chaotic domain, conjured up by 
the "animal-like'' sexuality conferred on the immature palr, is a necessary 
prelude for positioning the ordered domain of "human-like" sexuality, 
conjured up by the image of mature spouses. 

Indeed, human life is thought to begin in the east, and move back and 
forth before it ends in the west. A single lifetime is called ngikolia eboyer, 
roughly meaning "belly climber", an expression that conjures up the 
process of maturation in an image of a lifelong and interior "climb". The 
journey of an individual life-spirit begins at the bottom of the soft and wet 
belly, and proceeds up the path until in middle age it reaches the ribs (a 
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semi-dry milieu surrounded by the solid bones of the skeleton). The 
journey continues through the body which gradually becomes drier and 
harder, until with old age the path passes through the airy tract of the 
throat. At death, the life-spirit flies out of the mouth. In a profound way 
the body becomes united with the temporal and spatial dimensions of the 
universe. Living by circular images as the Turkana do, significantly 
shapes the form thought takes by focusing on the logic of rotation, reversi- 
bility, and metamorphosis which perpetually incorporates qualities within 
their opposites. Wet and dry, soft and hard, male and female: these are 
qualities which anticipate one another and alternate, either as one of a pair 
or as two halves of a whole. Their animals parallel and thus reveal the 
forms and value people and objects acquire. 

GoA'rs AS TRANSFORMERS AND GROWERS 

A significant aspect of the pairing of animals and humans is the prefer- 
ence for large stock, such as cattle and camels, and the virtual absence of 
the beloved small stock in the expression of human characteristics. How- 
ever, while large stock speak to the attributes of persons, the terms drawn 
from small stock speak to the attributes of relationships and resources. 
Aside from the accent put on fertility and virility-traits that are uniquely 
"goat-like7'-Turkana also stress mortality in small stock and how the two 
differ in the ways they die. The sheep is a docile, enduring, and pure 
animal which suffers pain with stillness and dies in silence. The goat, in 
contrast, screams when it dies and is unable to resist pain. While the 
silence of the sheep is an exemplar of human grace, the goat possesses 
cleverness and cunning for which humans also strive. The goat is called 
akivie which means "gift". This label highlights the perception of the goat 
as a mover and transformer, associated with the act of gift-giving which 
constitutes the human domain. While all kinds of livestock circulate be- 
tween conxpanions, the goat is the key symbol for the "gift", being the first 
item used to open a new relationship. For Turkana it is important that 
gifts should be "many" and "multiply", in order to create a network of 
partners and cultivate the relationship between each giver and recipient. 

When people attempt to mobilize the feminine aspect of the divinity, 
the subordinate and silent sheep is a metonymy for the emotional state of 
sacrificers who-having mismanaged social relationships-call upon Akuij 
to set things right again. A screaming goat, in contrast, is a perfect instru- 
ment to silence the masculine aspect of divinity, the spirits ekipe who 
control water and wind. Sacrifices are also made to appease these troub- 
ling spirits who have come to wrong humans, rather than the reverse. 
Ekipe typically reside in natural pools, and if angry will eat livestock who 
come to drink, and perhaps even the children who accompany them. The 
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first seasonal use of natural springs always begins with a goat sacrifice, an 
act performed by men in an attempt to create a relation of affinity with the 
spirits by exchanging the "feminine" goat. The throwing down of a howl- 
ing goat is the most potent symbol for pastoralism and domestication, 
since it metonymically transfers and subdues a wild creature. 

Goats not only tame water for the Turkana, they are also busy in pas- 
tures and among trees as well. People stress how goats carry around in 
their tiny bodies the seeds of nature, which enter the stomach when it eats, 
and exit the body in the form of dung. The seeds spread out in the 
landscape and renew growth along the intersecting paths the goats create. 
Of course, all livestock eat, digest, and defecate on the ground. Still, 
people emphasize the advantages the alimentary process in goats has over 
other stock in regenerating the fruits of the land. This is because goats eat 
indiscriminately, unlike the more selective habits of other livestock, be 
they grazers or browsers. And while the breeding of cattle, sheep, and 
camels needs careful timing and planning so that calving occurs at the 
onset of the rainy season, goat kids can be born in the dry season without 
being subject to high mortality. If a newborn kid's life is in danger, its 
caretakers go to considerable lengths to prevent its death. In contrast to 
other types of stock which must be moved within a specific habitat, the 
goat can be moved and kept anywhere. On their daily rounds, goats move 
between camp, river, and pasture. They carry grass seed from one pasture 
to another, and from their trips to the river they bring back seeds from the 
pods of Acacia trees, thereby distributing this valuable resource. Some 
seeds are taken to camp where they are either left in the pen to develop 
into a pocket of greenery, or deposited in fenced gardens and groves 
which are claimed as a personal fodder fund for the family. Goats in 
particular are therefore perceived as tilling nature and serving the com- 
munity in promoting fertility of the land. In this way, animals are actively 
participating in the production of valuable feed for their own sustenance. 
By "growing" themselves they simultaneously and significantly "grow" 
people. Wild animals take part in renewing the natural fecundity of divine 
creation, while livestock transfer the profuseness to inside the domes- 
ticated domain and thereby humanize fertility. 

The ability of the goat to domesticate nature is extended to the domain 
of cultivation. Turkana do not like to consider themselves as planters, and 
to make the chancy cultivation they practise more acceptable, they sur- 
round the practice with the language of livestock breeding. Sorghum 
seedlings are called by cattle terms, while the garden is named "milking 
camel", a slow breeder, and "bad mother". The analogy with agricultural 
growth in this harsh environment is easy to appreciate. If the sorghum 
withers, Turkana revert to goat sacrifice to make the crops grow. The goat 
will "move" the state of affairs and aid the plants in renewing their 
progress. A goat is led around the garden before the stomach is slit open 
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with a knife. The chyme is put into a container filled with water, which is 
then shaken and splashed over the plants. If the treatment is not suc- 
cessful, the seedlings are said to "have chosen to ignore the state that they 
should have changed." In such a situation nothing more can be done, and 
the garden is scornfully relabelled akine nakonikon, "dry she-goat". How- 
ever, the woman tending the garden will try to grow crops the next sea- 
son, to see if the failure was due to the garden already being "pregnant" at 
planting and therefore temporarily "dry", thus paralleling the case of she- 
goats that do not lactate because they are expecting. If it then turns out 
that the prospect for future soil fertility is bleak, people use another goat 
label, akine namojong, "old she-goat", and say that the garden has passed 
"menopause", and must be left fallow. The garden should still be re- 
spected, since the source of food contained in the soil "belly" was once 
productive and nurturing. 

The gazelle is the wild cousin of the goat, and is perceived as equally 
clever and alert. Goat (akine) and gazelle (egete) are used as totems to set 
up a contrast between the two major clan clusters. The goat clans have 
"customs" (etal) drawn from herding idioms, are classified as "white" and 
"sweet", and wear clothing made from the skins of domesticated stock. 
Members of goat clans must perform a purification ritual before they en- 
gage in cultivation and foraging. The gazelle clans, in contrast, have hunt- 
ing and planting idioms; their garments are made from gazelle skins and 
they are labelled "red" and "bitter". Women's garments are made from 
gazelle skins and during menses they must not touch domesticated stock. 
The tension between the red and white clans proper also has a dietary 
counterpart in that those of sweet clans simply refuse to consume milk 
served by those of the bitter clans. Further, the sharing of food starts with 
purification rituals. In the course of making and remaking clans, the ritual 
observances linked with the gazelle etal tend to be replaced by those of the 
goat etal. 

Clan inventories can be placed along a sliding scale. At the gazelle end 
of the pole menstruation taboos pertain to all women, animal types, and 
ownership categories. At the goat end there are none or few taboos linked 
to menses. The change from the custom of goat to the custom of gazelle, 
and vice versa, is explained as resulting from misfortune-"the etal refused 
usu-often connected to barrenness and death of children. In the transition 
between goat and gazelle clans, the "pure" sheep and "dependant" calf 
are used as mediators. Clans split and move up and down a ladder, on 
which the sweet goat etal is the most auspicious and placed at the top, 
while the bitter gazelle eta1 is the most inauspicious and placed at the 
bottom. When part of a goat clan splits off it moves down a step and takes 
the customs of sheep. They may move further down to the custom of 
calves, eventually ending up among the gazelle clans. When parts of a 
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gazelle clan split off, they move along to the eta1 of calf or further to that of 
sheep, and may finally end up among the goat clans. 

The social distance and ambiguity between the goat and gazelle clus- 
ters, also reflected in attitudes towards clans in transition between the 
two, do not coincide with the activities performed by their members: they 
may all herd, hunt, fish, and plant. Rather, the distance and ambiguity 
seem to date back to the series of transformations which lie behind the 
creation of Turkana as a distinct tribe dominated by pastoral values. It is 
probable that at first, cultivators and foragers were absorbed into a pas- 
toral economy and ideology, with the distinction somehow maintained in 
the contrasting set of gazelle and goat. Later, neighboring herder commu- 
nities were assimilated into the growing Turkana federation. My material 
suggests that clans founded by alien groups who gradually became 
Turkana, started out with sheep or calf customs before they were trans- 
formed and incorporated into the tribe. Eventually, they ended up with 
goat or gazelle customs. 

The theme of domestication runs through all these images. And as 
human beings, members of these clans are in a sense more or less "domes- 
ticated". Though they are all Turkana, they take hold of different parts of 
Turkana identity and represent distinct perspectives on the diversity con- 
tained within the whole. To provide gazelle women with skins for their 
garment, men must capture alive a gazelle. Since gazelles are from the 
wild and belong to Akuij, they must be ceremonially "domesticated" 
before their skins can be used as garments for women who, as pastoral 
people, are in touch with livestock. Before the ceremony, both the wild 
animal and the hands of the captors are washed in water. The gazelle is 
held by the legs, its throat cut, and the blood allowed to drip over a live, 
white goat, "like the rain". The ritual cleansing ends with the consump- 
tion of the slaughtered goat and gazelle, an act which seals the metonymic 
transfer from wild to tame. 

On the symbolic level goats signify the very transition of humans from 
hunters to herders. Also they set Earth (akwap) and Sky (akuij) apart by 
making a mediating link between the two domains. The Turkana trace this 
to an ancient event: the capture of apatepes, a white and hairy baboon. The 
apelike apatapes was tamed, made first human then a diviner by people 
who pierced its skin to let some blood dribble over the fur of a live goat-a 
metonymic transfer from wilderness to humanity. In return, apatepes made 
a gift of goats, thereby affirming its fellowship with people. One woman 
aptly voiced the stance taken towards goats with these words: 'We love 
goats because they are doing so many nice things for people." This simple 
saying summarizes something of profound importance, because goats in a 
sense construct Turkana as pastoralists and people-as Turkana proper. 
Indeed, the goat is a summarizing symbol for the linkages between 
domes tication, pastoralism, and sociability. 
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Cattle are companions, say Turkana, but goats are gifts which open paths 
for the passage of cattle and people. Beasts carry condensed personal and 
social histories which become inscribed and re-inscribed on their bodies. 
Livestock enlarge the space of the person, and embody the bonds between 
the overlapping pairs of givers and receivers created in circulation. 
Turkana transactions are therefore an intricate interweaving of persons, 
stock, and attributes. They are partial signs for one another, as they are 
also partial signs for the social relationships they produce and reproduce. 
Herds are driven in front of humans to build bridges to other commu- 
nities and domains, and-to continue the analogy-their trampling hooves 
can sometimes bring the bridge to the point of breaking. As multi-level 
signifiers alternating between the mode of metaphor and metonymy, 
stock speak both to the particular and the general. This double edge en- 
ables stock to "infuse the former with the latter, and imbue the experience 
of distinct events with the ineffability of the wider social system in which 
they occur" (Comaroff 1985:72). The positions of animals in the pastoral 
arena provide an entree into Turkana society, illuminating the cyclical 
movement of things, tangible and intangible. They stand for the claims 
and counter-claims which both push people together and pull them apart. 
In short, stock are supple symbolic vehicles through which herders con- 
stantly construct, deconstruct, and reconstruct their world of the personal, 
social, and spiritual. 



4. Formal Categories in Maasai 
Symbolism 
Arvi Hurskainen 

Aikuek! Aainyoo pee ilang'aki isiet eng'or ong'uan? 
Oh! Why do you jump to an eight before a four? 

(ol'Oloisolo Massek and Sidai 1974:21) 

This article is based on three assumptions, which form a theoretical back- 
ground for the subsequent discussion. First, while different societies are 
rather similar with regard to the types of functions which symbols fulfil in 
those societies, the symbolic forms utilized for achieving the desired ends 
differ from one case to another (Cohen 1969). Second, the human percep- 
tion of the environment is not a photographic image: the human eye/ 
brain works analytically to produce a patterned image, in which the un- 
ordered flow of impressions is arranged as comprehensible discontinuities 
(Fletcher 1981). Third, in addition to this biologically-rooted quality, the 
capability of an individual to perceive is further "distorted" by his or her 
cultural milieu (Hallowell 1977). Adaptation to the environment is di- 
rected by perceptual economy, where distinctions needed for securing the 
mere existence of the society have primary importance. More refined dis- 
tinctions are "perceived" only when changed life conditions make it feas- 
ible. This applies to virtually all types of classification. 

To be more specific, I shall try to analyze what may be called the "for- 
mal" principles of Maasai symbolism and show how they operate in a 
wide variety of contexts, both secular and ritual. In the absence of a more 
definite expression I use the term "formal" to refer to the fact a symbol 
need not always be a visible object, colour, or pattern which stands for 
something other than itself. Symbolism may also be contained in purely 
abstract forms, such as the manipulation of numbers and oppositions. 
Numbers or oppositions have no physical content in theniselves, although 
they may carry symbolic messages. By concentrating particularly on the 
formal properties of symbols, my intention is to pay attention to the cul- 
ture-specific properties of symbolism and to show how formal consistency 
in symbolism in fact helps in comprehending diverse social and cultural 
elements as parts of a socio-cultural system. The functions, or effects, of 
symbols are consequently only of secondary significance. 
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The debate on the interdependence of people's language and thought 
structures is well known.1 A similar discussion might be extended to the 
relations of symbols and their referents. Particularly, I have in mind the 
question of whether symbolic forms not only "stand for" social and cul- 
tural realities, but also shape those realities. Raising this question is not 
without problems, which prove to be similar to those found in the dispute 
about the interrelation of language and thought. In the following dis- 
cussion, however, I hope to be able to point out several examples where 
formal properties of symbolism have direct consequences on both social 
structure and economy. The field material for this discussion is drawn 
mainly from the Parakuyo, who are the southernmost group of East- 
African Maa-speakers. The main body of the data used is a result of my 
own fieldwork, carried out in several phases since 1974.2 Participation in 
several rituals has been particularly helpful in mapping out recurrent 
themes in symbolism, especially its formal aspects. Data on other closely- 
related Maasai groups are also used, particularly the early accounts of 
Hollis (1905) and Merker (1904). 

Maasai culture is based on the pastoral mode of economy, and, not sur- 
prisingly, the central symbols have been drawn from pastoral experience. 
The extensive use of dual categories in symbolism is well attested to in a 
number of pastoral societies.-? What might be less commonly known but 
nevertheless of some interest is the great emphasis placed on numerical 
symbolism. This is a special type of symbolism, often combined with tan- 
gible symbols. Numerical symbolism places numbers with different 
values as opposites. Individual numbers are devoid of meaning. They are 
endowed with meaning only insofar as they are contrasted to other num- 
bers. 

The debate on this issue within anthropology was initiated by Sapir (1949,1958) and 
continued infer alia by Benjamin Lee Whorf (1956). The extreme form of this theory, the 
idea of linguistic determinism, has largely been rejected, but the discussion has not 
entirely ceased. 
I am indebted to the Academy of Finland, the principal government body for support- 
ing research in Finland, as well as to the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, for 
financing the fieldwork on which this paper is largely based. 
In French anthropology, such scholars as Hertz (1909) as well as Durkheim and Mauss 
(1963) emphasized dualism as the basic principle of conceptual ordering. Beidelman 
(1961) analyzed the dichotomous classification of the Kaguru of Tanzania. See also 
Gulliver (1961) on the Arusha, and Rigby (1966) on the Gogo. A number of essays on 
dualism were published in a volume by Needham (1960). Bernardi (1959) noticed the 
importance of symbolism based on the distinction between left and right among the 
Meru of Kenya. See also Needham's reassessment of the issue (1960,1973). 
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NUMBER FOUR 

The introduction of ethnographic material is necessary for understanding 
what such a symbolism entails. Unless otherwise indicated, the data pre- 
sented here concern the Parakuyo. There are numerous situations where 
the number FOUR is of primary importance. In ritual contexts it is ap- 
plied, for example, in the following ways: 

The number of olpiron-elders officiating in male circumcision rituals is 
four ("olpiron-elders" refers to "fire-stick"-elders, who belong to the 
age-set above the initiates and officiate in boys' circumcision rituals, 
where kindling of fire with fire-sticks is one of the central rites). 
Four types of medicine are soaked in the ritual bath-water of the 
initiate. 
The mixture of milk and water used for softening the hair of the 
initiate during ritual hair-shaving is placed on a stool with four legs. 
During the enkituptiktinoto (coming-out) ritual of the male initiate be- 
fore circumcision, the initiate is led around the oltim (a ritually-im- 
portant branch needed in closing the cattle gate) counter-clockwise 
four times. 
When the enkoildlei-tree (Zizyphus mucronata) intended to be erected in 
front of the initiation house is fetched from the forest, two warriors 
and two uncircumcised girls (the males are first-born and the females 
are last-born) are selected for the task. The tree is received at the kraal 
entrance by four women. 
Male circumcision should be performed with four cuts, the final, per- 
forating one being the fifth. In practice, however, the number of cuts 
may be more, depending on the skill of the circumciser. This was ob- 
served in the Parakuyo operations, and it seems to hold for the pas- 
toral Maasai also (ole Kulet 1972). 
When the operation of clitoridectomy is over, four ululations by the 
women are heard from inside the hut as a sign of its success. 
The number of warriors accompanying the newly-circumcised boy to 
the mother's hut is four. 
The ritual olokdr-fire (a ritual fire kindled by olpiron-elders, supposed 
to increase male potency) kindled in the middle of the kraal after the 
male circumcision operation is fed with four types of medicine (olca'ni, 
pl. ilkkek). 
After the operation, the initiate is supposed to stay secluded inside the 
house for a period of four days. The pastoral Maasai also observe this 
rule (Hollis 1905). 
When this period has expired, a particular ritual (empdlos esita) is 
arranged. The initiate refuses four times to enter a hut, which sym- 
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bolizes the advance towards warriorhood. Only by the fifth calling 
will he enter the hut. 
Among the Kisongo Maasai and Arusha, when items needed in rituals 
are brought to the ritual site, they are not put down directly. First they 
are lowered and lifted repeatedly four times, and only then lain down. 
The same procedure is used when the items are taken away from the 
ritual site. 
The marginal period between the circumcision operation and the 
individual's incorporation into the warrior group is ideally four 
months. 
In women's maturity ritual, erikdto o'lke'rra (literally, "leading a 
sheep"), the number of women needed for leading the two sheep (one 
male and one female) is four. 
The procession of sheep in the above ritual goes around the oltim- 
branch counter-clockwise four times. 
In the olkite'ng' lo'lbdak ritual, where an elder enters into a blood 
brotherhood with an age-mate, the elder first whips his wife four 
times. Thereafter others join in whipping, but unlike in normal cir- 
cumstances, wives are encouraged to whip the men. The whole ritual 
sequence is supposed to last four days. Among the pastoral Maasai 
the elder has to sleep alone four nights in a separate hut outside the 
homestead before participating in the ritual (Hollis 1905). 
Among the pastoral Maasai, the promotion ritual (eundto) of the 
warriors is supposed to last four days, each day having a specific 
colour (Beckwith and ole Saitoti 1980). 
In the oral narratives of the pastoral Maasai the number four signifies 
completeness and good luck. By running for a period of four days it 
would be possible to escape the devil, Sue-Kidongoi (Hollis 1905). 
The moon is completely hidden for three days. On the fourth day the 
donkey sees it reappear, while men and cattle see it only on the fifth 
day (ibid.). 
The pastoral Maasai use no more than four colours for decorating 
shields: red, black, white, and grey. The last one is, however, only 
rarely used (ibid.). 
In his novel To Eecowrc a Man, ole Kulet describes how the character 
Leshao chops four sticks to represent hunting birds, whose skins were 
intended for hair decoration (ole Kulet 1972). Leshao's father sniffed 
four tiines from his snuff tin before reacting to Leshao's suggestion 
that he would go to school (ibid.). 
The Maasai medical experts (iloibdizok) have four methods for fore- 
telling future events (Hollis 1905). 
According to Hollis, the year is divided into four seasons: (1) ilapditin 
loo 'loirdjurdj (the months of showers), (2) ilnpditin loo 'lanziyu (the 
months of starvation), (3) ilapditin loo 'lttimurel (the months of small 
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rains), and (4) ilapa'itin loo 'lle'ng'on (the months of plenty). Each of 
these seasons lasts approximately three months (ibid.). 

y. According to ole Sankan (1971), on the other hand, the year is divided 
into three seasons, each season consisting of four months. The seasons 
are: (1) the long rains (nkdkua), (2) the drizzling season (oloirtijurtij), 
and (3) the short rains (oltumure't). Each month is divided into two 
halves, the bright one and the dark one, each half being 15 days long. 
These half months are also divided into two halves, the eighth day of 
each half being known as the day of change (ole Sartkan 1971). 

NUMBERS EIGHT AND SIXTEEN 

In addition to the number four, the number EIGHT frequently occurs in 
symbolism. It belongs to the same numerical set as number four, being 
four doubled. Often these numbers are alternatives, i.e. either number 
may be used as a basis of symbolization. The difference is, however, that 
whereas four represents completeness and harmony, eight gives more 
weight to that which is being symbolized. The interrelation of four and 
eight may be seen from the following examples: 

a. A couple of generations ago, the number of bridewealth heifers was 
four. Later, with increased competition for marriageable girls, the 
number was collegially increased to eight. In practice, however, the 
number of heifers transferred as bridewealth is far greater, up to 80 
heifers or more in some cases. 

b. The bride is given eight cattle by her bridegroom after arriving at their 
new home. These cattle form the nucleus of her herd. It is likely to 
increase in size, because at first the bride is supposed to refuse to fulfil 
some of her duties, whereby her husband adds more cattle to the 
herd. 

c. After the woman's maturity ritual (erikdto o 'lke'rra), while she cere- 
monially goes to the husband's kraal, each quiet stop along the way is 
interpreted as a request for a cow. The number of such stops is sup- 
posed to be eight. The cows are given to her the next morning. 

d. In events involving the larger community, it is customary to apply the 
number eight to symbolization. The delegation (olamdl) sent from a 
certain area to the leading medical expert and prophet (oloibdni kitdk), 
consists normally of eight members. For example, when such a del- 
egation is sent to him in order to ask for permission to arrange the 
promotion ritual of warriors (eundfo), they are supposed to go to him 
with eight cattle from each area (oldsho). In the case of Parakuyo, a 
total of 80 cattle will thus be collected. It is important to note, that if 
for some reason the number of cattle is not considered to be sufficient, 
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another 80 cattle will be gathered. A lesser amount would not make 
the number complete. This means a total of 16 cows from each area, or 
eight doubled. 

e. The number of gates in the kraal constructed for the promotion ritual 
of warriors is eight: one for each main point of the compass and one 
for each intermediary direction. 

f. An interesting feature in the numerical symbolism is that the number 
nine has an alternative term (enturuj), in addition to the usual one 
(oudo/naudo).l The term enturuj has a connotation of something which 
is prohibited, forbidden, taboo. For example, the warriors (ilmu'rran) 
are subject to a number of prohibitions, referred to with the term 
enturuj. The term enturuj is, for example, used to refer to contact with 
women of fertile age, eating meat touched or seen by women, eating 
alone, drinking milk of one's own cattle, etc. Towards the end of the 
warrior period there are special rituals with the purpose of abolishing 
these enturuj prohibitions. Thus, ewokoto e ku'le ends the ban of 
drinking the milk of one's own cows, while enkinlisata e 'nkiri allows 
warriors to eat meat touched or seen by women. All these rituals are 
sometimes called "the killing of enturuj" (ekrata e 'ntutuj) which indi- 
cates their principle function. When these connotations are transferred 
to terms used for numbers, enturuj analogically refers to something 
prohibited or unlucky. Therefore, number nine does not occur in any 
context as a symbol with positive connotations.2 Instead, number 
eight stands for completeness and harmony-being a derivative of 
four-but it is one step higher in the symbolic hierarchy. 

g. Number 16 is linked with the age-set system in that the ideal period 
between two adjacent age-sets is 16 years, although in practice it tends 
to be one year less. In Maasai areas where two streams of age-sets are 
operative, the period of 16 years includes two sub-sets with intervals 
of eight years (Hurskainen 1984). The open initiation period of each 
sub-set is four years, the closed period between initiations being also 
four years. So we see the numbers four, eight, and sixteen being 
applied as means of breaking time into sizeable periods. It is interest- 
ing to note that the same principle is also applied in systems without 
the double stream of age-sets. Ideally, the Parakuyo, for example, 
have an open initiation period of four years. Because they do not have 
double streams of age-sets, the closed period between two age-sets 
would become too long to manage without excessive pressures from 

l The Parakuyo know these two alternatives for the number nine as do the pastoral 
Maasai (Hollis 1905). Eliot also notes the existence of these alternatives (Eliot 1905). 
The Nandi who belong to the Western Nilotes also have a numerical symbolism quite 
similar to that of the Maasai. Hollis reports that the mythical Chemosit, the embodiment 
of wickedness, has nine buttocks and only one leg, both numbers auguring disaster 
(Hollis 1909). 
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the side of the emerging youth. In practice, therefore, the open initia- 
tion period tends to be almost eight years. Thus we see that if there are 
deviations from the ideal because of structural incompatibilities, the 
development tends to follow the prescribed ideal principles. There- 
fore, the length of the open circumcision period by the Parakuyo is 
eight years, not six, seven or nine. 

There is no prohibition against deriving further numbers by duplicating 
the previous one. Thus 16, 32, 64 etc. are numbers likely to be applied, 
when there is need for symbolization on a higher level. 

Another formal aspect in Maasai symbolism is the notion of opposites. In 
fact, the numbers outlined above get their emotive force only in opposi- 
tion to other numbers. Certain numbers are propitious only if other num- 
bers are unpropitious. The numbers eight (isie't) and nine (oudolnaudo or 
enturuj) are examples of such an opposition. In some cases the numerical 
conglomeration consists of parts with identical properties, as is the case 
with members of a delegation (olarndl), or with bridewealth cattle. These 
sets cannot be subdivided further into smaller units. In several cases, 
however, the numbers have internal divisions, which form opposing poles 
in relation to each other. The four people fetching the enkoilalei-tree for the 
circumcision ritual form opposites in two respects, on the axis of 
junior/senior and male/female. The four women leading the male and 
female sheep in the erikoto-o-'lkhra ritual also form two kinds of opposites 
(Hurskainen 1984). Two of the women are attached to each of the sheep, 
forming a ma1e:female opposition. One of the women in each pair has a 
child& is pregnant, while the other is childless. 

In those Maasai areas where the double division system within age-sets 
still prevails, time alternates between open and closed initiation periods, 
both lasting four years. A full age-set cycle with right-hand circumcision 
(emurdta etate'ne) and left-hand circumcision (emurdta ekedye'nye) has two 
open and two closed periods, the whole cycle lasting 16 years. It has two 
dichotomous sets: right/left groups and open/closed periods. Ole Sankan 
(1971) vividly describes the mythical beginning of the right/left division 
of age-sets. What is particularly interesting is the different qualities 
possessed by members of these sets. The right-hand division, considered 
senior and termed as Ilmanki, represents fierce, short-tempered, impatient, 
and warlike qualities, while the left-hand division, considered junior and 
termed as Ilmaina, is thought to have the qualities of peacefulness, wis- 
dom, prosperity, and plenty. Different qualities are already augured by 
the use of different materials in kindling the ritual fire in circumcision. For 
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the Ilmanki, the stick used in kindling is made of Olea chrysophylla 
(Oldirien), while in the circumcision of the Ilmaina the fire is kindled by 
using a palm leaf stalk (esdsan). Oldirien is commonly used by warriors in 
kindling fire, and therefore it is associated with the realm of warriorhood. 
Esdsian, on the other hand, is associated with female activities, since 
women and girls clean gourds. Should we then conclude that the more 
prosperous stream of age-sets should be associated with femininity? 
Possibly so, but we should also keep in mind that symbols communicating 
differences on the ma1e:female axis in some contexts, may have other 
referents in others. It is obvious that esdsian stands here for wisdom, 
patience, and prosperity rather than simply femininity, although there is 
no reason to deny that femininity is also associated with these qualities. 
Perhaps femininity in Maasai thinking is akin to male seniority and 
wisdom. This is suggested by a number of cases, where female maturity 
symbols, such as the isurufia wire-coils, are also symbols of the age-set 
leader, olaundni (Hurskainen 1984). In some cases such rings may be worn 
also by old men, which would suggest that the rings are symbols of 
maturity and wisdom rather than female symbols.1 

Some indications suggest that previously the Maasai age-set system 
had a cycle of age-sets, which consisted of eight named sets. Within this 
cycle the age-set names followed a strict order. In fact, the names Ilmanki 
and Ilmaina are found as age-set names (the sixth and seventh in order) in 
the Kalenjin system with a cycle of eight age-sets (Ehret 1971). Although 
the system of naming the age-sets among the Maasai does not follow such 
a strict order, it is possible that it once did together with other Nilotic- 
speaking peoples. Even now there are no newly invented permanent age- 
set names, although the initial temporary names may reflect modern 
trends. The known names recur, although in a less strict order. 

In some other Nilotic societies, such as Parakuyo, the right:left 
dichotomy within age-sets does not exist. The only sub-sets are the open 
and closed periods, which in practice tend to be equal in length, being 
both eight years. On the other hand, in these societies without an internal 
right/left dichotomy within age-sets, there tends to develop a dichoto- 
mous order between age-sets. The two adjacent age-sets are considered to 
belong to opposite realms, ideally with different qualities. The streams of 
alternating age-sets thus formed are referred to as right-hand and left- 
hand divisions, just as is the case with the sub-groups within the age-sets. 

Many more examples of the dualistic patterning in Maasai symbolism 
may be found. Arhem (1989b) has emphasized the dual division of medi- 
cines, olcani (ordinary) and entlissim (ritual), which both have elements 

Hollis has an interesting note on men allowed to wear isurutia rings. Such ornaments, 
usually worn by married women, may also be worn by men who already have reared 
their children beyond the age of circumcision (Hollis 1905). 
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deriving from trees. Trees are ultimately medicine, because they are 
symbolically identified with God. Olsson (1989) has assessed the signifi- 
cance of trees and medicine within a wider cosmological dualistic classifi- 
cation, where the Maasai are identified with trees, particularly orete'ti 
(Ficus natalensis) and Enkai (God). 

NUMBER THREE 

Although the numerical symbolism based on two and its derivatives is 
clearly dominant, the number THREE is also of significance. In some cases 
it seems to refer to the female sex, although it has other connotations as 
well. The following ethnographic data illuminates the triadic symbolism: 

a. The number of holes for decorations in women's ears is three, while 
men have two holes. 

b. In the Parakuyo women's fertility ritual, the oloiboni makes three 
stripes with enturoto (white clay) on women's backs. 

c. Hollis mentions that traditional bridewealth payments were three 
heifers and two bulls (1905). At first sight this seems to be contrary to 
what was said above. However, one of the bulls belongs to another 
category, and it is killed at the entrance of the hut of the new couple, 
while the remaining number will be four, composed of three heifers 
and one bull. Thus both auspicious numbers, four and three, are 
found in the composition of the bridewealth herd. 

d. Hollis also mentions that while fetching his bride to his home the man 
must take three sheep with him, two rams and a young ewe. The ewe 
is given to the mother-in-law, but the two rams, together with two 
rams provided by the girl's father (a total of four), will be slaughtered 
together. Here we find the number four being composed of two plus 
two. 

e. If a Maasai warrior steals an ox, he has to compensate for it by paying 
three heifers to the owner (ibid.). 

As the above few examples show, the connotations attached to number 
three are somewhat varied. It is difficult to avoid the impression that it 
has something to do with femininity in a positive sense. Yet the data do 
not justify the conclusion that it is exclusively a symbol of femininity 
while number four is a symbol of masculinity.1 Within age-sets, and dou- 
ble divisions of age-sets (where such divisions exist) there is an additional 

Southall suggests that the numerical symbolism is a communicative device for distin- 
guishing scxes. Following this logic, shc classifies a number of East African societies 
according to sexual symbolisnl (Southall 1972). 
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sub-grouping into three categories according to seniority. Those initiated 
first form a group called Ilcange'nopir, the second group being called 
Ilparingdtua, while the last group initiated to the same age-set is called 
Ilkerimbuot. Although seemingly triadic, this structure is in fact dyadic, the 
first and last groups having the decisive roles within the age-set, while the 
middle group is an intermediary between the two. 

In addition to being a positive symbol of femininity, number three can 
be a bad omen in some contexts. It is emphasized that the stool used in 
men's rituals must have four legs, not three, because the latter type would 
bring bad luck. On the other hand, the fact that the compensation for an 
ox stolen from a Maasai is three heifers, and not four, may be seen as an 
indication that number three does have positive connotations. 

SYMBOLS OF COMPENSATION AND OF COUNTER-ORDER 

The most generally applied number in cases of compensation is number 
49. This once was the number of heifers to be paid in case of homicide, i.e., 
when a Maasai has killed another Maasai. In such a case the moiety divi- 
sion is operative.1 The compensation does not operate on an individual 
basis, in that the person guilty of homicide does not have to pay all the 
cattle. Rather, the moiety of the offender will collect the cattle from all 
members and transfer them to the other moiety. It is emphasized that the 
number of cattle is one-less-50, one short of one of the complete numbers. 
In the warriors' promotion ritual, eunoto, the number of individual houses 
constructed in a concentric circle is 49. The conical-shaped large ritual 
house, osinkira, constructed in the centre of the circle, is the 50th, making 
the number complete (Beckwith and ole Saitoti 1980). The 49 elected 
warriors go through these promotion rituals first, the other warriors of the 
age-set following afterwards (Hamilton 1963). 

In recent years the Parakuyo have increased the number of homicide 
cattle to 104. The number itself seems odd, until we know how it was 
chosen. In 1977, a practice was introduced which required after a homi- 
cide that 24 head of cattle be collected among the offender's moiety and 
transferred to the clan of the killed person. Thereafter each area (oldsho, pl. 
ildshoiz, a total of five) has to contribute 16 cattle each, totalling 80. The 
increase of homicide cattle is obviously related to the increase of bride- 
wealth cattle, both of which are indications of changes in socio-economic 
conditions. There are a number of factors contributing to these changes. 

The pastoral Maasai and Parakuyo divide society into two halves, each half being corn- 
posed of a group of clans. Thcsc sections are conccivcd as the right hand division, 
termed Iloorokiteng' (those of the black cow), and the left hand division, termed 
Iloodomang'i (those of the red-brown bulls). 
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For example, the increased scarcity of eligible girls combined with the 
practice of polygyny has contributed to the increase of bridewealth cattle. 
The increase of cattle to compensate for homicide is indicative of the view 
of the Parakuyo elders that number of homicides must be reduced by 
means of heavier sanctions. 

If number eight represents one of the propitious numbers, number nine 
is, as already indicated above, one of the least propitious numbers. It 
refers to something prohibited, as the rarer term for nine, enturuj, indi- 
cates. It is in line with this interpretation that the devil engukuu has nine 
heads and one very big toe (Hollis 1905), because enguku'u belongs to the 
counter-order opposed to humans. A variant found among the Nandi 
retains the same symbolic number, but instead of nine heads the devil has 
nine buttocks (Hollis 1909). The same logic works in both cases. The fact 
that engukuu has one big toe, not two or four, is also an indication of the 
counter-order . 

The idea of the counter-order is crystallized in the Maasai and 
Parakuyo myths about enena'unir, a monster with qualities derived partly 
from nature, partly from the human realm. In fact, in enena'unir there is an 
attempt to combine nature and culture, order and counter-order, with 
horrifying results. Although there are several variants of this myth, all of 
them have some common unvarying elements. The right side of the crea- 
ture represents the order, and therefore has human features. The left side 
is either like stone, representing inorganic nature, or like a beast 
(olowuaru), representing organic nature. In both cases it represents the 
counter-order, the opposite of humanness. What is particularly interesting 
is that in some versions enena'unir has four legs, the number of perfect 
order, or only one leg, the number symbolizing the counter-order. Legs 
are means for moving from place to place. They may be either of one or 
the other order, but not both. The number of legs in different versions 
stands either for order or counter-order. 

SYMBOLS, SOCIAL STRUCTURE, AND COSMIC ORDER 

The data presented above show how numerical symbolism is applied in 
extremely varied contexts. Rituals are the natural context of any symbol- 
ism. Therefore it is no surprise to find numerical symbolism being pro- 
fusely applied in rituals. The symbols found in rites are not, however, 
qualitatively different from those applied in secular contexts. It is not 
therefore useful to contrast ritual and secular symbolism. In both contexts 
we find the same values being communicated through the same symbols, 
the main difference being that while in secular life symbolic content is 
sometimes hidden, in rituals the ideals are emphasized and thus transpar- 
ent. 
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Because the numerical symbolism reflects the existing social and cosmic 
order, it is encompassing, covering all fields of experience. As I have ar- 
gued elsewhere (Hurskainen 1984), the Parakuyo (and Pastoral Maasai) 
symbolism is dualistic throughout on a deep level, although surface reali- 
zations are often more complicated. For example, two basic social systems, 
the age-set system and the clan system, are both based on the principle of 
dualism and its multiples. The time periods in the cycle of age-sets have a 
duration of four, eight, or sixteen years, all of them being propitious 
numbers. The duration of some rituals is four days, and the whole 
seclusion period for initiates is four months. The period available for 
circumcision is ideally four years, but in systems without subdivisions 
within age-sets it tends in practice to extend to eight years. All these time 
periods create an ordered and secure rhythm of life. The clans and sub- 
clans within the moiety division tend also to be grouped dualistically, 
although the realization of the principle is not always complete.1 Also, the 
kraal structure with its right and left gate posts and individual houses for 
each wife on either side, shows a dichotomous pattern. It is in fact a visual 
image of the "original" kraal, which gave rise to the present clan structure. 

The social sphere is linked also to the cosmic order, which is based on 
the same dualistic principle. Enkdi, the divinity, is dualistic in nature, 
having both benevolent and malevolent qualities. The former qualities are 
expressed with the term Enkdi Narok (Black God), and the latter with Enhki 
Nado (Red God). The month is composed of the propitious (waxing moon) 
and unpropitious (waning moon) halves, the former being the ritually 
favourable time and the latter the unfavourable. The day has two ritually 
propitious moments, sunrise and sunset. Important phases in rituals tend 
to be arranged by sunrise or sunset. Circumcision and clitoridectomy, for 
example, are always performed immediately after sunrise. Many other 
rites are performed before s ~ n s e t . ~  It is suggested that the proximity of the 
sun and the earth makes these moments more favourable than others for 

The Parakuyo, for example, have clans of very different sizes. Although clans and sub- 
clans are not local (i.e., members of one clan may be found in all Parakuyo areas), each 
area seems to have a dominant clan. This leads to an imbalance between clan-groups 
and causes difficulties in finding suitable marriage partners. The imbalance is further 
increased by the tendency of powerful and wealthy clans to grow more rapidly than 
minor ones, since wealth enables men to marry several wives and thus produce more 
descendants. A solution to this dilemma is to subdivide the large sub-clan and to make 
marriage possible between these new groups (for details, see Hurskainen 1984). The 
Arusha clan system, which has gone through a relatively short process of segmenta- 
tion, is more clearly dichotomous also on the level of sub-clans (Gulliver 1963). 
In erikoto o'lkerra the rite of leading sheep around oltim is performed first in the eve- 
ning before sunset and later in the morning after sunrise. In circumcision (emura'ta) 
rituals, a number of individual rites are performed in the evening, such as the fetching 
of material for a bow and arrows to be made for the initiate. Also, the forceful catching 
of the female initiate is performed before sunset (Hurskainen 1986). 
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performing rituals.1 The points of the compass are taken into account 
particularly in rituals. Among the four main directions, north and east are 
the propitious ones, north being the direction from where the Maasai 
came originally, east being the direction of sunrise. West is not propitious 
because the sun sets in that direction and south has no positive connota- 
tions. In constructing entrances to Maasai kraals, particularly in important 
rituals such as eundto, these directions are considered. 

A total absence of cognitive order, of course, is impossible, but one may 
wonder how Maasai social life would be if the principles of ordering de- 
scribed above were different. Take, for example, Western segmentation of 
time into weeks. It has no natural basis. It would be just as possible to 
have a week of five days (four days work, the fifth for rest) as in the an- 
cient Maasai cycle, rather than seven. Western time reckoning is equally 
patterned, some numbers being more prominent than others. Such propi- 
tious numbers are three (number of trinity), seven (number of weekdays), 
ten (the number of fingers and toes), twelve (the number of Jacob's sons, 
ancestors of the twelve Jewish clans, and the number of the disciples of 
Jesus), forty (days for complete fasting) etc.2 Number 13 is considered 
extremely unpropitious for the same reason as number nine in Maasai 
thinking: it follows immediately after one of the most propitious numbers. 

The consistency found in Maasai formal symbolism is by no means 
unique. In earlier times, a number of Central and Western African socie- 
ties were structured according to extremely strict principles of ordering. 
The Kotoko system, for example, is remarkably similar to the classification 
of the Maasai (Lebeuf 1977), as is that of the Yoruba although the latter is 
much more complicafed (Kamau 1977). A comparative study of African 
societies concerning the formal principles of ordering and their implemen- 
tation would certainly give new light to the interesting field of symbolic 
studies. 

In a very stimulating article, Jacobson-Widding has shown how the Manyika of 
Zimbabwe have an elaborate conceptual scheme if categories based on the distinction 
of hot and cold. Heat is a result of mixing categories which ordinarily are distinct. 
Sunrise and sunset are moments where day and night meet, and therefore they are 
"hot" moments. The local n'anga may utilize the timc-of sunset to renew the powfr of 
medicines (Jacobson-Widding 1989). 

2 These numbers dominate also in folk tradition and they find their way also into litera- 
ture. It is not only by accident that Aleksis Kivi's main novel was entitled Seven 
Brofhers and that the brothers were chased by forty bulls to a large stone for four days. 
All these numbers are stereotypical and represent the old Judaeo-Christian tradition. 
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The assumptions of Cohen (1969) in relation to variations in the symbolic 
forms utilized by different societies are attested to by the Maasai data. The 
perception and comprehension of the universe is clearly patterned and 
this patterning follows a few ordering principles which are culturally con- 
stituted. There is no physical or environmental reason why the symbolic 
forms could not be different. The only conclusion we can securely draw is 
that symbolism based on dual categories, an essential part of Maasai cul- 
ture, is a result of adaptation. Its force is its simplicity. When it is applied 
systematically to all fields of experience, it creates coherence capable of 
resisting external and internal forces of disruption. 

The above discussion may give an impression of a static society with 
strict rules. I have argued rather, that the underlying symbolic system 
shapes practice. It allows and directs people to see and do things in a pat- 
terned manner, while it also inhibits them from seeing and doing other 
things. The other side of the coin is that the system is not intact, but also 
shaped by practice (Ortner 1984). Practice never corresponds fully with 
the system. It would be interesting and useful to compare various aspects 
of the system with its actual realization in practice. Such a discussion, 
however, would need a place of its own. 



5. Ways of Milk and Meat Among 
the Maasai: Gender Identity and 
Food Resources in a Pastoral 
Economy 
Aud Tulle 

This article focuses on the relationship between the management of gen- 
der identity and the control and handling of pastoral food resources under 
conditions of change. The discussion is confined to the pastoral Maasai of 
Kenya, drawing upon material collected during field research between 
1979 and 1981 and on later follow-up visits.1 

Among Maasai subsistence pastoralists livestock products not only 
serve the purpose of a "meal" or nourishment of the body, they also serve 
a symbolic function. Food is both a sign and a value; in other words, the 
symbolic and pragmatic are closely interwoven (Firth 1975). The prepara- 
tion, handling, distribution, and consumption of food "say" something 
about social relations, about gender and age statuses, and about female- 
male identity. Furthermore, when pastoral products are prepared, served, 
and consumed as "food in specific contexts they work as forceful instru- 
ments to build up and reinforce personal prestige. In Maasai culture, to 
paraphrase Mary Douglas, food is a code that conveys messages about 
"different degrees of hierarchy, inclusion and exclusion, boundaries and 
transactions across boundaries" (Douglas 1979: 249). 

In a recent article on Maasai food symbolism, &hem argues (1989a) 
that the dimension of meaning-the values and ideas associated with food- 
is of utmost importance in trying to understand why Maasai food habits 
and dietary rules so strongly favour pastoral foodstuffs. In a thorough and 
illuminating analysis, &hem, by interpreting the pastoral diet as a cultur- 
al text, shows how the Maasai food system is set firmly within cosmology 
and social ideology. He contends that the Maasai consume pastoral food- 
stuffs primarily out of cultural preference rather than material necessity. 
In spite of the fact that the environment in which pastoral Maasai live is 

The major part of the field research was carried out among the Loodokilani Maasai in 
Kajiado District. I am particularly indebted to Moses ole Sharrar, my field assistant. 
My thanks to Karin Norman who helped me to clarify a number of points in this arti- 
cle, and to Gisli Pilsson, the editor of the volume, for valuable comments on an earlier 
draft. 
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abundant in wildlife and generally well-suited for cultivation, Maasai 
tend to reject and devalue both wild game and agricultural products as 
food. Typically, they shun both hunting and cropping activities. 

A distinguishing mark of "being Maasai" is, in fact, the preference for 
pastoral food and the possibility of living up to the ideals of a diet based 
on livestock products. Maasai dietary habits are, in fact, a "dominant sym- 
bol", setting the Maasai apart from their agricultural neighbours and the 
hunter-gatherers living in their surrounding (cf. Galaty 1977). This ideo- 
logical commitment on the part of the pastoral Maasai, however, contrasts 
with their present reality; increasingly Maasai families are becoming de- 
pendent upon purchased foodstuffs, of which vegetable products consti- 
tute a major part (cf. Nestel 1985; Talle 1988). As pastoral food resources 
are becoming scarce in the household context, its value and convertibility, 
as well as its symbolic potentials and dimensions, are being transformed. 
Livestock and livestock products are sold more readily and are less-com- 
monly distributed without recompense. 

By focussing on the description and analysis of dietary changes in the 
context of subsistence pastoralism, this article tries to relate meanings to 
social practice. More specifically, it seeks to elucidate how pastoral food- 
stuffs, in a situation where Maasai more than ever experience their way of 
life and cultural values to be at stake, become a convenient and appro- 
priate agent of mediation in new symbolic contexts. 

The Maasai pastoralists inhabit large tracts of savanna grasslands on both 
sides of the Kenya-Tanzania border in the Rift Valley region. Their total 
population amounts to some 300,000 people of whom roughly two-thirds 
live in Kenya. Territorial mobility, the shifting of people and animals be- 
tween seasonal settlements, used to be an integral part of Maasai adapta- 
tion. Until quite recently they practised what we may call a transhumant 
migration pattern. Traditionally, the pastoral Maasai reside in large scat- 
tered settlements (inkangitie;enkang, sg.) comprising several independent 
polygynous or extended families, bound together by kinship or age-set 
links. Each married woman has her own house (enkaji; inkajijik, pl.) within 
the settlement where she resides together with her children. The Maasai 
provide a typical example of what has been termed the "house-property 
complex" (Gluckman 1950). This refers to a situation prevalent in a 
number of southern and eastern African patrilineal, polygynous societies 
where the use of property and patrimonial inheritance are mediated 
through women married into the agnatic group. This gives the house, 
headed by the mother, a more or less autonomous position within the 
extended family. Men do not have separate houses but circulate among 
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their wives' houses in the order of one day and night at each wife's house. 
In total, a Maasai traditional settlement may consist of 10 to 12 houses, 
sometimes more. During the last decades, however, the pastoral Maasai 
have become increasingly sedentarized (Ndagala this volume; Talle 1988). 

Concomitant with the process of sedentarization, market exchange, 
cash transactions, and the consumption of non-pastoral foods are growing 
in importance. The transformation of the pastoral economy that is taking 
place among the Maasai has brought about a decline in the livestock 
wealth of individual families and has led to a more pronounced differen- 
tiation between wealthy and poor households (Talle 1988). The total num- 
ber of families with only a few animals is increasing. We also find that 
men are consolidating their rights to animals at the expense of female 
autonomy. 

The majority of Maasai households, however, still pursue some form of 
subsistence pastoralism basically directed at producing the goods neces- 
sary to maintain and perpetuate themselves and their social institutions. 
The families rely for their existence on their animals-cattle, sheep, goats, 
and donkeys-either directly through the milk, meat, fat, and blood they 
consume, or indirectly through the sale of livestock. Of the various types 
of livestock, cattle are more highly valued as a form of wealth cum proper- 
ty than sheep and goats, and outnumber the latter in most herds. Sheep 
and goats, however, are particularly valuable for poor families as a means 
of rebuilding their herds, as slaughter animals, and as a source of cash 
income. Donkeys are mainly used by women to carry water, move camp, 
or to transport grain and purchased foodstuffs. The pastoral Maasai also 
keep dogs and more rarely, cats. Dogs are the "guards" and scavengers of 
the homestead while cats are said to be useful because they detect snakes 
and catch unwanted rodents. 

The production system of the Maasai is geared towards rapid growth 
in animals and a high milk yield. An outcome of such management prac- 
tices is a high percentage of female animals in the herds. In the majority of 
Maasai herds, cows and heifers constitute between 60 and 75 per cent of 
the total number (Talle 1988). The marketed offtake from the Maasai herds, 
which was always low even for "non-productive" animals (i.e., steers), 
has recently increased primarily as a consequence of an emergent con- 
sumption and investment pattern which requires cash expenditures. 

In addition to providing food and being the main cash resource, live- 
stock transactions validate, legitimate, and give meaning to social rela- 
tions. Social relations which are cemented by livestock exchanges are 
symbolized by special terms of address derived from the name of the 
animal given or received. Heifers, as the main productive animal in the 
herd, take a central position in this circulation system, and accordingly the 
term pakiteng (giver/receiver of heifer or young cow) is the most distin- 
guished term of address. Such relationships are continuously affirmed 
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and emotionally expressed by exchanges and transfers of livestock, as 
well as by cooperation in herding and communal sharing of slaughtered 
beasts. Preoccupation with livestock, notably cattle, in almost all respects 
is what makes Maasai people into "Maasai". For the Maasai, cattle are the 
representation of the "good life"; they are pleasant to look at, smell, touch, 
and taste. Maasai personhood is symbolically constructed on the control 
of and association with animals. According to a common Maasai saying, a 
person without animals is a person without words, i.e., devoid of the 
capacity for human communication. For the Maasai, being "humann- 
being a person-is to live communally with other people in residence 
groups where sharing, generosity, and cooperation are virtues of the 
highest degree. Extensive gift-giving and exchanges of livestock and 
livestock products are part of this cultural complex. 

Accounts of the pastoral Maasai generally elaborate on their age-set 
organization. This is not only because of the strikingly colourful Maasai 
"warriors" and their spectacular ceremonies. More importantly, the age- 
set system is a structural principle that permeates all social relations in 
Maasai society. In brief, this system is based upon a division of the male 
population into corporate age-groups which are arranged hierarchically 
within a framework of authoritative positions and rules of appropriate 
behaviour, and through which men advance in a highly ritualistic atmos- 
phere. After their circumcision at about 16 or 17 years of age, Maasai men 
enter the age-grade system as "warriors" (ilmurran; olmurrani, "the cir- 
cumcised one"; anglicized form "moran"). During this period-which may 
last 7 or 8 years-the young men live together in separate settlements 
(imanyat; emanyata) secluded from the family homesteads. The state of 
moranhood is a transitional phase in the life of Maasai men, separating 
the young, unmarried men from the "ordinary", adult Maasai: not only 
spatially, but also by dress, diet, and way of life. During this period of 
"seclusion" the values of community and equality between age-mates are 
particularly expressed and communicated through rituals of slaughter 
and commensality. We should note that the morans live on a diet more 
purely pastoral than any other category of people in Maasai society. 

The rules emanating from the age-set organization pertain mainly to 
eating habits, division of labour, and sexual relations. They do no:, how- 
ever, only govern relations between men of various age-statuses, but also 
relations between men and women (cf. Llewelyn-Davies 1981; Talle 1988). 
The age-grade system prescribes appropriate sexual and marriage interac- 
tional categories, not only whom a person may marry, but also at what 
age men and women may engage in sexual acts or contract marriages. It 
also provides details on dietary principles, stipulating what kind of food 
can be eaten by whom, when, and with whom. Transgression of norms 
referring to food prohibitions and avoidances in eating connects to cul- 
tural concepts of "respect" (enkanyit) and "shame" (enturuji). Grave offen- 
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ces along the same lines are liable to livestock fines. Without going into 
details on these principles, it is, however, pertinent to mention that these 
avoidances are particularly strict between the morans and married wom- 
en. The former are prohibited to eat meat in the presence of married (cir- 
cumcised) women; likewise they are prohibited to have sexual relations 
with them. Even those few morans who sometimes marry while they are 
still in seclusion, often refuse to sleep with their wives until they have 
terminated moranhood. 

The age-set system has a decisive role in defining and regulating the 
social relations of production and reproduction. Maasai men are not re- 
garded to be sufficiently mature to control productive and reproductive 
resources-livestock, women, and children-until they have reached the "el- 
der" age-status and thereby acquired the self-control and personal disci- 
pline which are held to be needed to handle each task. Women are not 
structurally integrated into the age-set system since they are not divided 
into formal, corporate age-groups. By definition, then, women are ex- 
cluded from the control of productive and reproductive resources; they 
never reach the "age" whereby they might possess livestock or have full 
control over their own bodies and procreative capacities. 

This division of the Maasai population into gender blocks and age 
strata is, as noted, ritually market in dietary precepts and food preferen- 
ces. In this exposition I will also point to the fact that the economic differ- 
entiation emerging among the pastoral Maasai is another form of hier- 
archy encoded and conveyed by food distribution and consumption. 

DIET AND MEALS 

As already noted, the Maasai look upon vegetable food as second-rate, 
inferior to pastoral products both nutritionally and "aesthetically". They 
strongly hold that in contrast to agricultural foodstuffs, pastoral food 
products keep people strong, fit, and healthy. Livestock products, in par- 
ticular blood and fat, are also highly valued and extensively used in the 
care and treatment of sick people (cf. Galaty 1977; &hem 1989a). The main 
elements of Maasai diet, then, are milk, meat, and blood. Another im- 
portant dietary item to be noted is honey beer (enaisho) which is the 
traditional alcoholic drink of the Maasai. It is drunk exclusively by "el- 
ders" at formal gatherings; in fact, it is sometimes referred to as the "food 
of elders". The consumption of honey brew is a sign of seniority and is 
prohibited food for women, morans, and children. In crude form, honey is 
particularly cherished by women and children, although men also eat it. 

Vegetarian food, such as berries, fruits, plants, and roots, is collected 
and eaten mainly by women and children. Crops, on the other hand, and 
above all maize, are consumed by everyone in the family except the 
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moran age-group whose diet is strictly prescribed. Maizemeal porridge 
(ugali; Kiswahili, referring to a stiff and thick paste), the second most im- 
portant staple after milk, has been used as a regular calorific supplement 
for at least the last 50 years, perhaps even longer (cf. e.g., Nestel 1985). 
Today, pastoral households are dependent on maizemeal porridge in their 
diet, at least seasonally if not all year round. Many also consume maize- 
meal porridge by preference, having come to appreciate a mixed diet. The 
consumption of tea, sugar, and other purchased foodstuffs, such as cook- 
ing fat, potatoes, rice, and vegetables, is also increasing. Even in times of 
high milk production, people often find a milk diet too monotonous, pre- 
ferring to add variety with maizemeal, tea, and sugar. Women in 
particular claim that they become dull if they have only milk and no tea to 
drink for a too long period of time. In certain places the consumption of 
non-pastoral foodstuffs is even a matter of prestige (Nestel 1985). These 
include foods like rice, wheat flour, potatoes, spices, and beverages like 
bottled beer and soda drinks. Such products are not everyday food in a 
Maasai household, but are served at special occasions. They are "token" 
foods: when offered at ceremonies or given to friends, they signify the 
economic standard of the giver. They also signify the values 6f modernity. 
Selected categories of purchased foodstuffs, then, and in particular alco- 
hol, make a "perfect" meal when consumed together with slaughtered 
meat at celebrations and feasts. Nowadays, traditional honey beer is 
frequently substituted by or supplemented with, whisky, other purchased 
or locally-distilled spirits, or bottled beer. In marriage transactions, for 
instance, it is not uncommon for a suitor to bring a bottle of whisky or a 
case of beer to the girl's father to settle the first negotiations, rather than 
the customary honey used for brewing.' The presentation of ready-made 
alcohol will hasten the negotiating process over the bride. A quick 
settlement of the marriage "contract" is regarded as advantageous, given 
that many Maasai men face a scarcity of nubile girls. 

Daily meals are prepared and eaten inside the house. Meals are usually 
cooked twice a day, in the morning and the evening. Except for the herd- 
ers who often graze their animals far away from the homestead, most 
Maasai consume three meals a day, including a light morning meal. The 
morning meal consists mainly of liquid food: freshly drawn milk, milk 
cooked with tea leaves and sugar, or mixed with maize flour and sugar to 
make a thin gruel. Maasai men-who by tradition are reluctant to eat vege- 
tarian food-refer to this gruel as "milk", thereby reclassifying it to fit a 
pastoral dietary ideology (&hem 1989a). Adult men, at least in some parts 
of Kenya, seem more hesitant to accept the gruel as food, as opposed to 
real porridge (Nestel1985). 

The honey conventionally presented to the mother and femalc relatives of the bride by 
the suitor as a first sign of intention of marriage, is often substituted by sugar and tea. 
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This first meal is taken early in the morning, shortly after sunrise when 
the cows are milked. The next meal is actually prepared and eaten in the 
late morning, between 9 and 10 o'clock, before people leave the homestead 
to begin their daily duties. This meal, together with the evening meal, 
usually has a solid component in addition to the milk, most commonly 
maizemeal porridge. Meat, although a most valued foodstuff, is not en- 
joyed as a daily nutrient in the context of the house, but is usually eaten at 
ceremonies and feasts, and then often in large quantities. Occasionally 
meat is cooked as a relish to maizemeal-porridge when milk is in short 
supply. In such cases the meat is bought at the local butcher or brought 
home from the market-place by the husband. Studies from the Maasai 
area indicate a correlation between level of home production and need for 
commercial foodstuffs in the household: during periods of short milk 
supply, such as in the dry season, people tend to buy more maizemeal and 
fat, whereas during the rainy season, when milk yield is at its height, 
these purchases drop (Nestel 1985; Talle 1988). The seasonal variations in 
the productive capacity of the Maasai herds are reflected in periodic bouts 
of large milk and meat intake. 

The woman who has prepared the food also divides and serves it to the 
various family members. She always ensures that her husband gets his 
share. Although he may not be physically present, the wife will neverthe- 
less first reserve a portion for him. Next she serves the children and, final- 
ly, herself. I have participated in numerous meals in Maasai houses, and I 
never failed to register the disproportionate distribution of food within 
the family. Maasai women seem to be somewhat more underfed than men 
( Nestel1985). The meal is taken around the central hearth while the cook- 
ing fire is still glowing. On the face of it, a Maasai meal may seem casual 
and "disorderly"; people sit wherever space allows, though always 
around the fireplace. Eating utensils are few, consisting of simple tin 
bowls and ditto pots for the ugali and the accompanying relish, and cups 
and calabashes for drinking milk. Very often several members of the 
household share food from one pot; milk also is often drunk from one 
calabash passed from person to person. But in spite of the seeming 
informality surrounding the meal, eating habits are strict. Maasai take 
their meals in a quiet, slow, and restrained manner. Sharing and modesty 
are guiding principles of conduct during a meal, while gluttony in all 
forms are discouraged. Rules and regulations concerning commensality 
emanate from the age-set organization noted above, and from the kinship 
structure. Eating avoidances are particularly pronounced between circum- 
cised women and certain categories of men; a woman, for instance, is 
likely to leave the house altogether when a man from the generation of her 
father's age-set is eating. 

For the Maasai, we can distinguish two settings of food consumption: 
ordinary food prepared and eaten within the context of the house, and 
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ceremonial meals communally taken in the homesteads or in the bush. 
The inside and outside meals are classified as two different events, differ- 
ing in form as well as in cultural significance. The consumption of food 
around the hearth of the house may be taken as an enclosed and "private" 
situation comprised of a few, closely related people only. Yet, in fact, these 
meals are no less formal than the communal meals which can attract large 
numbers of people and are often pregnant with meaning. 

In Maasai culture and social practice, meat and milk are complementary 
and interrelated, but also distinct and separate. These foodstuffs cannot be 
consumed at the same time (or on the same day) and their preparation, 
handling, and consumption belong to different arenas of action and inter- 
action. Milk is consumed primarily in the household context, whereas 
meat is a foodstuff to be shared in intra-household relations. Furthermore, 
milk is considered to be a "live" product while meat is a "dead" one; 
hence, to mix the two substances in the stomach is thought to be inauspi- 
cious and not conducive to a long and prosperous life. 

The principal role of milk (kule) in Maasai society is to provide sub- 
sistence since it is the nutritional basis for herd reproduction and family 
sustenance. Together milk and milk products are the most important 
staples among the Maasai, but their calorific content in the diet varies 
significantly among families and between seasons (Talle 1988). Only a few 
families are wealthy enough to be able to live exclusively on milk and 
other livestock products throughout the year. Milk is, however, consumed 
daily in most households and, whenever possible, in large quantities. It 
may be consumed fresh (kule naairowa) or sour (kule naaoto), pure or mixed 
with blood (osaroi), added to gruel (enkurma), drunk together with maize- 
meal porridge, taken in tea. Also it may be processed into cream 
(olairampai), butter (eng'orno), and clarified butter or ghee (encolati). The 
way the Maasai prefer to take their milk and milk products depends 
largely upon age and sex, as we have indicated above, but the amount of 
milk available in the household is also a factor. Except for those in a ritual 
state during which milk is a prohibited food (e.g., morans eating meat in 
the bush), no Maasai likes to see a day pass without drinking milk in some 
form (days of ceremonial meat-eating are of course exceptions). For the 
Maasai, food (endaa) is milk, an eminent product originally given to them 
by Enkai (God). As they begin milking in the morning Maasai women, out 
of gratitude to God for this precious gift, throw the first drops of milk 
drawn from a cow towards the east as an offering to their benefactor. 

Fresh milk is drunk especially by adult men and children, as well as by 
the morans. The latter, representing the social category which more than 
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any other epitomizes the excellency and beauty of pastoral life, are sup- 
posed to live exclusively on animal proteins. A young "warrior" should 
never touch any vegetable food whatsoever. (This is, however, a prescrip- 
tion not always adhered to in real life). 

Pregnant and lactating women are also subject to strict rules regarding 
diet. Animal products, particularly fresh ("raw") milk and fat meat, are 
generally forbidden in late pregnancy as they are said to "cross" the 
placenta and make the foetus grow big (Nestel1985) thus endangering the 
delivery. Pregnant women prefer skimmed milk (inkiposhat) or, occasion- 
ally, sour milk, or, alternately, milk diluted with tea. Lactating women 
(entomononi) on the other hand, are fed nutritious and palatable food such 
as meat, fat, and soup, for several weeks after the delivery. They need to 
regain their strength, restore their "stomach" and replace blood lost after 
their parturition as well as to encourage the flow of milk in their breasts. 

Although it primarily constitutes a foodstuff in the Maasai context, 
milk has explicit symbolic meanings. It is used extensively as an ingre- 
dient in blessing rituals, especially those concerning fertility and the 
"growth" of both people and animals. As well as being considered a very 
valuable product nutritionally, particularly as supplements to infants and 
"weak" people, butter, the most superior of all fats, is used as a "smear of 
blessing" in name-giving of children and fertility rituals of women. Butter 
mixed with ochre and herbs may be applied as a ceremonial body oint- 
ment to people invested with specific ritual statuses, such as, for instance, 
the bride and bridegroom. Futhermore, butter is smeared on a girl's cir- 
cumcision wounds, as it is held to have antiseptic properties. Also, new- 
born babies are anointed and rubbed with butter; this treatment is said to 
strengthen them and bring their bodies into "shape". The woman doing 
this sees to it that all parts of the child's body are well covered with fat. At 
the same time some of the fat is repeatedly forced into the mouth of the 
child; the woman actually puts her fingers into the child's mouth to smear 
and "clean" the mouth on the inside. She also tries to get the child to 
swallow some of it so as to invigorate and "clean" its stomach. The metic- 
ulous anointment of the newborn is an act of purification in which the 
child, with the help of the medium of butter, is brought into the world of 
cattle and sociality. 

On various ceremonial occasions milk, or, more commonly, a mixture 
of milk and other ingredients central to pastoral praxis, is either drunk or 
sprinkled onto the persons or cattle being blessed. The ceremony of 
"drinking milk" (eokoto e kule), performed when a young man has termi- 
nated his period as a moran and returns to his parents' homestead to pre- 
pare himself for marriage and family life, is a case in point. It is at this 
event that the young man, for the first time since his circumcision several 
years earlier, sits down alone and drinks milk without the companionship 
of his age-mates. The "milk" served on this particular occasion is a mix- 
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ture of fresh and sour milk, honey, beer and water (engave pus; literally, 
blue-grey water which refers to milk mixed with water). All the ingre- 
dients have a profound significance for pastoral life, consisting both of the 
"wild" (honey, water) and the "domestic" (fresh and sour milk and beer) 
substances. The milk-drinking ceremony is primarily a blessing of senior- 
ity: the young man is recognized as socially mature enough to marry. He 
begins to orient himself towards family life again, but this time not as a 
dependent person, but as a potential head of a family. The milk-drinking 
ritual marks a shift in emphasis for the young man from age-group com- 
munity and solidarity to family loyalty. The polarity of the "wild" from 
which the young man returns and the "domestic" into which he enters, is 
mediated in the milk drinking ceremony. Milk, the white bodily fluid on 
which humans and calves survive, similar as it is to semen in colour and 
consistency, works as a forceful symbol of procreation. In this ritual, then, 
it serves as a principal agent to release the regenerative potentials of the 
young man. 

Women are in charge of the handling and management of milk and 
milk products, and this position gives them a key role in domestic life and 
household economy. The cows are milked twice a day by women and 
girls, in the morning before the animals leave for grazing and at sunset 
when they return. Each woman has her own animals and milch cows 
allotted by her husband and other relatives. All the cows have individual 
names and the woman who "owns" them is well acquainted with both 
their personality and physical characteristics. Many of them she has cared 
and tended since they were calves, picking the ticks off their skin, caress- 
ing and talking to them. On the other hand, goats are milked only 
sporadically, for instance, during prolonged dry seasons and in poor 
families. Goat milk is only drunk in tea and mostly by children. Sheep are 
seldom milked as their yield is considered to be too low to meet the needs 
of both humans and lambs. 

In their capacity as milk managers women control the distribution of 
milk between humans and animals which is the crux of a successful 
pastoral enterprise. They must divide the milk equally between the two. 
The rule is that two teats are milked by the woman while the other two 
are left for the calf. Among Maasai men there is a common belief that a 
woman will always try to exploit a cow to nurture her child. It is said that 
they love their children so much that they will even go so far as to kill 
animals to feed a child. This is seen as an act which mocks basic pastoral 
values, provoking not only God's wrath, but also that of agnatic kinsmen. 
The theme of female mismanagement of animals emerges in myths as well 
as in everyday interaction. Husbands sometimes contend that if they do 
not watch the milking routines of their wives, the latter are likely to 
overmilk the cows and thus jeopardize the health of the calves. Milk 
management, however, is an area which may give individual women 
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substantial decision-making power within the family. A woman is free to 
dispose of the milk in the way she finds most opportune: she may give it 
away to friends and relatives, keep it and store it, exchange it, or sell it. 

One aspect of milk handling which is a source of great pride for Maasai 
women is the preparation of milk containers. Maasai milk containers 
consist of calabashes or gourds with leather straps that are beautifully 
decorated with cowrie-shells and colourful glass beads. A woman usually 
has several of them, each one distinctive in form and ornamentation and 
having its special use. The calabashes are cleansed, smoked, and fla- 
voured before the evening milking. After being washed with warm water 
to dissolve the fat, a few red-hot embers or pieces of wood from the hearth 
are thrown into the container which is then closed and shaken vigour- 
ously for a few seconds. Thereupon a stick from a favourite tree (often an 
olive tree) is inserted and drawn up and down the inside of the calabash 
like a scrubber. The cleaning prevents the milk from going sour, keeps it 
clean and gives it the right flavour. Women know exactly what kind of 
trees they want for flavouring their milk containers and they sometimes 
bring sticks from far away if the trees are not found in their locality. 

Milk is a product that ideally is always available in the household, and 
each house should be self-sufficient in milk supplies. As we shall see, 
milk, in contrast to meat, is not subject to elaborate rituals of sharing 
within the homestead. When women share milk supplies with one 
another, they do not normally give the milk as a gift. Rather, they relieve 
another woman of some of her feeding burden by taking care of one of her 
children or dependents. Lactating cows are, for the same reason, lent to 
relatives and friends on a temporary basis. Although in practice milk is 
shared and redistributed among Maasai families, this fact is seldom com- 
mented upon ritually, i.e., milk is not put on display in the homestead. It 
is hidden away at the back-in the most "private" part-of the house where 
only the owner of the house, the woman, has access. To poke into the 
place where a woman keeps her milk calabashes would be an infringe- 
ment of her privacy and integrity. Symbolically, women embody milk, not 
only in their breasts, but also in their milk containers. Maasai do not make 
a sharp distinction between breast milk and cow's milk. They are referred 
to by the same term and are interchangeable to a certain extent. From 
early on, a nursing child is fed on both breast milk and diluted cow's milk. 
The bride carries three milk calabashes when she marries and leaves her 
own homestead for that of her husband. One of the calabashes is fastened 
to her back much like a baby is tied onto a mother's back. When the bride 
arrives in her husband's homestead the calabash is exchanged for a real 
child which is placed on her lap. The child is a token of fertility and the 
wish that the young woman will give her husband and his family strong 
and healthy children. 
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The metaphorical relation between milk (butter) and fertility (linked to 
prosperity and health), often symbolized in Maasai rituals, is once again 
emphasized in the wedding ceremony. In this symbolic tapestry, as it 
were, women occupy a place of their own as the producers of milk. To a 
certain extent milk is so integrated into the concept of womanhood that a 
woman cannot even make a gift of it, i.e., she cannot release it from her 
body. The act of offering another woman a gift of milk would imply that 
the other lacks milk, and would be taken as a violation of her person. 
Culturally, milk is not permitted to be turned into a "gift". 

The control and handling of milk and milk products are important 
aspects of female identity. How a woman prepares, keeps, and allocates 
her milk has a direct bearing on her standing as a mother and wife. A 
woman who disposes of her milk supplies in such a way as to always 
have some milk for visitors, will rank highly among her female co-resi- 
dents and be praised by her husband and his age-mates. 

In her role as a nourisher and mother, however, a woman is subject to 
various restrictions of her disposal of milk products. A husband will be 
careful not to interfere directly with his wife's administration of milk 
resources, acknowledging that it is her province of decision-making. He 
may, though, oppose a woman who refuses to help a needy CO-wife or 
sister-in-law with milk, and order her to release some of her supplies. Al- 
though each house ideally is self-sufficient in milk resources, it is tacitly 
understood that milk is distributed among close kin. A husband also ex- 
pects to be given "his share" of the milk from the herd. This expectation is 
clearly expressed when the husband has been away from home for a few 
days and has not taken food from his wife's house. On his return he asks 
his wife to bring him the "milk he missed while he was away". Similarly, 
when the morans arrive in a homestead they expect to be given milk in 
any house they may enter. These examples show that men, in their capaci- 
ties as morans and husbands, lay claim to milk produced by women. 

The case seems to be somewhat different for butter and ghee which the 
women extract from the milk and which is considered a purer substance 
than milk. These products are, in a way, defined as even more "female" 
than milk, and are exclusively controlled by women. This was made clear 
to me on one particular occasion during my field research. A woman, 
quite unexpectedly, showed me her ghee calabash while the two of us 
were sitting in her house chatting. After some poking around, she got the 
calabash out of a dark corner in her part of the house where it was stored. 
Carefully she opened the lid and by holding the opening of the calabash 
towards the light, allowed me to have a peep into the container. The 
calabash was filled to the brim with ghee. Quickly, she put the lid back-all 
the time watching for the entry of another person into the house-and 
stored it in its place again. Obviously, she did not want to reveal her stock 
of ghee to anybody and the fact that she let me in on her "secret" I 
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interpreted as an act of intimacy. However, I cannot rule out that she also 
wanted to brag about her riches to a "rich" white woman and establish 
parity in status between her and me. 

The process of impoverishment among the Maasai has inevitably led to 
a number of women having only small amounts of milk at their disposal. 
Poor women lament their lack of milk resources because without milk, 
they claim, they can neither run their household efficiently nor feed their 
children properly. Maasai women feel powerless when they are not able 
to give their children milk to drink with maize porridge, or are forced to 
serve "black tea" (i.e., without milk) to visitors. This is regarded as an ex- 
treme sign of poverty. As well as being a health risk to her children, the 
lack of milk breaks down a meaningful wholeness. The status of a married 
woman cannot be separated from access to milk, in the same way as she 
cannot be separated from having her own children and a separate house. 
In Maasai conceptualization, a female adult has a house to dwell in, chil- 
dren to tend, and cows to milk. Even old women keep separate house, 
retain some of their milch cows, and are responsible for feeding one or 
two grandchildren. For poor women the scarcity of milk is not only a 
material deprivation, it also makes them feel intimidated and socially 
inferior. I know of women who would buy powdered milk to mix in tea 
and gruel when their cows dried up because, they claimed, they could not 
bear even the sight of "black tea". 

Milk has become scarce and, quite obviously, women who dispose of 
the product in large quantities are privileged vis-a-vis other women in the 
homestead as far as role performance and identity management are con- 
cerned. For a woman who has large quantities of milk at her disposal, the 
product may be a real asset. She may give generously to other women and 
thus build up goodwill and a good reputation, or she may exchange sur- 
plus milk for female labour or sell it for cash. Milk has thus gained a new 
dimension that it did not formerly have. From being an asset which cir- 
cula ted "freely" and without comment in egalitarian relations within the 
context of the settlement, it now tends to become a source of conflict and 
competition, giving rise to asymmetrical relationships among women of 
the family and homestead. Poor women who rely on others for milk can- 
not refuse a favour to a woman on whom they are dependent. They there- 
fore must gather firewood or run errands to the shops, or risk withdrawal 
of their milk ration. The scarcity of milk has made the product transact- 
able and, as it were, more "detachable" from the person of the woman. 
Logically, since there are women who cannot dispose of the product, milk 
has ceased to be an evident attribute of a married woman-of her body so 
to speak-because a woman without a body is a non-existent phenomenon. 
In the present situation of meagre milk supplies, the product has to be 
"severed" from the concept of Woman. Hence it may circulate without 
social or moral constraints creating new forms of exchange. 
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Among the Maasai, as in many other African pastoral societies, livestock 
are not normally slaughtered for nutritional purposes only. A ritual occa- 
sion will usually precede the butchering of a beast. This applies whether it 
is cattle, sheep, or goats that are slaughtered. There are, however, some 
distinct rules and practices surrounding the slaughter of each one of the 
species. The consumption of meat (inkiri), as well as blood, is far more 
restricted than that of milk which, as discussed above, is daily food. The 
distribution and consumption of slaughtered meat also has a different 
cultural meaning and content. Whenever animals are slaughtered among 
the Maasai, the event is hemmed in by a set of specific rules regarding the 
site of the slaughter as well as the kind of animal to be butchered, the way 
of killing of it, and the preparation, consumption, and distribution of the 
meat. 

Slaughter sites are often chosen according to the purpose of the 
slaughter, except in cases where slaughter is forced due to disease or star- 
vation. In these latter cases the animals are butchered on the spot. Four 
different slaughter loci can be distinguished: the house and its immediate 
surroundings, the cattle corral (emboo), the bush or ground close to the 
homestead (auluo), and the distant bush (enfim). These four can be sub- 
sumed under two broader categories: slaughter in the homestead (in- 
cludes the first two) and slaughter in the bush. In the former case both 
men and women perform the slaughter, but in the latter case only men do 
so. We should note that women slaughter only sheep or goats, and never 
cattle. At ceremonies related to women's fertility and the growing up of 
children, the slaughter usually takes place inside the house entrance or in 
the cattle corral, sometimes in the nearby bush, but never in the bush 
proper. In contrast, any ceremonial slaughter performed in connection 
with the organization of age-groups is usually done in the bush or in the 
vicinity of the morans' settlement. The latter are, in fact, among the more 
ritualized slaughter events in Maasai culture. They require sacrifices of 
animals with specific properties and without blemish, and the killing as 
well as the carving and distribution of the meat are highly formalized 
procedures. Such events are arenas where the "egalitarian" values of the 
Maasai culture are clearly demonstrated and acted out. 

Being considered the most valuable species in the herd, cattle, in 
general, are slaughtered at large ceremonies where many people congre- 
gate, such as those associated with the promotion and graduation of age- 
sets through the age-grade system, marriage, circumcision, and sacrifices 
for rain blessings. It is also usual for cattle to be slaughtered as fines to 
reconcile litigants. Slaughter animals are mainly medium-sized, though on 
occasion can be big steers. It would contradict the rationale of subsistence 
pastoralism to kill productive animals like cows and serving-bulls solely 
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for food. This, however, happens, but only on very specific ritual occa- 
sions such as in the case of female fertility blessings. At that time a preg- 
nant heifer is butchered in the cattle corral, and the amniotic fluid mixed 
with lime and milk to form a soft paste is smeared on the women's 
stomach by the officiant of the ceremony (usually an influential and 
wealthy man of the community who is "fertile": wealthy in animals and 
children). He also feeds the women with the brisket fat of the ceremonial 
animal. The brisket fat (olkiyien) has a particular value as ritual food, 
signifying a close and enduring relationship among the persons who 
share this particular piece taken from the same animal. 

The number of sheep and goats slaughtered is higher than that of cattle 
(Talle 1988). Sheep are often slaughtered at birth, name-giving celebra- 
tions, and at preparatory ceremonies for circumcision. Recalling that fat is 
important as a smear of blessing in rituals of fertility and prosperity, 
sheep therefore have a greater ritual value than goats mainly due to their 
higher content of fat. Goats are preferred for domestic consumption: at 
times of illness, to entertain a visitor, or as plain food if people have gone 
hungry and their strength is failing. Goat or sheep soup made of bones, 
fat, and blood, cooked with various medicinal herbs, is considered to be 
very nutritious and palatable. In particular, women who are recovering 
from childbirth relish such soup. Goats are also frequently slaughtered 
together with cattle at bigger ceremonies. In contrast to sheep, goats are to 
a larger extent classified as "food", i.e., they are more likely to be slaugh- 
tered for purposes of nourishment. 

Before continuing the discussion, I should mention that the bleeding of 
live animals has been a means of survival in periods of hardship since 
time immemorial. To some extent, blood (osarge) has replaced milk as a 
subsistence foodstuff during dry periods. Non-lactating animals were 
bled once each dry season. The Maasai have virtually stopped bleeding 
their animals for subsistence purposes. Some younger people unac- 
quainted with blood as a nutrient, refuse to drink fresh blood altogether.1 
Cattle are, however, always bled at circumcision and childbirth. (In some 
areas of Kenya Maasailand this practice is declining: cf. Nestel1985). New- 
ly circumcised girls are given blood drawn from a heifer and, conversely, 
boys that from a steer. Likewise, at birth, a young female animai is bled 
for a girl and a male animal for a boy. Apart from its ceremonial signifi- 
cance at such occasions, blood is highly valued as an important nutritious 
supplement for people under physical strain. The blood is given to a girl 

During the dry season in 1980, when a national maize shortage in Kenya hit the pastor- 
al areas badly, many Maasai claimed that at times they bled an animal every day for 
food. Blood drawn from their animals still functions as a security mechanism in times 
of stress. Had it not been for the scarcity and exorbitant price of maize in 1980, animals 
would not have been bled for subsistence, as the drawing of blood is said to weaken 
them (Talle 1988). 
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or boy being circumcised or a woman in childbirth, as a substitute for the 
blood they have lost and to help them regain strength. Blood from slaugh- 
tered beasts is drunk directly by the men at the slaughter-place or mixed 
with milk or soup. After having suffocated the animal and skinned the 
upper part of it, a pouch of the skin is formed to catch the blood gushing 
from the throat when the jugular vein is cut. The people present, one by 
one, will bend down and drink from the blood puddle collected in the 
skin-pouch. 

Most of the meat of the carcass is also consumed at the site where the 
slaughter takes place. To use a Western metaphor, the place of slaughter is 
also the "table". The restraint and modesty I described as prevailing at 
mealtimes in the house is less conspicuous during this meal. Enormous 
portions of meat and fat may be devoured by a single person in a strik- 
ingly extravagant manner. The place of slaughter itself is located under- 
neath a large, wide tree having a rich foliage and no thorns, a so-called 
"cold tree. Its appearance in a semi-arid landscape makes the slaughter 
locale appear like a blessed and protected spot. The event, as such, is 
heavily charged with meaning. The men participating in the butchering 
gather round the carcass, cut it carefully, and remove one part at a time. 
Some selected pieces, such as the kidney, are eaten raw, while others are 
roasted or brought back to the homestead "uncooked" to be prepared by 
women there. Cuts of roasted meat are continually passed from one man 
to another in order of seniority. The carving of the carcass and the roasting 
of its meat are operations carried out simultaneously; as a piece of flesh is 
cut from the carcass it is put on the racks for roasting. When ready, it is 
distributed to waiting people to eat. Everything happens in a seemingly 
chaotic order. On closer scrutiny, however, it is clear that the butchering, 
as well as the carving of the carcass and distribution of meat, follows a 
sequence dictated by the occasion. The person "owning" the animal being 
slaughtered is a key person; the distribution of the meat emanates from 
his position in the age-set and kinship structure. Those structurally close 
to him take the "seats" at the head of the "table", so to speak. The ethos of 
equality and intimacy between male age-mates is effectively communi- 
cated through the sharing and eating of the same pieces of meat. The 
sharing of roasted meat speaks to the innermost feelings of a "true" pas- 
toralist. Cattle, being given to the people by God who let them down on a 
string from the sky, are the embodiment of God on earth. Ritual feasting 
on beef can in this light be seen as an act of communion with the divine 
(&hem 1989a). It is an event surrounded with an aura of sacredness. 
Gender inequality springs out of pastoral praxis; the prerogative of decid- 
ing on animals to be killed and slaughtered is ascribed to Maasai men. 
Women may occasionally slaughter animals, but never decide on the 
animal to butcher. Within the pastoral system of production these are 
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decisions of great consequence which are accountable to God in the final 
analysis. 

Certain parts of the animal slaughtered, such as the neck, the backbone, 
some of the entrails, the stomach, and a leg are brought to the homestead 
for consumption by women and girls. The young boys are allowed to be 
present at the place of slaughter, and eat their allotted parts there. The 
men roast meat for them and sometimes may even roast meat that is 
reserved for the house. Women are considered to be poor at cooking meat, 
not knowing how to prepare it properly. They never roast meat on sticks 
above the fire as men do; instead they put the pieces of meat on a simple 
grid on the hearth in the house or directly into the fire. Most commonly 
when women prepare meat they boil it. When small amounts of pur- 
chased meat are brought back to the home, it is usually women who pre- 
pare it. Maasai men will never cook any food inside the house. It is the 
ceremonial butchering and roasting in the bush which is their domain. 

On the whole, meat from a slaughtered beast is distributed according 
to sex and age categories, but, significantly, this depends on the slaughter 
site. Men, women, boys, and girls are given their prescribed shares from 
particular species of animals. As a general rule, animals slaughtered in the 
bush are consumed solely by men. Women are not even allowed to ap- 
proach the slaughter place as their presence would pollute the meat and 
render it "dangerous" and inedible for certain categories of men. The meat 
of animals sacrificed in the cattle corral or in the vicinity of the homestead, 
however, is shared by everyone. The men are likely to take most of it; they 
also tend to take what they consider to be the best cuts (e.g., the ribs/ 
brisket). The animals slaughtered at the entrance to the house, on the 
other hand, are butchered by women and mainly eaten by them. They do 
not share any of this meat with the men; they are even reluctant to give 
any to the children. 

I have underscored that the social value of a "meat-meal" among the 
Maasai lies not only in the consumption of the meat but also in the killing 
and slaughtering of the beast. All purchased meat is inferior to slaugh- 
tered meat as ceremonial food. 

CONCLUSION: WAYS OF MILK AND MEAT 

The distinction between subsistence or ordinary food on the one hand, 
and prestige or ritual food (Douglas 1979; Sahlins 1976; &hem 1989a,b) on 
the other, is common in many societies including pastoral ones. In the 
Maasai case, it is intimately connected to the ideology of male-female rela- 
tions and sex roles. The conceptual frame of the Maasai suggests that 
women, in their procreative role as bearers and nurturers of children, 
should milk the cows to feed their children. As milk is the sustenance and 
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regeneration of life, so also are women. The Maasai say that milk is first 
and foremost "food" and as such should be distributed willingly and 
without ceremony. I have pointed out, however, that a new dimension has 
been added to the meaning of milk. The present scarcity of milk among 
the Maasai has given it an explicit material value detached from the 
personhood of women. Presently milk is being sold for cash and ex- 
changed for labour. For sheer survival, poor women sometimes trade off 
the milk they have for maizemeal or other necessities (Nestel1985). Milk is 
even sold on a commercial basis by men in some places (Ndagala 1982). 
Having agreed that milk, in the Maasai context, is first and foremost food, 
it may have too much social value (and use value) to have exchange value 
(Sahlins 1974:218). We have seen, however, that the importance of milk as a 
foodstuff is declining and that the product is gaining exchange value and 
being transformed into a "commodity". 

In contrast to the milk distribution within the homestead, the ritualized 
handling and distribution of meat in a collective atmosphere is an impor- 
tant source of ranking and prestige accumulation, especially for Maasai 
men. The prevailing scarcity of cattle for slaughtering and domestic con- 
sumption, partly due to increased marketing of steers, undoubtedly adds 
to the attractiveness of beef. Wealthy people tend to exploit this situation 
through lavish slaughtering whenever they have a celebration in their 
homestead. In this way, meat, and in particular beef, has become a tangi- 
ble demonstration of wealth. From being first of all a symbol of "male- 
ness", generosity, and communal sharing, the distribution of meat at cere- 
monies is currently becoming a symbol of male ranking, and a manifesta- 
tion of inequality. 

The tendency to use sheep and goats, especially the latter, as slaughter 
animals instead of and in addition to cattle, may indicate that the large 
exchange differential that has existed between cattle and smallstock has 
decreased over the years. The Maasai often stress that goat meat is also 
"food and, as such, it may well compete with beef. Such statements, very 
often made by poorer pastoralists, try to stress the nutritional aspect of 
meat and less its social or ritual values. It is, however, common to meas- 
ure a person's prestige by the kind of animals he slaughters and distri- 
butes at ceremonies. After a celebration where only goat meat has been 
served, people may comment that "no food was served, we got meat all 
right, but only from goats." This remark indicates that people were not 
given the kind of food that befits such an occasion. If goat meat alone is 
offered at a circumcision or wedding, for instance, it is assumed that the 
family is probably rather poor, unless the meat is served in unusually 
large quantities; quantity may to some extent make up for quality. 

Recently, families have been reluctant to slaughter a marketable ani- 
mal, even smallstock, for minor celebrations in the home such as at child- 
birth and name-giving, or when receiving visitors or curing a sick member 
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of the family. Instead of letting his wife slaughter an animal to celebrate 
the naming of a child, for instance, the husband may now choose to buy a 
few kilos of meat at the local butcher and ask her to cook the meat and 
prepare a small feast. To feast upon a few kilos of meat from the butcher, 
however, is a very different matter than the sharing of the meat from a 
slaughtered beast. Maasai basic values of sharing and generosity are 
expressed precisely in such communal activities that the slaughtering of a 
beast represents. A celebration that is restricted to "the family only" is an 
indirect negation of Maasai cultural preferences for cooperation and col- 
lectivity. It favours the self-sufficiency of the individual family that 
presently manifests itself in residence patterns as well as in household 
consumption (Talle 1988). The condition of self-sufficiency, however, is not 
exclusively a sign of poverty, i.e., forced upon families; it may also be a 
preferred way of life, particularly among educated Maasai. Thus self- 
sufficiency also signifies a modern orientation in life-style. 

We saw that Maasai women sometimes slaughter beasts and lavishly 
consume meat, but only in specific situations such as when celebrating the 
name-giving of a child. Through the slaughter, preparation, and distribu- 
tion of meat, women's rights and associations with animals are signified 
in a very direct way. This is a situation which more than any other gives 
women the opportunity to communicate and confirm their identity as pro- 
ductive pastoralists, asserting that women too are "cattle people". The 
decrease in slaughter at home, evident in some Maasai areas, not only 
infringes on the availability of meat for women but, perhaps more impor- 
tantly, also on their management of female identity and their perception 
of self.1 In some areas at least, it is also quite common that people 
compromise with the number and kind of animals to be slaughtered for a 
woman after parturition (Nestel 1985). They slaughter fewer animals, and 
these are more often goats than cattle. 

The diet of the Maasai is changing. Purchased foodstuffs have become 
increasingly important not only nutritionally, they are also becoming 
symbols of a new lifestyle advocated by the wealthy families. We have 
noted, however, that it is only the consumption of certain commercial 
foodstuffs (e.g., rice, bottled beer) that is considered to be prestigious. The 
consumption of these foodstuffs, which are quite expensive and beyond 
the means of the common man, has become a sign of modernity not only 
for the uneducated, but for wealthy Maasai as well. But despite these 
changes, pastoral foodstuffs-in particular milk, meat, and fat-continue to 
be powerful symbols. Although some of the traditional ceremonial con- 

A study from a Maasai locality other than where I worked states that women never 
slaughter animals (Nestel 1985). The difference in observation may relate to the fact 
that this particular area appears to be more integrated in market exchange than many 
other places in the Maasai area. 
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texts are disappearing, particularly some of the age-grades transition 
rituals, meat and milk encode new messages of hierarchical ordering, of 
inclusion and exclusion. 

Slaughter events of the homestead, such as circumcision of children 
and marriages, seem to have grown in social importance. People invest a 
lot of energy and expense in these celebrations, and in individual cases 
they have become veritable performances of conspicuous consumption. In 
contrast to age-grade rituals, which are communal efforts, these are held 
by the individual family. It is important to recapitulate that the ideals of 
equality pursued by the morans in the emanyata contrast sharply with the 
differences in wealth and influence prevailing among the families in the 
homestead. Traditionally, however, wealth differences were played down 
and subdued by an extensive redistributive system where livestock and 
livestock products circulated within and between families. The extra- 
vagance being displayed in many of these homestead ceremonies tends to 
make explicit wealth differences and to disclose the existing inequality 
between families. 

Given the present scarcity of livestock products, the possibilities for 
prestige accumulation are enormous among those people who can afford 
to hold big ceremonies in their homesteads to offer milk generously to 
visitors and guests, or to provide slaughter animals for the morans. The 
differentiation processes between wealthy and less wealthy families are, 
to a large extent, codified and signified in consumption and distribution 
of pastoral products. In common discourse, Maasai have begun to cate- 
gorize families and individuals according to the kind of food they eat in 
the household. The standard of a household may be referred to by the 
colour of the tea: the "whiter" (i.e., more milky) the tea, the more wealthy 
is the family, and vice versa. It has already been noted that the type and 
quantity of animals slaughtered at a given ceremony are similarly used as 
an indicator of a family's wealth. 

The traditional foodstuffs of milk, butter, and roasted meat that circu- 
lated freely or within rituals of sharing have become "status" food, acces- 
sible to a great number of Maasai only at the indulgence of others. Abun- 
dance of pastoral foodstuffs has become a sign of affluence and a symbol 
of the successful pastoralist. In the latter lies the embryo of a pastoral elite 
and a possible image of the Maasai husbandman of the future. 

I have claimed that the control of livestock products is seminal to the 
construction of Maasai personhood and identity. To live a full life a 
Maasai woman must have her calabashes filled with milk; to be a Maasai 
man requires participation in a redistributive system where the sharing of 
roasted meat symbolizes male "equality". The differentiation processes 
unfolding in Maasai society are encoded in food distribution and con- 
sumption. Milk, meat, and fat, cast in a mold of cultural meaning, have 
the capacity of taking on new symbolic dimensions. 



6. Cultural Models in Cape Verdean 
Fishing 
Ghli Pdlsson 

M c6 temo di agraba di mar pamodi 
tudo qui tern & mar qui dal. 

I cannot get angry with the sea, 
because all I have the sea has given me. 

(Clews Parsons 1923(1):210) 

Given the lack of opportunities in Cape Verde for both pastoralism and 
agriculture, fishing has been an attractive alternative for the coastal popu- 
lation. The aim of this article is to describe the social context of small-scale 
fishing in Cape Verde, to explore differences between town and village in 
terms of both social relations and models of production, and to point out 
some of their implications for development policy. I emphasize that pro- 
duction is a socially-constructed activity and that the meaning of produc- 
tion is rooted in production systems and social discourse. The discussion 
is based on fieldwork on the island of Sao Vicente in the summer of 1984. 

The search for the common denominator of different fishing economies 
often has drawn attention to the ecological context of extraction (McCay 
1978). In fact, there is a persistent tendency in maritime anthropology to 
discuss fishing in terms of a "natural" model, that is in materialistic or 
technical terms. The producer is presented as a technical expert operating 
in the natural domain-i.e., outside society. Such a model is rooted in 
Western discourse on leisure and work and dualistic theories of the indi- 
vidual and collective (PAlsson 1989, 1991). Anthropologists have rightly 
pointed out that the capture of fish from the sea presents similar problems 
in most societies and that people seem to deal with them in similar ways 
(Acheson 1981). And, no doubt, focusing on the boundary between land 
and water may be helpful for drawing contrasts between economic sys- 
tems which are organized in similar ways. On the other hand, to consider 
production as the activity of autonomous, natural individuals, is to ignore 
the social relations in which the producers are necessarily embedded 
(Ingold 1988a). In order to understand the social relations of fishing one 
has to abandon the natural model. While the technical process of extrac- 
tion may be more or less the same, the social relations of production vary 
from one context to another. 
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One of the significant differences among fishing systems concerns the 
organization of production and the characteristics of production units. To 
understand similarities and differences among fishing systems one may 
distinguish between two modes of production. Production may be pri- 
marily for use or primarily for exchange. In the former case, the "domestic 
mode of production" (Sahlins 1974), production is motivated by the sub- 
sistence needs of the domestic unit. The household unit is not a self-suf- 
ficient one, but given the emphasis on use-values and livelihood, produc- 
tion is set low and resources consequently under-used. Chayanov's theory 
predicts that there is a "natural" limit to peasant production in that the 
intensity of labour is proportional to the total needs of the household. 
Many economic anthropologists have made use of Chayanov's theory (see 
Durrenberger 1984). In the latter case where production is motivated by 
the accumulation of wealth, as in market economies, production targets 
are indefinite. What matters, from the point of view of the producer, are 
abstract exchange-values, not concrete goods. 

Given the fact that many anthropologists ascribe to what I called the 
"natural" model of fishing, it is not surprising, perhaps, that they tend to 
report similar folk models for fishing societies. Anthropological generaliza- 
tions tend to draw attention to folk accounts that emphasize individual 
differences in skills and success, discarding the ethnography which sug- 
gests the opposite (Acheson 1981). In fact, several groups of fishermen 
understate personal differences in success. In fishing on the island of Houat 
in France, for instance, a series of "equality-inducing" factors discouraged 
comparison and competition among producers (Jorion 1976:3). I have ar- 
gued (Pglsson 1991) that folk notions of fishing and differential success 
vary with social relations of production. Where the domestic mode of 
production prevails, one may expect to find egalitarian models of produc- 
tion, models which emphasize the passive role of labour and minimize 
any personal differences there may be in success. In market economies, on 
the other hand, where the organization of fishing is competitive and 
labour is a commodity, models of production tend to be hierarchical, em- 
phasizing the generative power of human labour and explaining differ- 
ences in catches in terms of the personalities of foremen or skippers. 
Among fishermen on the east coast of Scotland, for instance, honours for 
successful fishing are bestowed upon the skipper alone: "his skills as a 
fisherman ... are held responsible for ... success or failure" (Baks and Postel- 
Coster 1977:29). 

While each cultural model of fishing is the product of a particular his- 
torical context, there are different kinds of context and discourse. Compar- 
ative anthropology looks for parallels or similarities between different 
models, attempting to contextualize them. Production discourse, I sug- 
gest, must be understood in terms of social life and history. The meaning of 
production does not exist as an autonomous entity. In the following dis- 
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cussion I compare two kinds of small-scale production in Cape Verde: in 
the village of San Pedro and the town of Mindelo. In the village, I argue, 
production is motivated by subsistence. Fishermen are not credited or 
blamed for the size of the catch. In the town, on the other hand, increased 
entrepreneurial activity implies increased competition among fishermen 
and radical changes in notions of production and success. Leaders of 
fishing operations are increasingly held responsible for production suc- 
cess. As production systems change, therefore, so do models of produc- 
tion. 

THE CAPE VERDEAN CONTEXT 

The population of Cape Verde (approximately 330,000) is distributed on 
nine islands located approximately 600 kilometres from Dakar on the west 
coast of Africa. The Portuguese discovered the uninhabited islands in 1460 
and soon afterwards the islands became an important base for the slave 
trade from the West African mainland. The Portuguese occupied the is- 
lands until 1975, when Cape Verdeans gained their independence in the 
aftermath of the Portuguese revolution. More than 70% of the population 
of Cape Verde live in rural communities where adverse ecological condi- 
tions impose critical constraints on subsistence. The climate of the islands 
is sahelian: rainfall is low and erratic and often restricted to short and 
violent showers. Because of the island's terrain, especially its shallow 
soils, it is difficult to capture surface water. Run-off is usually high and 
flash floods are frequent. Periodically, agriculture fails to feed the popula- 
tion. Before independence, massive emigration to the United States, 
Europe and the West-African mainland was one way of responding to the 
famines (see Carreira 1982). While climate and terrain have been a major 
threat to subsistence, the agricultural policy of the Portuguese has had 
some impact as well. Moran points out (1982b) that the policy of the 
Portuguese ensured that the benefits of the best agricultural land were 
only enjoyed by a minority of the population. Also, tenancy relations dis- 
couraged any major efforts to improve the productive value of the land, 
such as the digging of wells, which would have reduced the worst effects 
of droughts. If the value of the land increased the owner raised the rent. 
Furthermore, the Portuguese introduced crops which were inappropriate 
to the cyclical aridity of the islands, and subsistence crops were gradually 
moved from irrigated to rain-fed areas. While cash crops monopolized 
access to water supplies, subsistence crops became subject to the uncer- 
tainties of the local climate. Portuguese colonial policy tended to blame 
the environment for famines, instead of seeking solutions through the use 
of crops better adapted to local conditions. 



The fishing resources included in Cape Verde's 200-mile economic zone 
appear to be considerable, but fisheries output is still fairly low. More 
than two-thirds of the total catch is landed by small-scale fishermen while 
the remainder is caught by a small but expanding industrial fleet. The 
main resources exploited are migratory pelagic species (tuna and mack- 
erel). Most of the catch of small-scale fishermen is consumed locally. Part 
of the catch of artisanal fishing is sold outside the state-governed market 
to market women who sell their fish directly to consumers. The rest of the 
catch is sold to a government agency, SCAPA (Sociedade de Comercializa^o e 
Apoio a Pesca Artesanal), established in 1977.l Its aim is to avoid specula- 
tion on the fish market, to secure a fixed price, to ensure that fishermen 
can sell their catch at all times, and to provide them with gear and motors. 

Cape Verde's continental shelf is narrow and rocky, and generally it 
has been assumed that the bottom fish resources are fairly limited. For 
these reasons trawling has not been practiced to any extent. Recent trawl- 
ing experiments have revealed, however, that there are profitable trawling 
areas within Cape Verde's fishing limits. The trawling catch has been 
considerable and trawling could indeed become a major fishery in Cape 
Verde. At present, however, it is not clear to what extent trawling is fea- 
sible as a regular or seasonal fishery. Available biological evidence is in- 
sufficient for determining how much effort would be "rational" or within 
the limits of maximum sustainable yield. Also, there may be legitimate 
social arguments for not adopting a policy of a large-scale rationalization 
of the fishing industry. 

Sao Vicente is the centre of the northern cluster of islands known as 
Barlavento. Most of the population on Sao Vicente (or, approximately 
40,000 of a total 41,000) is concentrated in the town of Mindelo. The rest of 
the island's population lives in the rural villages of San Pedro (approxi- 
mately 500), Salamansa and Calhau. Mindelo's harbour has been a centre 
for shipping and services for more than a century. The British East India 
Company established a coaling station in Mindelo in 1839 (Moran 1986). 
Ships going to and from Africa and Asia stopped at Mindelo for supplies. 
In the year 1890 more than 2,000 ships visited the port. This prosperity did 
not, however, last very long. The Suez Canal provided an alternative 
route for the south Atlantic traffic, and improved port facilities at Dakar in 
Senegal as well as in the Canary Islands absorbed some of the traffic for- 
merly destined for Cape Verde. Due to the role of international shipping 
in the past, Mediterranean and Caribbean/Brazilian influences are more 
apparent in the local life of Sao Vicente than that of other islands. In Cape 
Verdean jargon, Sao Vicente is sometimes referred to as "North country". 

The ethnographic present is the summer of 1984. SCAPA was abolished some time 
after 1986, but I have not bccn able to obtain dctailed information on the rclcvant 
events and their wider implications. 
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Small-scale fishermen on Sao Vicente use small (5-6m) wooden boats, all 
of which have outboard motors (either 5 or 8 hp). Fishing is done year- 
round on nearby fishing grounds. The crew consists of a foreman (mestre), 
who is in charge during fishing operations, and 2-3 ordinary fishermen. 
The handline is the main fishing gear. Bait is usually bought from local net 
boats or owners of beach seines. The value of the catch is divided by 
shares: 1 share goes to the boat owner, 2 to the owner of the motor and 1 
to each crewman, including the foreman. Fishermen speak of two fishing 
"seasons": summer and winter. During the summer season, from April to 
November, tuna is the most important species. The boats leave around 
four o'clock in the morning and return early in the afternoon. Tuna is a 
pelagic species which tends to congregate in groups on particular loca- 
tions or channels (canais). The locations are public knowledge since tuna 
tend to visit the same locations year after year. During the winter season, 
from December to March, other species are dominant and the fish occur at 
greater depth. The fish are less predictable and the timing of departure 
and location of fishing are more a matter of individual choice than in tuna 
fishing. 

These characteristics apply to small-scale fishing in general. The 
ecological context, the technology of fishing, and the methods of extrac- 
tion are the same for different communities on Sao Vicente. In many other 
respects, however, there are striking contrasts between the fishing systems 
of town and village. 

The Village of San Pedro 

Women are the centre of the San Pedro household. San Pedro kinship 
shows certain matrilineal characteristics similar to those reported for other 
West African peoples. Matrilocality is frequent, marriages are rare and the 
relationships between women and-the fathers of their children (pais d'fiche) 
are unstable. Prior to independence, before 1975, women were responsible 
for selling the local catch on the market in Mindelo. In recent years, 
however, after the establishment of SCAPA, the economic role of women 
has been greatly reduced. SCAPA has offered the fishermen loans to buy 
outboard motors and in return the fishermen have agreed to sell the catch 
to the central office in Mindelo. Women have thus lost their role in 
marketing. 

A survey of 25 local households (approximately a quarter of the total 
number of households) provides some information about subsistence 
(Kristmundsdbttir 1986). Of the 25 households, 17 include a fisherman. 
Most of the remaining 8 households are dependent on relatives or friends 
for access to fish. The main income of households are derived from fish- 
ing, but each household has a small number of livestock as a safety valve 



when fishing fails to satisfy subsistence needs. Of the 25 households men- 
tioned, 10 have a pig, 7 households keep 2 or 3 goats, and 9 have some 
poultry. The average household has 8 persons, but households very much 
vary in size (from 2 to 15 people). The size of livestock seems to be related 
to household needs. 

The local fleet is composed of 35 boats. Only 4 boats (or 12% of the 
fleet) are owned by non-fishermen. All of the fisherman-owned boats are 
owned by the foreman in charge of the boat, along with his family. A local 
informant estimates that 60% of the boats have stable crews. A sample of 
10 crews indicates that one-half of them are composed of relatives, usually 
a combination of father and sons or first cousins. There are examples of 
crewmen who have been together for as long as 10 years. We know, then, 
that San Pedro crews are largely organized on a household basis. One 
may expect that the larger the crew the more often it goes fishing. Also, 
one may expect, given Chayanov's thesis on peasant production, that 
foremen who have to provide for large families tend to go out more often 
than other foremen. 

Statistical data on local fishing covering one month (July) in 1984 lend 
some support to these expectati0ns.l The size of the catch is closely related 
to both the number of trips a boat makes (the Pearson correlation, r, is .76) 
and the size of the crew (r=.53). As one would expect, the productivity of a 
boat is largely a matter of the number of trips it makes, the size of the 
crew, and the number of handlines. Together these two variables explain 
65% of the variance in catches from one boat to another. This is not 
surprising since there is little variance in the size of boats and motors. In 
terms of fishing effort, it should be noted that, on the average, local boats 
made only 10 trips in July, or one every three days. The variance in effort is 
more interesting, however, given my present concern with the logic of 
household production. The variance in fishing effort is quite high (the 
standard deviation is 4.37). Some boats make 17 trips while others make 
only 2 or 3. Why exactly do some boats fish more often than others? The 
answer to such a question is important for a discussion of the meaning of 
production and indigenous theories of success. The statistical results show 
that if one assumes that all foremen have the same number of dependents 
there is a relationship between fishing effort and size of crew. The partial 
correlation between crew size and effort, controlling for "family size" (the 
number of people belonging to the household of the foreman), is .36 

Some qualifications are necessary. In July some San Pedro foremen prcferred to opcr- 
ate from Mindelo for a few days due to rough seas around San Pedro and profitable 
fishing on the grounds of Mindclo boats. Also, July is the peak of tuna fishing, not the 
avcrage. On the other hand, July is a convenient example because thcn most of the 
catch is sold to SCAPA and, therefore, recorded locally. Local boats sornetimcs sell 
their catch on the open market in Mindelo, particularly during other months whcn the 
supply tends to be less and the free market offers higher prices than SCAPA. 
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(s=.044). In other words, the greater the number of crew, the more inten- 
sive the fishing effort seems to be, other things being equal. 

The partial correlation between family size and number of trips, con- 
trolling for the size of crew, is rather weak (r=.33; s=.059). This is enough, 
however, to suggest that fishing effort is based on the peasant premise of 
subsistence. Figure 1 shows the regression of family size on trips in July.1 

Multiple regression shows that together the two variables mentioned- 
the size of foreman's family and the size of crew-explain only 14% of the 
variance in number of trips (the significance by the F test is .071). The 
large residual, or unexplained variance (86%), is probably due to a num- 
ber of reasons. First, the availability of bait may be a critical factor. SCAPA 
supplies ice to store bait overnight, but sometimes foremen fail to obtain 
ice and may, therefore, have to stay ashore the next day. When bait is 
scarce some boats are unable to fish. Also, there are individual reasons 
which have to do with shortage of crewmen, sickness, boat repair, etc. 
Finally, other aspects of household production, in particular the number 
of livestock and the composition of households or the number of depend- 
ents the fisherman must support (the consumer/fisherman ratio), are 
likely to affect fishing effort. Unfortunately, detailed numerical data on 
these aspects is rather limited. 

In San Pedro, each boat has an individual style that is associated with 
the household to which it belongs. The boat is usually painted in two or 
more bright colours. And each boat is different from the others: not only 
are boats numbered to comply with official safety regulations, they also 
have a name. Some boats are named after a Catholic saint (Sio Joio and 
Santa Tevesa, for instance), others are named after a local person (often a 
woman), and still others have idiosyncratic non-human names (for 
example Sete irmios, "Seven Brothersr'). 

While the folk model emphasizes the "individuality" of boats and other 
personal belongings, differences among fishermen in terms of their ability 
to fish are unlikely to be stressed, given the prominence of subsistence- 
and use-values. Indeed, in most respects the foreman is seen to be equal to 
his crewmen, and his role does not signify great respect. The foreman 
decides when to go fishing and which places to visit, but during fishing 

1 Data on February (available at the local SCAPA office) may be contrasted with those of 
July. The degree of a foreman's effort in February turns out to be unrelated to the sizc 
of his family (r=.ll; s=0.329), even when controlled for crew size (r=.ll; s=0.331). One 
must not forget, however, that the figure for trips in February is not very reliable since, 
according to local informants, much of the catch by-passes the records of the SCAPA 
office. According to our data, the average boat went fishing about eight times in 
February. The number of trips a boat makes in February is weakly related to its effort 
in July (r=.33; s=.055). If one controls for crew sizc the rclationship becomes quite 
strong, .55 (s=.004). This indicates that, for whatever reasons, there is some consistency 
in a foreman's effort from one season to another. 
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operations the crew may freely discuss the alternatives open to the fore- 
man. There are "good and "bad" foremen; however, the main criterion is 
the extent to which the foreman is a good colleague who cares about his 
crew and his equipment. 

On any day, catches vary from one boat to another. According to the 
folk theory of fishing, the catch is mostly a matter of luck (sorte) and 
chance. Luck is an unexplained and transitory phenomenon. The lucky 
ones only happen to be at the right place at the right moment. The next day 
others will have luck. As one fisherman put it, "luck travels from one boat 
to another" (sorte mondou para outro barko). Fishermen assume that while 
some of them are more lucky than others during any day, week, or month, 
in the long run such individual differences are bound to disappear. The 
forces of nature and the whims of the sea are seen to be beyond human 
control. 

In many respects foremen claim to be guided by unexpected insights 
(instincto), hunches (imaginaqdo) and unexplained rules of thumb (super- 
stiqdo). For example, sometimes sea turtles abound on the fishing grounds 
and this is regarded as a sign of both bad weather and good fishing. While 
a foreman should be knowledgeable about such issues-indeed anything 
which has to do with weather, fish migrations, and fishing technique 
(teknika pesca)-such knowledge is assumed to be evenly distributed among 
foremen. The people of San Pedro do not show the slightest interest in a 
comparison of foremen in terms of their ability to fish. The foreman is 
only interested in the catches of other boats in so far as they may provide 
useful information on the relative productivity of fishing locations on the 
following day. When asked to rank their colleagues in terms of their abili- 
ties, foremen sometimes asserted that a distinction between "good" and 
"bad" foremen was absurd. When pressed, some foremen were willing to 
mention the names of particularly good foremen, but only on the condi- 
tions that their answers were not recorded. To raise the issue of differen- 
tial success seemed to violate local rules, the ethos of egalitarianism. 

The Town of Mindelo 

In Mindelo, market women (vendadeiras) play an important role in selling 
fish. Usually they buy the fish from local fishermen. The relationships 
between fishermen and market women are unstable and the terms of 
trade usually override any other personal considerations. Only in a few 
cases do the wives of foremen and boat owners sell their husbands' 
catches on a permanent basis. There are two groups of market women: 
those who sell on the free market of the streets and those who sell at fixed 
prices on an official market. The former group is more numerous, these 
women can be seen carrying their fish in baskets to the consumers in the 



streets. After independence, the authorities aimed to rationalize marketing 
and to minimize price speculation by establishing a licenced marketplace. 
Some of the independent market women were given licenses to sell on the 
official market. In practice, however, the independent-market women 
have been allowed to stay in business. The latter are able to offer higher 
prices than the others when supplies are low, but when supplies are 
plentiful they must reduce their prices below that of the official market. 

I do not have detailed data on crews and catches comparable to that for 
San Pedro, The complexities of recruitment and marketing were simply 
too great to allow for close inspection. Yet I do have some ethnographic 
data which are indicative of the kind of production system involved. 
Absentee-ownership is typical for Mindelo boats. Of the 29 boats in the 
town, 22 (or 76%) are owned by non-fishermen (compared to 12% for San 
Pedro). Most of the owners are emigrants. Some of these small-scale 
entrepreneurs own several boats and often they invest in other properties 
as well, particularly food shops and medium-sized fishing vessels. They 
tend to be quite wealthy by fishermen's standards. The value of their 
properties, boats and gear, may amount to several million Cape Verdean 
Escudos (1 US$ = 85 CVE). On the boats of the absentee owners the crew 
tends to change quite often, even from one trip to another. Fishermen and 
boat owners agree that in some respects it would be better to have 
permanent crews. A stable crew would ensure a synchronized work 
rhythm and good catches in the long run. The boat owner appoints a 
foreman, but the latter is responsible for recruiting his crew. Sometimes 
boat owners attempt to ensure a stable crew by offering a part of the 
boat's share to the foreman. They may also lend the fishermen some food 
when fishing gives little returns. Despite these incentives, the composition 
of crews is in a constant state of flux. Rarely is the crew organized around 
kinship or friendship ties. 

The high turnover of crewmen is related to the conflicting interests of 
crew and boat owners. The conflict between labour and capital is apparent 
in arguments about fish prices and marketing. The crew is considered to 
"own" the catch and it is their responsibility to land and sell it. They see 
the boat owners' attempt to inquire about the size of the catch as an 
infringement upon their autonomy. The boat owners claim, on the other 
hand, that they have no chance of knowing how much the boat has landed 
and that often the crew "steal" part of shares to which the owners are 
entitled. Also, fishermen seem to prefer to sell their catch to independent 
market women even though they may offer the same prices as those of the 
official SCAPA-market. This is because the former keep no records of their 
transactions. Selling to the women gives the fishermen a chance to report 
lower prices than they actually get. The price on the SCAPA-market, on 
the other hand, is fixed and every transaction is noted in public records. If 
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boat owners think their crews have been cheating, they sometimes fire 
them. 

Joint ownership by a foreman and an absentee owner does not seem to 
be an attractive alternative and there is no example of such an arrange- 
ment. Fishermen seem to prefer to take all the risks or none at all. They 
claim they would like to own their own boats, but are unable to raise the 
money. One way to gain access to a boat and motor is to ask SCAPA for a 
loan. But such loans are only offered to those who agree to sell their catch 
to the SCAPA office and fishermen are reluctant to do this, arguing that in 
the long run the terms of trade are better on the open market. Yet seven 
local foremen have managed to buy their own boats. They are industrious 
men who tend to regard work as an obligatory activity. They are known 
for "good management" (boa organizaqdo). 

The proportion of absentee-owned boats seems to have increased. 
According to an official survey of artisanal fishing in Mindelo in 1981, 
only 12 boats (38% of the fleet) were owned by non-fishermen. I do not 
have information on crew organization in earlier years, but clearly the 
pattern of ownership has been changing over the last years. It seems likely 
that the growing importance of absentee ownership is a consequence of 
the return of Cape Verdean emigrants after independence. This in turn is 
partly the result of worsening economic conditions in the European 
countries to which they had gone. Absentee investment in the local fleet, 
and the resulting cleavage between boat owners and crew, seems to have 
sustained the role of market women, the open market, and the price 
speculation which authorities had attempted to uproot by establishing 
SCAPA. 

I argued above that San Pedro fishing is motivated by the rationality of 
subsistence. One would expect the opposite for Mindelo town. In Mindelo 
most of the artisanal fleet is owned by absentee investors. For boat 
owners, fishing is a way of ensuring continuous returns. Some owners 
even have two crews working shifts on the same boat, to maximize pro- 
fits. There is no ceiling on production targets, and labour is a commodity. 
The relations of the market economy are reflected in conceptions of pro- 
duction. In market economies generally, labour tends to be accredited 
with a particular force or power. In Mindelo, foremen are sometimes said 
to be "elected" (eleifo). Such an expression would be meaningless in San 
Pedro where the foreman is usually the head of the household owning the 
boat. In order to secure a "good" foreman, Mindelo boat owners some- 
times offer part of the boat's share to the foreman, but the exact amount is 
a matter of secrecy. In such a situation foremen are bound to compete for 
reputation and prestige. Local informants suggest that some crewmen 
prefer to join those foremen who are fishing better than their colleagues, 
and that "good" foremen tend to have more stable crews than others. 
Fishermen sometimes express the view that some foremen have more 



energy (forca) and determination (vontade) than others. I did not hear state- 
ments of this kind in San Pedro. I have the impression that secrecy about 
fishing locations is more frequent in Mindelo than San Pedro. Mindelo 
foremen sometimes prefer to go fishing on their own, and thus avoid the 
group, even in tuna fishing. 

The fact that boats are primarily a means for profit for non-fishermen is 
reflected in local attitudes towards boats. In Mindelo most of the boats are 
painted in a dull, gray colour. There is no "individuality"; all boats are 
more or less the same. The only visible difference is the boat number, 
required by the harbour authorities in order to be able to tell which boats 
have not returned on any given day. 

COMPAIUSON AND IMPLICATIONS 

Traditionally, small-scale fishing in Cape Verde has been integrated with 
the household economy of peasants. In San Pedro, fishing is still organ- 
ized on the basis of subsistence. Crews are stable groupings of relatives, 
friends, and neighbours. While the statistical evidence presented is rather 
weak, it seems, nevertheless, that production targets are related to house- 
hold needs. Competition between boats is minimal and differences in 
catches are regarded as a matter of uncertainty and passing luck rather 
than any permanent personal differences. Crews are stable and organized 
around kinship relations. To the peasant fisherman the boat is a personal 
instrument for the satisfaction of household needs-with a name of its 
Own. 

Artisanal fishing in Mindelo, in contrast, is characterized by a large 
number of absentee owners of boats and a high turnover of crewmen. 
There are frequent arguments between absentee-owners and crewmen 
(including foremen) concerning the marketing of fish and the divisions of 
shares. The development of capitalist relations of production in small- 
scale fishing has resulted in a growing conflict between capital and labour. 
Production is increasingly motivated by exchange and profit and there is 
no ceiling on production targets. To the absentee-owner, the boat is 
simply a means for making profit. Boats are all the same, but fishermen 
are seen to differ from one another. As boat owners attempt to recruit 
foremen for the long term by paying them extra shares in return for 
fishing success, the latter seem to increasingly compete for prestige and 
followers. Recent changes in organization of fishing in Mindelo, then, 
seem to have been followed by changes in folk theories of production. 

Some anthropologists have attempted to account for indigenous 
models of fishing in terms of ecological and technical constraints. Goodlad 
suggests (1972), for instance, that the role of expertise in Shetland fishing 
is related to the kind of technology employed. During the period of the 
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peasant economy, Shetlanders fished for herring with drift nets, a "pas- 
sive" technology. The fishermen placed the nets and hoped to catch fish, 
and no one was personally held responsible for success or failure. Later on 
the Shetlanders began to use the "active" ring net, hunting herring schools 
and surrounding them with the net. Goodlad implies that the ring net 
made more "competitive demands" (p. 69) than the earlier drift net and, 
as a result, the skipper was made responsible for the success of fishing 
operations. Such hypotheses do not seem to be confirmed by the compara- 
tive evidence. Models of production often undergo significant changes 
despite the fact that people are exploiting the same fishing stocks as before, 
even under the same ecological conditions-the Shetlands example just 
mentioned being a case in point. Also, some groups of fishermen using 
passive gear do invoke personal explanations of differential success. The 
reasons why some groups of fishermen invoke such explanations while 
others do not cannot, therefore, be purely ecological or technical. More 
likely, the temporal and cultural variability in models evident from the 
ethnography reflects differences in human relations (PAlsson and 
Durrenberger 1990). 

Several recent innovations in the fishing industry of Cape Verde have 
encouraged growth and efficiency. The droughts of the last years have 
increased the emphasis on fishing and fishing effectivity, since alternative 
sources of income in coastal communities have decreased. From some 
points of view, however, efficiency does not necessarily represent devel- 
opment. Indeed, a distinction is often being made between growth, meas- 
ured by increased export and national income, and development, measured 
by the overall effects of increased production and the distribution of the 
benefits among the population. In artisanal fishing, motorization has 
increased productivity per unit of labour and reduced the physical burden 
of fishing expeditions. It remains to be seen, however, whether it implies 
increased returns for the average fisherman. The contrary has been the 
case in some instances in other parts of the world (see Meynen 1989). 

Some evidence on Cape Verde indicates that rural households and 
urban entrepreneurs react differently to technological innovations and 
potential growth. Without knowledge of this kind one cannot predict the 
reactions of small-scale fishermen to technological innovations and devel- 
opment schemes. If effort is related to household needs one would predict 
that technological innovations, which increase the productivity of labour, 
would only reduce the amount of work and not increase the net returns. 
One report about a motorization project on another Cape Verdean island 
(Maio) indicates that this has in fact been the case: the monthly catch of 
certain motorized boats "remained constant or became worse than before 
motorization, even though their catch per unit effort (per boat per day) 
increased, simply because the fishermen went fishing on a diminished 
number of days" (Watanabe 1981:4). 
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In many Third World fisheries there are conflicting conceptions of coastal 
management and problems (see, for instance, Ruddle and Johannes 1985, 
McGoodwin 1987). Often there is a conflict of interest between the state 
and local groups of fishermen. One observer remarks for Caribbean 
fishing: 

The importance of small fisheries to local diet and local economy is unequivocal, 
yet the needs and aspirations of emergent states are also important. How these 
differing development needs are to be reconciled and made mutually supportive is 
one of the critical problems in economic development (Berleant-Schiller 1981:228). 

Several foreign-aid projects are under way in Cape Verdean fishing. These 
concern motorization, construction of boats and landing facilities, and 
provision of training and expertise. The national authorities seem, how- 
ever, to have rejected large-scale changes of artisanal fishing. They have 
carefully made a distinction between the artisanal and industrial sector, 
emphasizing the importance of protecting the subsistence-based pro- 
duction of small-scale fishermen from the competition of market-oriented 
companies and the industrial sector. This is not to say that rationalization 
of the fleet is not a feasible development policy, but rather to underline 
the importance of keeping in mind the potential effects on household pro- 
duction. For artesanal fishing in rural communities, larger vessels would 
probably imply market-oriented enterprises, unemployment, and the kind 
of cleavage between boat owners and fishermen apparent in the small- 
scale fishery of Mindelo.1 

Anthropologists sometimes speak of the "culture" of development 
planning, the assumptions of development discourse (see Turton 1988). 
Some development reports about Cape Verdean fishing emphasize the 
benefits of boats larger than are presently used by artisanal fishermen. A 
World Bank report from 1980 speculates, for example, that "if all small- 
scale fishermen were to fish from medium size boats their aggregate 
annual catch might be some 25.000 T" (The Republic of Cape Verde, 
1980:29)-in other words, if larger boats were introduced the catch would 
multiply. This may indeed be the case, but a number of questions may be 
raised. Are such prospects realistic for Cape Verde, or any Third World 
country for that matter? Would such efforts violate the reproductive 

In some Third World countries, fishermen have taken control over their production by 
establishing cooperatives. Their aim, of course, is to free themselves from exploitation 
and external control. A recent review concludes, though, that the results of such ex- 
periments are not particularly encouraging (Jentoft 1986). Many co-ops have gone out 
of business after a short time, some have gradually become profit-making enterprises, 
and in several cases the employees are simply viewed as agents of the State. E-Iowever, 
in some cases the cooperative model has been quite a success. 
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potential of the fishing stocks? And what sort of social repercussions 
would such a restructuring of the industry entail? 

While the Cape Verdean authorities have been critical of some aspects 
of the culture of development, particularly the notion of "rationalizing" 
peasant fishing, in some respects it has taken "development" at face value. 
This is particularly evident in the case of gender. As Rogers points out 
(1980), development agencies often assume that development is gender- 
specific. Men are seen to be the sole "producers" and, consequently, de- 
velopment only concerns men. Before independence, San Pedro women 
had an important role to play in the marketing of the catch of their sons 
and husbands. With the establishment of SCAPA and the official market- 
place in Mindelo, San Pedro women became passive onlookers, confined 
to a new and narrow domestic role (Kristmundsdbttir 1986). For them, 
economic growth meant underdevelopment (but see note 1 on p. 96). 

One of the problems of development work is the lack of adequate 
knowledge about the context and process of development. This is vital for 
designing development programmes. Large-scale development models 
which are not grounded in social realities run the risk of being not only a 
waste of resources but even harmful to those who are to benefit from their 
application. This article indicates some areas in which further research on 
Cape Verdean fishing is needed. A detailed analysis of household econ- 
omics and production efforts is needed to evaluate the context of develop- 
ment and to examine important hypotheses about folk concepts, motiva- 
tions for production, and the dynamics of production units. Intensive 
fieldwork is essential for the interpretation of such information. 

The fieldwork on which this article is based was financed by grants from 
the Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, the Icelandic Science 
Foundation, and the University of Iceland. I wish to acknowledge my dept 
to my colleague and fellow-fieldworker Sigriaur Dcna Kristmundsdbttir 
(the University of Iceland) who offered essential information. I also thank 
Jbhannes Gu;lmundsson (Icelandic International Development Agency), 
Manuel Almeida (director of SCAPA in Mindelo), Antonio Ramos Lima 
(my assistant in Sao Vicente), all of whom were of much help in Cape 
Verde. Finally, I thank Anne Brydon (McGill University) and E. Paul 
Durrenberger (University of Iowa) for their comments upon the argu- 
ments presented. 





7. Symbolic Identification Among 
the Hadendowa of Eastern Sudan 
M. A. Mohamed Salih 

This article describes the symbolic identification of the Hadendowa of 
Eastern Sudan, a highly self-conscious ethnic group.' In particular, it ex- 
plores the relationships between ethnicity and power. Symbolic identi- 
fication here refers to the conscious and unconscious uses of tradition for 
self-identification. The awareness, exhibition, and manipulation of certain 
meanings, I argue, may facilitate access to economic and political re- 
sources. The neighbours of the Hadendowa have recognized the import- 
ance of symbolism, and thus have sought to appropriate certain Haden- 
dowa symbols. The appropriation of the symbols of the dominant Haden- 
dowa opens up avenues for non-Hadendowa to gain access to resources. 
Symbols in this sense are used for the management of ethnic identity, to 
communicate social and cultural meaning, and to achieve explicit or 
implicit ends. 

I suggest the following methodological postulates as a point of depar- 
ture in investigating the character of symbolic identification among the 
Hadendowa. First, I suggest, contrary to Barth (1969) and Sperber (1974), 
that symbolic information has identifiable systemic properties. Cultural 
patterns rather than individual traits reinforce identities and social bound- 
aries. Second, history reveals changes in the cultural traits that are emble- 
matic of self-identification. Symbolic elements are modified in the context 
of economy, territory, and society. Third, symbolic identification can be 
linked with individual or group interests. These interests have to be 
served within the generally accepted rules of conduct, even though 
deviant members and groups may emerge. The symbolic identification of 
a particular group may be appropriated and modified by ofher groups to 
serve similar goals. Symbolic identification with a dominant group is im- 
portant in penetrating its effective mechanisms of cultural defence. Final- 
ly, the elements of symbolic identification are encompassed in the social 
structure. Ethnic groups often derive from these elements their principles 

This paper is an outcome of fieldwork carried out in co-operation with Prof. Fouad N. 
Ibrahim and Prof. H. Ruppert of the University of Bayreuth, Federal Republic of 
Germany. The fieldwork was conducted in Kassala province in 1984 as part of the 
activities of an on-going project, "Structural Change and African Social and Cultural 
Identity". 
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of authority relations, kinship obligations, and rights to power and the 
means of production. 

The Hadendowa constitute the largest Beja group in Eastern Sudan. The 
other Beja peoples with whom they share close cultural and linguistic 
affinity are the Amar'ar, the Basha'arin, and Beni Amir. Other smaller Beja 
ethnic groups, such as the Kamalab, the Sigolab, the Irtiga, the Shailab, the 
Ashraf, the Kimilab, the Hassanab, the Halanga and the Memran, have 
varying degrees of closeness to each other and to the main Beja groups 
(Owen 1937; Paul 1954). In many cases the smaller groups emphasize their 
separateness, but some, like the Ashraf and the Artiga (with their varied 
Beja cultural backgrounds), consciously attempt to establish a Hadendowa 
identity which could then be utilized to justify claims over political and 
economic resources. These claims are usually fostered through affinity 
and political alliance. Some of these groups have subsequently adopted 
new social and cultural patterns, thereby altering many of their original 
cultural traits. In many Hadendowa villages, it is easy to mistake a non- 
Hadendowa for a Hadendowa by appearance. Individuals can be assimi- 
lated into Hadendowa culture through dress, hair-style etc., without 
having originally been Hadendowa. Hadendowa identity has been under- 
lined by adherence to Hadendowa traditions and by the assimilation of 
non-Hadendowa, normally Beja, into Hadendowa culture and social insti- 
tutions. 

The Hadendowa claim that their homeland is the origin of the Beja 
peoples. They describe it as the country south of Erkowit, north of 
Kassala, east of the Atbara River, and west of the Sudan's border with 
Ethiopia. Geographically, this region lies within the arid lands which join 
the semi-desert in the northern fringes. The southern parts of Haden- 
dowaland have better pasture and receive more rain. However, obtaining 
drinking water for human beings and animals is extremely difficult dur- 
ing the dry season especially in the area far from the rivers or where there 
are no wells or reservoirs. The Gash and Toker Deltas are the main sea- 
sonal water sources in their region. The main river is the Atbara, lying 
well below the plain level with a marked band of eroded water channels, 
known as kerrib, cutting through from plain to valley. The Atbara River in 
flood is deep and imposing but it dries out to a series of pools often of 
large size, during the period between the rains. It provides water through 
hand-dug wells and scattered pools which are the main source of water 
during the dry season. 

In general, the ecology of Hadendowaland is biased towards camel and 
goat pastoralism, except for the Gash and Toker Deltas and the Atbara 
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River where cattle, goat, and sheep husbandry is common. Rain-fed culti- 
vation seems to be impossible in the northern and north-western fringes 
of Hadendowaland, especially during the recent spells of drought that 
began early in the 1970s. Again, flood cultivation is predominantly prac- 
tised in the Gash and Toker Deltas and the Atbara River. Grain is the main 
food crop, while cotton and castor oil are the main cash crops in the Gash 
and Toker Deltas. 

The Hadendowa do not constitute a single administrative unit. They 
are scattered throughout Kassala and the Red Sea provinces which are 
further split into smaller administrative units. The Hadendowa are not the 
only ethnic group inhabiting what is known as Hadendowaland. Many 
other Beja peoples from Northern and Central Sudan, Fellata Melle (who 
were originally from Timbucto), and a host of Ethiopian refugees also live 
among Hadendowa.1 The migrants are mainly cultivators and pastoralists 
with a minority working as merchants, shopkeepers, animal traders, 
agricultural workers, and government employees. In common with other 
Beja, the Hadendowa think of themselves as descendants of Arab mi- 
grants who crossed the Red Sea to the Sudan from Southern Arabia dur- 
ing the seventh century A.D. (Abdin 1959). There are many versions of the 
Hadendowa origin myth. The most popular one claims that the Haden- 
dowa trace their descent from the Prophet Muhammed through his uncle 
Al-Abbas (Owen 1937). The claim of the Hadendowa to be Arab is based 
on the notion that they descended from Ahmed El-Mubarak "Barakwin" 
(The Fearless). Paul reports (1954) that according to a tribal legend, the 
Hadendowa, originally a warrior clan of only forty people, drove the 
Bellou group south into the hill country beyond Khor Baraka. The legend 
also recalls that Sheikh el Telu Shaikatel who gave his name to a mountain 
north-west of Sinkat was a king of Bellou and a father-in-law to the 
Hadendowa. The Hadendowa killed him and expelled his people. Ac- 
cording to this legend the name "Hadendowa" is derived from Mohamed 
Hadab, an Arab sharief (or "holyman") and father of Hadat who was 
married to Mohamed El Mubarak Barakwin. The people refer to this 
ancient history and think of themselves as Hadab people or Hadaben- 
dowa, meaning the "Lion People". In another legend they claim that they 
are Hadatendowa, meaning "Hadat People". 

The conversion of the Hadendowa to Islam was followed by the inven- 
tion of an Arab ancestry. It is possible that this was a strategy to avoid en- 
slavement by Arab Muslim traders. According to Islamic dogma, Muslims 
are prohibited from enslaving other Muslims, thus one way for non- 

The 1973-1974 Census shows that 9.39% of the 99,644 inhabitants of Kassala town 
alone are foreigners, mostly Ethiopian and Eritrean refugees. Paul notes (1954) that the 
Fellata Melle migrated from Timbucto around 1901-1902 on the pilgrimage to Mecca, 
and on their return settled on the west side of the Gash Delta at Gulusit. 
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Muslims to avoid enslavement is to profess Islam. Now the Hadendowa 
are strongly religious and have built numerous local Islamic teaching 
institutions (khalwas) throughout Hadendowaland.1 

Although their contact with Arabs began almost two centuries ago, the 
Hadendowa still widely speak their own dialect of Tu-Bedawi (or Bejawi, 
from "Beja"). Arabic is their second language and very few master it. 
Hasan observed that 

Their [Arabs] numbers were not large enough to transfer the inhabitants into 
Arabic-speaking population. On the contrary the Beja have always succeeded in 
absorbing small bands of Arab migrants who settled among them and in time 
adopted Bejawi language and custom. Moreover, the limited grazing of the Beja 
country did not attract many Arabs to settle there and the majority passed through 
to the interior (1973:139) 

This highlights the present paradox of identity among the Hadendowa, 
who claim that they are Arabs yet speak Bejawi rather than Arabic. 

The point here is that although the Hadendowa claim to be Arabs, they 
have a striking cultural affinity with the Beja through the Bejawi language. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that despite this linguistic affinity, the 
Hadendowa have a distinctive accent compared to neighbouring Beja 
groups. Hence their affinity with the Beja people is not expressed primari- 
ly through a shared language, but rather in a host of other symbols which 
distinguish Beja from non-Beja. These symbols will be discussed further 
later in the text. 

Their history has been a source of pride for the Hadendowa. Being the 
largest Beja group, the Hadendowa were able to subdue their neighbours 
and expand into their lands. Furthermore, they were known as fierce 
warriors who resisted domination by external powers. Their refusal to pay 
taxes during the era of Turco-Egyptian rule (1821-1885) made them subject 
to continual military aggre~sion.~ This prompted their alliance with the 
Mahdi (1885-1898) under the leadership of Osman Digna, who fought 
several battles against Turco-Egyptian rule.3 On the other hand, the 
Hadendowa were pacified by the Anglo-Egyptian condominium rule 

For details on thc Hadendowa relationship with the Arabs during the 17th century, see 
Abdin (1959), and Newbold (1935). 
Owen reports that "when the Turkish invasion came, Mohamed Din, the Hadendowa 
leader, resisted it. He annihilated one force under the leadership of Khurshid Pasha, 
and the Hadendowa remained under no effective control. A second expedition by 
Ahmcd Pasha was annihilated and Qoz Rajab was burnt. Mohamed Din consolidated 
the Hadendowa supremacy from Kassala to Suakin and was something of anti-impe- 
rialist with pan-Beja aspirations" (1937:191-6). 
I quote Owen again: "Osman Digna's support of the Mahdiya (1886-1898) was an op- 
portunity for the Hadendowa to complete their occupation of the southern territory 
into which they had been pushing for so long" (1937:198-9). 
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(1898-1956). The Peoples' Local Government Act of 1972 abolished the 
Native Administration System and substituted it with a modern local 
government structure.1 The Hadendowa have been subject to many other 
changes, for instance, a developing market economy, migration to urban 
centres and rural labour markets, and resettlement in the Toker and Gash 
Delta agricultural schemes. But despite their contacts with the outside 
world the Hadendowa have preserved many of their social and cultural 
characteristics. 

The political dominance of the Hadendowa over other Beja groups is 
based on two factors: first, they are the largest Beja group, numbering 
over 500,000. Second, the local government of the Hadendowa was the 
strongest and most respected by the col~nialists.~ As has been mentioned 
earlier, the Hadendowa image of the fierce warrior is reflected in the story 
that says the Hadendowa were feared by other Beja and non-Beja peoples 
whom they had conquered. This story also describes how they expanded 
and emerged as a prominent political and military power from a small 
territory south of the Red Sea through Sinkat in the sixteenth century 
(Newbold 1935). They fought several battles and conquered the Hadareb 
to the north, the Beni Amir and the Bisharin to the north-west, and the 
Halanga and Fung to the south-west. 

A strong leader was needed to unite the various Hadendowa sections 
and subsections, and such a leader was found in Barakwin, the man from 
whom they now believe themselves to be descended. Leadership was 
passed through the patrilineal line. It was first vested in the Gurhabab 
section and' later, during the Turco-Egyptian rule, in the Samara of the 
Wailaliab section. Muhammed Musa, the leader of the Hadendowa during 
the Turco-Egyptian rule, was followed by Muhammed El Amin. The 
Hadendowa consciously maintained a warrior image in order to protect 
themselves against the external threat posed by other Beja groups whom 

1 The reasons behind the abolishment of the traditional Native Administration System 
are reported in Howell (1974). The intention was to uproot corruption in the old sys- 
tcm which resulted from the influence of the powerful families and sectarian political 
parties. The modern system pledged for democratization of local administration by 
securing the participation of the populace. 
In I927 the Indirect Rule was imposed in Hadendowaland, and Mohamed Amin Tirik 
was elevated from being omda (leader of a tribal section) to nazir (leader of a tribe or a 
number of tribes). Mohamed Amin Tirik was described as the one who unified the 
Hadendowa and presented them to the colonial administration in the most respectable 
manner. His policy of Hadendowa unification has caused a certain amount of appre- 
hension and friction among non-Hadendowa subjects. 
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they had once conquered. It was also a factor in their resistance to 
colonialist intrusions. 

Seven Hadendowa subsections claim to be more Hadendowa than 
others. These are the Wailaliab, the Gemilab, the Hakolab, the Hamdab, 
the Emirab, the Shaboidinab, and the Gurhabab. Many other groups claim 
Hadendowa origin, however they are not recognized by the former as true 
Hadendowa. These latter include the Samarar, the Shara'ab, the 
Bushariab, and the Buglinai. Some Hadendowa claim that the latter sub- 
sections trace their descent through the daughters of Barakwin, and since 
the Hadendowa as a whole are patrilineal, these groups are Hadendowa 
only by affinity and must therefore be excluded from positions of political 
leadership. In many cases they are also excluded from pasture and ten- 
ancy in the Gash Delta agricultural scheme. The ideology of patrilineality, 
however, is very ambiguous. It can at times incorporate people rejected 
from one situation to other situations as relatives (diwab), when group 
solidarity is required to ensure the security of all Hadendowa. The ideol- 
ogy of patrilineality also operates within a wide range of overlapping and 
cross-cutting matrilineal and affinal ties. The Hadendowa can forge ties 
through descent, affinity, and political alliance, and in each case a means 
can be found to symbolize common Hadendowa identity. 

The Hadendowa have preserved their drum (unhas) which symbolizes 
their unity and corporate action against strangers. It is kept in the house of 
the leader of the Hadendowa people, although his position has officially 
been abolished. The drum is still used in public gatherings, especially 
those related to inter-ethnic warfare and dispute settlements. The Haden- 
dowa are the only people allowed to dance to the beatings of this drum 
because it proclaims their valour and chivalry. A non-Hadendowa seen 
dancing to their drum may be subject to attack by Hadendowa. In very 
rare cases Hadendowa permit their political allies to dance to their drum, 
to symbolize their acceptance as fictitious brothers. 

Another focus of identity is a special area in Hadendowaland, the Gash 
Delta. The Gash Delta has been known to agriculturalists and economists 
alike as land in which commercial production of food is viable. But for the 
Hadendowa it is a symbol of their exceptional prosperity relative to that 
of their Beja neighbours. It is a symbol of pride no less important than the 
legendary conquests of those people who previously lived in their lands. 
The Hadendowa scorn any long absence from the Gash Delta or migration 
to other parts of the Sudan. They point out that they own 70% of the area 
allocated to the Gash agricultural scheme. In fact, the Beja Congress, 
which is dominated by Hadendowa political elites, has chosen the Gash 
River as a regional emblem. It is under this symbol that the Hadendowa 
elites strive for more autonomy from the central Government, demanding 
more development efforts for their people and their land. Their pride and 
identification with the Gash Delta has been reinforced by recent climatic 
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changes, especially the sharp drop in rainfall and subsequent desertifica- 
tion. The Gash has thus become a focal point for Hadendowa cultivators 
and pastoralists alike.1 Ethnic identification often has a territorial dimen- 
sion. For the Hadendowa, identification with claims over the Gash Delta 
offers a common ground for politically-oriented behaviour. 

Although the Hadendowa are differentiated among themselves into 
various sections and subsections, they spontaneously support each other 
when under threat. They explicitly identify themselves with each other 
and have pride in being Hadendowa. Their public symbols of identifica- 
tion are constant reminders of their conformity to certain values. These 
values are internalized through a network of other specific symbols 
related to the life of domestic groups. The Hadendowa symbols of identi- 
fication can therefore be used to exclude non-Hadendowa or ridicule 
those who fail to conform to them. In short, whereas Hadendowa public 
symbols of identification are flexible and are tactically used to manipulate 
large groups of people under a Hadendowa identity, their symbols of 
identification in the domestic domain are rather rigid. This is the case 
mainly because the latter are associated with the actual designation of 
social, economic, and political obligations. 

SYMBOLS AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION 

The public and the domestic domains are governed by social relations of 
production and reproduction. These two domains are inseparable, and are 
shaped by overlapping social, economic, and political processes. Fortes 
has rightly observed that "a significant feature of the developmental cycle 
of the domestic group is that it is at one and the same time a process 
within the internal field and a movement governed by its relations to the 
external f ield (1966:2). Hence, it is only logical to argue that what we call 
cultural or social identity has a developmental bearing founded in and 
affected by the intricate socialization processes within the domestic 
domain. To identify with a domestic group usually entails an integration 
with other related domestic groups through various forms of political 
alliance, economic co-operation, kinship ties, or a myth of common origin. 

The Hadendowa family commences as a legal union of husband and 
wife when a marriage contract is established, bridewealth is paid, and 
after the couple has spent a year or two living close to the wife's parents. 
The wedding itself is a very long and elaborate process which involves a 

The Kassala Cotton Company was established in 1925. In 1929 the colonial adrninistra- 
tion took over the Company's concession. The Gash Delta Corporation took over in the 
1970s, but failed to create a profitable enterprise. This was because of the many admi- 
nistrative problems and the staggering mismanagement of the irrigation system. 
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large network of relatives of the man and woman (for more details, see 
Salih 1987). The first problem which a Hadendowa adult man contemplat- 
ing marriage confronts, is how to choose his future wife. In a society 
where segregation of the sexes is practised, it is impossible for adult males 
and females to meet privately without being openly criticized. Public 
insults may provoke a bloody dispute between the brothers of the girl and 
the youth who was meeting her. The Hadendowa maintain that women 
are guardians of men's honour, and men are thereby responsible for their 
social conduct. In the case of marriage, therefore, Hadendowa youth dele- 
gate to their mothers the duty of choosing their future wives. They believe 
that women know women better than men do, since they are frequently in 
each other's company. Old women are known to have knowledge of the 
social conduct of girls in the settlement, and therefore their taste and 
judgement are trusted. The young man's father may become involved in 
looking for a wife for his son by suggesting the daughter of his own 
brother. In many ways it is difficult for a son to escape marrying a mater- 
nal or paternal cousin. However, this is not prescribed. 

When family members agree upon a girl they contact her parents, who 
in turn seek the consent of close paternal and maternal relatives. The 
Hadendowa distinguish between engagement (o'harau) and marriage 
(aidre). Both institutions involve the payment of wealth. Virginity is one of 
the most valuable assets that a woman can bring to marriage. Since virgin- 
ity cannot be regained after the first marriage, less wealth is transferred 
and less ceremonial significance is given to subsequent marriages. 
Whether or not a man is a virgin has, on the other hand, no bearing on his 
status as marriage partner. The Hadendowa believe that their marriage 
ceremonies use some basic symbols which are distinct from their Beja and 
non-Beja neighbours. While in most Sudanese ethnic groups, marriage 
ceremonies are among the few occasions in which males and females can 
mix freely, the Hadendowa maintain the separate domains of men and 
women. Women alone prepare food and drinks. Male participants have a 
choir of singers and dancers separate from the females. Males and females 
dance separate from each other and are not allowed to intermingle. 

The Hadendowa bridegroom covers his head with a colourful piece of 
cloth during the wedding celebrations in order to be distinguishable from 
other participants. Marriage ceremonies are usually attended by kinsmen 
and neighbours, and all participants are expected to offer a gift. The 
groom and his closest relatives are thereby linked to the people who give 
these gifts and are expected to pay them back in the future. Together these 
groups of people normally form a blood compensation paying group (tu- 
diya). Marriage, therefore, creates a series of relationships which involve, 
in addition to the relatives of the two spouses, a group of neighbours who 
eventually become political allies and can offer help whenever it is needed 
(Salih 1971). Marriage is seen as a means of creating networks of social 
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and political relations which can be utilized to gain access to political as 
well as economic resources. In other cases contractual relations facilitate 
access to cattle or land during the bad years. Bakhit argues that "a loose 
sense of land ownership and a strong sense of solidarity and group identi- 
fication allowed ... fair distribution and recycling of wealth as well as free 
nomadic migration relatively free from land ownership disputes. The sys- 
tem did work and was not exposed to disaster, like in other parts in 
Sahelian Africa, only when drought and desertification took place" 
(1988:154). 

Even though the marriage contract is completed by the end of the cere- 
monies associated with it, the groom is prevented from entering his wife's 
tent during the day. The Hadendowa interpret any approach by the 
groom to the bride's tent during daylight within the first six months after 
marriage as a serious insult to her father and brothers. The brothers, who 
are his equals, and not her father would confront the groom and try to 
stop him. This indicates that the Hadendowa attach many of their 
concepts of honour and shame to women's sexuality. The confrontation 
between the groom and his brothers-in-law symbolizes the fact that the 
groom is about to take over the role of the guardian of their sister's sexual- 
ity and reproductive functions. The struggle over the sexuality of women 
is also a struggle over their labour and their ability to reproduce men who 
in the future will transfer wealth in the form of bridewealth. 

The spouses begin their family when the first child is born, and after 
they have established their own tent. Children are given their names 
seven days after birth in a ceremony called tismayia. This ceremony is 
attended by close relatives and neighbours. An animal is sacrificed, and 
food and drink are offered. The child is given a sheep, goat, cow, or camel, 
according to his or her father's wealth, and from this gift the child is 
expected to build up his own future wealth. In former times fathers were 
not expected, under any conditions, to sell the gifts which their children 
received during circumcision; however, many Hadendowa nowadays sell 
these gifts when they are pressed for cash. This is the case because, 
whereas in the past the household could borrow animals from relatives or 
enter into contracts with them to receive animals, today few households 
are self-sufficient. Further, there are fewer animals and very few relatives 
have sufficient animals to lend out to the needy and hungry. 

The birth ceremony ends at sunset when a group of women, often the 
aunts, bury the placenta. If the child is a girl the placenta is buried inside 
the tent, but if it is a boy the placenta is taken away and buried under a 
thorny tree (nubagat). Through these actions the Hadendowa identify the 
male and female domains. The female's domain is the tent where her pla- 
centa is buried, while the male's domain is outside the tent. Females are 
associated with domesticity, whereas males are associated with the wild. 
The former is associated with child-rearing, cooking, mat-making, and 
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cleaning. The latter is associated with herding, cultivation of fields, and 
protection against enemies. In practice, Hadendowa men particularly en- 
joy living with the herds. 

Children of both sexes are circumcised between the ages of one and six. 
Some children are circumcised at an even younger age if they happen to 
have chronic diseases such as fever or diarrhoea. The Hadendowa claim 
that circumcision rids the body of illness. During circumcision, boys are 
told to be brave and not to scream or show any sign of fear. They are often 
told that only women weep at circumcision, because they are weak. Cow- 
ardly behaviour can bring shame upon a family, and even the youngest 
boys fear the composition of songs derogating their conduct. Describing a 
six-year old boy as a coward has far-reaching social significance, and is 
something that can always be recalled later in his life. It is the Hadendowa 
practice to draw upon childhood experience when defining adult social 
relationships. 

Hence, the Hadendowa think that circumcision is a symbol of man- 
hood for boys and a symbol of purity for girls. Circumcised boys do not 
drink milk that has been drawn by either a non-circumcised boy or a 
woman, circumcised or not. Therefore, Hadendowa categorize non-cir- 
cumcised boys and women as impure. They do not distinguish between 
non-circumcised boys and girls. Boys leave the tent (the women's domain) 
to go to their own sleeping place in the open immediately after they are 
circumcised, and from then on they are expected to herd small animals 
and assist their fathers with agricultural work such as sowing, weeding, 
and harvesting. They may also accompany their sisters to fetch water from 
nearby wells, or look after their younger brothers and sisters in the 
absence of their mothers. Girls do these same chores, as well as help their 
mothers with housework, fetch firewood and drinking water, and tether 
the small animals. Thus, from an early age Hadendowa children develop 
the skills which will be needed in the future. Through learning these 
skills, children also internalize certain cultural values which are regarded 
as unique to the Hadendowa, such as the prevention of women from 
participating in farming or any income-generating activity outside their 
tents. The Hadendowa cling to the belief that it is the husband's respon- 
sibility to provide his children and wife with food, clothing, and shelter. 

The lack of any institution for collective labour in agriculture is rather 
puzzling since in small-scale societies labour-intensive agricultural opera- 
tions are often carried out by co-operating groups. Formerly, the Haden- 
dowa practised collective labour in agriculture but abandoned it with the 
establishment of the Gash Agricultural Scheme in 1925. Collective labour 
(the nafiv institution of some Sudanese ethnic groups) is now non-existent 
n.ot only in larger urban centres but in small villages as well. The 
Hadendowa blame the commercialisation of agriculture for the purposes 
of producing cotton and castor oil seeds, for the disappearance of this 
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institution. They do co-operate as members of the same extended family, 
but they do not have a network of labour exchange in the wider sense. 
This in turn implies that Hadendowa identity is based more on the 
concept of "sameness" than on actual co-operation in agricultural produc- 
tion. 

Although co-operation in agriculture is not institutionalized among the 
Hadendowa, it is of more importance in other types of social behaviour. 
Close relatives and neighbours in the same settlement help each other 
water their camels and cattle, and search for lost animals. The Hadendowa 
are quick to assist relatives or neighbours who seek help if their herd is 
attacked or threatened by theft. This kind of co-operation strengthens the 
values which are the basis for solidarity in times of war, and encourages 
bravery and a warrior spirit. These values, however, have their origin in 
the Hadendowa's long history of war against other Beja groups, and their 
resistance to domination by colonialists. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I have attempted to show that Hadendowa identity is the expression of an 
ideology which reinforces their sense of superiority and dominance over 
neighbouring Beja and non-Beja ethnic groups. The Hadendowa constant- 
ly use their folk history, legends of conquests over their neighbours and 
fierce battles against colonialists, to justify their rights to the administra- 
tive and political offices in their region. Although the political context in 
which they compete with other ethnic groups has changed, these legends 
are still appealing to many Hadendowa. 

The Hadendowa emphasize within the public domain three essential 
symbols: their drum, their special Tu-Bedawi accent, and their ownership 
of most of the Gash Delta. The drum is a symbol of political unity vis-a-vis 
non-Hadendowa neighbours, the special accent publicly identifies the 
Hadendowa and thus provides an element of solidarity in an ethnically 
heterogeneous region, and the Gash Delta is bound up with their desire to 
secure land for their livelihood. These three symbols of identity in the 
public domain are internalized by the individual through the various 
institutions comprising the developmental cycle of the domestic group. 

Whereas research indicates that the Hadendowa descend from a non- 
Arabic group, it seems that they invented an Arab ancestry to evade 
enslavement during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This trans- 
formation of identity was followed by the unification of various ethnic 
groups under an effective leadership, thus enabling the Hadendowa to 
defeat many other ethnic groups and establish their political dominance 
over the fertile Gash Delta. During their expansion into this territory, the 
Hadendowa created both ascriptive and exclusive symbols of identifica- 
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tion. Some of these symbols are consciously used to exclude non-Haden- 
dowa groups from land ownership while at the same time allowing these 
groups to identify with the Hadendowa both politically and socially. 
Although it is difficult to establish a link between the unconscious use of 
symbols in the domestic domain and in the wider political domain, these 
symbols seem to highlight distinct values. Symbolic identification in this 
public context reaffirms authority relations, kinship obligations, and 
rights to land and power. 

I have not considered the impact of urbanization and migration on 
Hadendowa identity nor have I examined whether the symbols described 
above are consciously exploited by the traditional political elites to manip- 
ulate the populace and enhance their power. At this level of analysis, I can 
only maintain that the winds of change are surely acting on the Haden- 
dowa. Environmental change, urban migration, and the shift from 
nomadic to sedentary existence may bring about changes in identity and 
culture. The Hadendowa who live in town for long periods of time, 
especially the educated elites, may adhere more to urban culture, thereby 
modifying some elements of their tradition. 

New symbols of identification are often developed alongside a given 
pattern of social stratification and the staggering differentiation brought 
about by new economic forces. This can be seen in Kassala and other 
towns, with their division between the urban poor and the middle- and 
high-income earners. The former live under appalling health and econ- 
omic conditions, whereas the latter live in relative comfort. Although it is 
often the case that urban competition is an important factor in the devel- 
opment of class identity vis-a-vis ethnic identity, in the Hadendowa situa- 
tion where industrialization has not been fully developed a class struggle 
has not emerged. This is apparent from, on the one hand the political link- 
ages which exist between educated and traditional elites, and on the other 
hand the regional trade linkages among big merchants, middlemen, and 
small producers. 

In the urban centres, where many ethnic groups interact with each 
other and where the educated middle-class dominate the political arena, 
pan-regional slogans usually supersede traditional ethnic loyalties. Tradi- 
tional symbols of identification remain relevant only to the extent that the 
same elites are able to deploy them at a more local level in order to arouse 
in the populace the central values and norms of political life. In this way, 
recent changes intersect with traditional modes of identification derived 
from the wider system of cultural values. The managers of local resources 
are highly conscious of the necessity of identifying themselves with the 
majority of the Hadendowa population by expressing the symbols that 
society holds high. Symbols are used to control the flow of power and 
economic resources. 



8. From Slave to Citizen: Cultural 
Change Among the Lafofa Nuba of 
Central Sudan 
Leif 0. Manger 

Are the Lafofa moving forwards or backwards? 
Forwards! 

Then behave like Arabs, God damn it! 

My concern in this article is with social change among the Lafofa Nuba in 
the Nuba Mountains of central Sudan, in the wake of their increasing con- 
tact with wider Sudanese society, and the commercialization of the econ- 
omy through cash crop cultivation, local wage labour and migration of 
workers.* Local politics and administration are also influenced to an 
increasing extent by an expanding central government. At the same time, 
the Lafofa are increasingly exposed to influences from their Arab and 
Muslim neighbours, through both daily interaction and missionary activi- 
ties. The resulting changes can be seen at different levels of Lafofa society. 
Elsewhere I have dealt with various aspects of economic change (Manger 
1987a; 1987b; 1988). Here I shall focus on changes which are commonly 
referred to in the literature as processes of Arabization and Islamization 
(for the Nuba Mountains, see, e.g., Baumann 1987; Nadel1947; Stevenson 
1966a,b). These processes have changed important aspects of Lafofa social 
organization, as well as their basic notions about the world and their place 
in it. The very content of ''being Lafofa" has thus changed, and Lafofa 
today think and behave in significantly different ways from what they did 
only a generation ago. It is the direction of this change which is the theme 
of this article. 

I argue that the process of change is not uniform, and that it does not 
affect all Lafofa in identical ways. I will show how some Lafofa, by pursu- 
ing new economic strategies, particularly labour migration, have created 
not only new economic realities for themselves but have also come to act 

This is a shortened version of an article published in The Ecology of Choice and Symbol: 
Festschrift to Fredrik Barth, edited by R. Gronhaug, G. Hcnriksen, and G. HZiland 
(Bcrgen: Alma Mater, 1990). The fieldwork on which the article is based was con- 
ducted in separate periods between 1979-1981, and in 1984. It was financed by a grant 
from NORAD, the Norwegian Agency for International Development. Earlier versions 
of this article were commented upon by Mohamed A.R. Salih, Gunnar Hilland, Gunnar 
Sorbo, Te j e  Tvedt, Frode Stor5s, and Richard H. Pierce. I gratefully acknowledge their 
comments and suggestions. 
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as agents of change producing new socio-cultural realities for all Lafofa. 
By seeking work outside their local communities, young Lafofa are 
exposed to a greater diversity of social influences. To participate in mean- 
ingful ways within this wider milieu, they must present social identities 
acceptable to its members. As the Lafofa, and the Nuba in general, are 
considered to have once been slaves-a stigmatized identity-this process of 
adaptation to wider society is particularly crucial. To some extent, then, 
the dynamics of social change among the Lafofa must be sought in this 
identity game, in the strategic adaptation by some Lafofa to new environ- 
ments with the primary aim of overcoming their marginal social position. 
This is not new in the experience of the Lafofa. For a long time they have 
been trying to convince Arabs and Muslims that they are respectable 
persons and not slaves or "pagans". This has had important repercussions 
for Lafofa cultural tradition. A final aim of this article is to show how 
individual strategies of Lafofa identification lead to cultural change. 

To this end I will discuss the different ways in which individual Lafofa 
are in contact with other groups. It is through particular economic strate- 
gies, such as labour migration or local trade, that some people more so 
than others are exposed to different social groups. I view culture as the 
part of a person which must be enacted as well as comprehended-here I 
draw on Barth (1982; 1983; 1987). Thus, the ideas that make up a culture 
must develop in each separate person as a result of continuous experi- 
ences throughout life. People with similar experiences will develop simi- 
larities in their outlook on the world. Therefore, in order to understand 
the distribution of cultural traditions among the Lafofa and how they 
change, one must look at the processes affecting social identity. This 
requires analysis of how the various groups of Lafofa are exposed to the 
external world and how this leads to differences in their worldview. In- 
stances of group interaction provide ideal opportunities for analysis, since 
they might reveal the basic processes shaping the development of new 
notions about the world. Detailed accounts of communications expressed 
within these various types of encounters are therefore necessary in order 
to see how certain Lafofa act as agents of change, thereby linking the pro- 
cesses of identity management to those of cultural change. 

The Lafofa are one of several groups living in communities of various 
sizes and forms in the Nuba Mountains. Villages range in size from 100 to 
2,000 people. The Lafofa are not native to the area, but rather moved there 
in the 19th century to escape slave raiders and upheavals associated with 
the Mahdia period (1881-1898). They settled in what is today one of the 
two remaining mountain villages, called Lafofa. This forced the indig- 
enous Nuba group, the Liri, to move further up the mountain to settle in 
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the second village. Earlier in this century, during the time of British rule, 
the Nuba were fairly isolated. The first description of Lafofa social organi- 
zation prior to significant contact with the outside is found in Seligman 
(1965), based on his visit to them in 1910. 

The major event that brought the Lafofa into contact with groups living 
on the plains was a conflict with the British in 1929, which led to a military 
attack on the mountain village and forced Lafofa to migrate out of the 
area. This meant closer integration of the Lafofa into the wider Sudanese 
society. At one level this integration has had far-reaching effects on culti- 
vation. When the Lafofa lived on the mountain, they practised a form of 
intensive agriculture with many links between cultivation, animal hus- 
bandry, and labour-demanding dry terracing. There was considerable 
pressure from a too-large population on the resources of the confined 
mountain plateau, and when cultivation on the plains became possible, 
this pressure was significantly reduced, enabling the Lafofa to adopt a less 
labour-in tensive cultivation system. Today, the most impor tan t fields are 
on the clay plains. Sorghum and peanuts are cultivated, the latter being 
produced for cash. Cultivation of cash crops and the shift from mountain 
to plains have thus been two important aspects of the integration process. 
Parallel to these developments is a move away from the tradition of com- 
munal work-groups towards wage labour. This is most pronounced for 
people living on the plains, but is also occurring in the mountain village 
(Manger 1987a). 

Arabs living in the Liri region have a long history as labour migrants 
(Vicars-Miles 1934), but Lafofa labour migration began as recently as the 
1960s, coinciding with the expansion of national industry in Khartoum. 
There is a clear pattern to this migration. Men over the age of 50 have 
never left the region, whereas those younger have made at least one trip 
to Khartoum. Today, migration is essential for a young Lafofa man who 
wishes to establish himself. 

Another expression of the increasing rate of commercialization is seen 
in the expansion of the trade sector. A major development in the Tunguru 
market between 1980 and 1984-when I made my last visit-is the growth in 
number of small shops (koshuq) erected outside the marketplace. Any per- 
son with sufficient capital can get the required licence and site to build his 
own shop. In 1984 there were altogether 17 such shops in the market. 
Interestingly, there is increased ethnic heterogeneity among the traders, 
with 7 Fellata, 2 Lafofa, 5 Jellaba, and 3 local Arabs now participating. 
Trade in consumer goods is not an exclusive Jellaba activity as it once was, 
but is now open for anyone with capital. This development has political 
approval from the highest level. The breaking down of ethnic divisions 
within the market has created new investment opportunities for those 
already successful in more traditional occupations. Typically, they invest 
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small surpluses in petty trading; if this proves profitable they can then 
turn to large-scale trade in consumer goods. 

Generally, there is no longer a simple dichotomy between subsistence- 
oriented farmers and pastoralists, and the Jellaba commercial groups. 
Most groups have become deeply involved in the commercial process and 
are looking for investment possibilities to further improve their position. 
This process of increasing commercialization is most visible in the region- 
al and local urban market centres. My concern here is to show the implica- 
tions that this increasing participation of the Lafofa in the regional process 
of socio-economic integration has on Lafofa identity. To this end, I will 
focus on the regional arena as one of cultural plurality. 

The Liri Region is inhabited by several groups, including three Nuba 
groups. Apart from the Lafofa, there are the Liri and the Talasa. The most 
important Arab groups are the Hawazma and the Kawahla who are the 
most numerous; the Jellaba traders are also Arabs and comprise an 
important minority. A further group is the Fellata who are West African 
by origin. Finally, there are the Southerners who come from the neigh- 
bouring Upper Nile and Bahr el Ghazal provinces and belong to the 
Dinka, Nuer and Shilluk tribal groups. There are also groups of pastor- 
alists in the Liri Region during part of the year. These include the Fellata 
Umbororo (a Fulani-type of pastoralists), and the Hawazma group of the 
Baggara who use Liri as a dry-season area. The Lafofa are in contact with 
all these groups. 

There are various cultural differences among the various Liri groups 
that make the area "pluralistic". The Arabs are all Muslims, patrilineal 
with long genealogies, and speak Arabic. However, they can be sub- 
divided into, among others, Lirawis (local Arabs), Jellaba (traders), and 
"Arabs" (the nomads). On the other hand, all Nuba are matrilineal with 
shallow descent lines, speak Nuba languages, and have locally-based reli- 
gions. The Nuba can also be subdivided into the three tribes, Lafofa, Liri 
and Talasa. Such similarities and differences exist for the Southerners and 
the Fellata. Further, some groups descend from slaves (abid) and others 
from free men (hurr). To properly understand how the various groups ex- 
perience the reality of their pluralistic world, it is necessary to emphasize 
in analysis, not the cultural boundaries, but rather the forms interaction 
takes across these boundaries (Barth 1982). In these interactions, people 
emphasize particular cultural traits more so than others, and embrace 
certain identities to the exclusion of others. Further, members of the same 
group, sharing similar cultural backgrounds, may pursue differing strate- 
gies of identity management and make use of different parts of their 
cultural inventory to emphasize who they are. People learn from partici- 
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pating in these interactions across cultural boundaries, and this affects 
their behaviour in other situations. 

The distribution of social power in Liri is clearly in favour of the Arabic' 
groups, over the non-Arabs and non-Muslims. This is due to the long his- 
tory of Arabization and Islamization in the Sudan, to which local groups 
have been forced to comply. Many societies went through this process 
centuries ago, but for the people of the Nuba Mountains and the Liri 
Region, this is a contemporary process. Further, ethnically-diverse groups 
living in the Sudanese periphery are increasingly adapting to the domi- 
nant life-style of the centre. Non-Arab and non-Islamic groups like the 
Nuba most dramatically exemplify this trend, but Islamic-Arab groups are 
also experiencing these changes. Not only do people wish to "catch up" 
with mainstream Arabic culture, they also wish "materially and spiritu- 
ally to participate as [members] of the Sudanese top stratum of traders 
and officials, and to be taken seriously, be considered trust and credit- 
worthy throughout the Sudan" (Doornbos 1984). 

The Nuba are still considered by the majority as a non-Muslim, non- 
Arabic population, with a past history as slaves, and they are still margi- 
nal in the larger society. Together with other groups like the Ingessana, 
they make up what is derogatorily called the zuruq ("the blacks"). These 
groups suffered particular harassment in Sudanese towns during the last 
years of the Nimeiry regime. Socially and economically they occupy the 
lowest stratum, serving as cheap labour for the urban industries, as 
domestic servants, or as casual labourers. As previously mentioned, the 
Lafofa are stigmatized among the people of Liri. In the following section I 
will illustrate the above statements with examples of interactions within 
the market place and the local court, places where the Lafofa are most 
explicitly involved in a pluralistic situation. 

THE MARKET PLACE AND THE LOCAL COURTS 

The Liri market town, Tunguru, is similar to other market places in Sudan. 
An early morning visitor to the mountain village would see people 
leaving their houses on their way to the market. Any one of these people 
would probably stop for an hour or so on his way, at a house where beer 
is sold. Having descended the mountain, he stops before entering the 
market to dry off his sweat, put on more decent clothes, and place his load 
behind a rock near the path. He then goes into the market and asks among 
the traders, in Arabic, if they need the goods he has brought with him. He 
may sell to anyone, and he is instructed to take the goods to the trader's 
house, then return to the market to collect his payment. As soon as the 
Lafofa gets his money he disappears from the market place, and goes to a 
village where he knows people with whom he can drink beer. He spends 
his day there, returning before sunset to his village. 
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This experience is in contrast to that of a young migrant. Ile leaves his 
house wearing nice trousers and a shirt bought in Khartoum. He does not 
carry anything when he leaves, but instead goes directly to a friend's 
house on the plain to fetch the grain, cigarettes, dates, etc. that he left there 
the day before. He then sits with these goods in the market and begins to 
trade. Once he is joined by more Lafofa boys he is free to go around the 
market to meet friends. All their interactions are conducted in Arabic, and 
in this way they look like most other young boys of the market. 

Both groups of Lafofa are marginal in the market, economically as well 
as socially. They have to act according to the established code of the mar- 
ket. But whereas the first individual only makes use of the market to earn 
sufficient money before withdrawing to more familiar surroundings, the 
migrant spends all his day in the market place. This difference is noted by 
other people in the market place, and is reflected in the different ways of 
talking about them. Negative stereotypes are typically used for the first 
type of Lafofa. They are said, for instance, "not to have any religion." The 
migrants, on the other hand, are talked about as "the mountain boys who 
pray, work hard, and move forwards." 

My second example involves the local court (mahkama) in Liri which 
makes up one branch of the pluralistic judicial system in the Sudan. There 
are two major hierarchies of courts, the Sharia Division and the Civil 
Division (see Musa Adam 1984). The former court hierarchy administers 
Islamic law as it relates to personal status, mainly family law. The judge 
(gad i )  comes to Liri once a year to deal with cases such as divorce. The 
Civil Division, on the other hand, administers the laws introduced by the 
British. At the lower end of this particular hierarchy are the customary 
courts. These courts mainly pass judgement according to traditional cus- 
toms. Their importance is undisputed, and in 1975, for example, it was 
estimated that about 70% of the judicial work in the Sudan was under- 
taken by such courts (Musa Adam 1984:2). In a "frontier region" like Liri, 
with its complex population of Arabs and non-Arabs, Muslims and non- 
Muslims, the court with its basis in Arabic culture and Islamic religion 
must act as an agent of change. Local people are "taught" how to act prop- 
erly in court. The court is also a place where people, for example, the 
Lafofa, can take conflicts they do not wish to solve through their local 
sheikh nor through a local committee (lejna). I shall outline some of the 
styles of rhetoric used at the court, as they illustrate the ways in which 
Lafofa must fit into the larger society. 

When a person presents a case at such a local court he will mention 
many issues, some of which are of little relevance. The presentations are 
always rich in detail and use descriptions of events to present the speaker 
in a favourable light, stressing his generosity, manliness, and other basic 
Sudanese values. This rhetorical style is given approval by the audience 
sitting in a semi-circle around the court. The presentations are, in a way, 
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negotiations in which one's identity and honour are at stake. Therefore, 
many cases end in quarrels as accusations about other people are made, to 
which the accused then immediately respond (see Geertz 1983 and 
Gronhaug 1984 for discussions of similar observations). But a Lafofa's 
command of Arabic is not without flaws, and his command of rhetorical 
skills is even more limited. Yet the court is one arena in which the position 
of the Lafofa within the wider society is defined. A couple of cases will 
illustrate the implications of this statement. 

The village trader, Mohamed, has reported his sister's husband to the 
court for not providing his pregnant sister with money or food. The hus- 
band is a relative of Mohamed. In his presentation of the case Mohamed is 
describing how women should be treated by their husbands, implying 
that the husband in this case is letting his sister go "naked". "Can I as a 
brother," Mohamed asks, "look at this without taking any action? It is not 
right!". The husband is not in the court, but his brother has come, and tells 
the court that he is an ignorant man for refusing to appear. The court's 
decision is clear. A man is responsible for clothing his wife. If there is no 
money, the court says, then borrow from your brothers. During the next 
session the same people appear. Mohamed asks about money for food. 
The brother of the accused can only report that his brother has refused to 
pay, claiming he has no money. The court decides that the involved par- 
ties should form a committee and that this committee should decide on 
how much should be paid. The court leaves no doubt about the fact that 
something should be paid. A man is responsible for his wife, especially 
when she is pregnant with his child. What is apparent here is, that a local 
trader is making use of the court to protect the interests of his sister. He is 
appealing to the Sudanic notion of how a woman should be treated. 
Mohamed's case is interesting since he is the first trader to have estab- 
lished a shop in the village. His language, dress, and public appearance 
emphasize Sudanese identity. 

Another example involves a land dispute. A Lafofa man has brought a 
woman to court, accusing her of cultivating a plot that he claims to be his 
own. The case becomes complicated because the woman claims to have 
kinship links with the previous owner of the plot. The accuser explains 
that a man related to his grandfather, whom he refers to as his father's 
MoBrDa (bint khal'uh), granted the woman permission to cultivate. The 
men at the court shake their heads, puzzled by the accuser's kinship ter- 
minology. The vice-president of the court calls upon the court assistant, a 
Lafofa man, to "translate". There is a time of joking and head-shaking 
while people talk about the mountain people and their reckoning of de- 
scent through women. "It is no system," they say. The president says the 
court cannot accept notions of mother-right, but they do want to have the 
terms translated so that they can understand. The court assistant is unable 
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to explain. The court finally sends the parties involved to an old Lafofa 
man living nearby. 

What is at stake in this dispute is the right of access to land. The point I 
wish to make is not about the court's verdict, since it is clear that it is 
cognizant of the ethnically-pluralistic context in which it works. Of more 
interest is Demri's inability to explain the nature of kin relations in order 
to prove his right to the land. A quick glance at the indigenous kin-terms 
will explain the problem Demri had. The kin-term system of the Lafofa 
only discriminates between different generations, and not between men 
and women within the same generation. A brother and a sister is therefore 
labelled by the same term (imbie). Arabic, on the other hand, discriminates 
between the two. Although ethnic identities are not directly relevant to 
market transactions and court proceedings, the culture of the participants 
in these settings is not irrelevant to the direction of interactions. In the 
cases cited above we have seen how the Lafofa are presented with situa- 
tions which favour adoption of the cultural features of their neighbours. 
At the same time, Lafofa identity is downplayed. Thus far I have de- 
scribed interactions in which Lafofa are in a migrant or minority position. 
In the next section I will demonstrate how these interactions have an 
impact on life in the mountain village. 

CHANGES IN THE LAFOFA USE OF BEER 

While doing fieldwork among the Lafofa I had the good fortune to ob- 
serve how the connotation of symbols change as a result of adaptation. 
The changes I am talking about relate to the use of beer (marissa). In Lafofa 
society beer is quite important in mobilizing labour for cultivation, house- 
building, and other activities that require communal efforts (see Manger 
1987a). Beer is also of importance to the women who make it. When a 
woman has made beer for the first time, the men will go to taste it. I 
witnessed one occasion in which the men cracked jokes to the husband of 
the beermaker, saying that the beer did not taste as it should and that they 
would be better off drinking somewhere else. In the end, however, the 
beer was praised and the husband was told that he had a good wife. Once 
established as a beer-maker, a woman may sell beer and earn some in- 
come from it. 

Formerly, beer was an integral part of all ritual occasions, as an 
incident during the Islamic festival Id a1 Dakia demonstrates. During this 
festival Islamic believers among the Lafofa visited each other to eat meat, 
as is common for other Sudanese. The old men in the village did not, 
however, join in these activities. They stayed at home during the first two 
days of the festival. On the third and fourth days, however, the old-timers 
started visiting each others' houses, sharing beer instead of meat. 
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Beer serves as an idiom on several levels of Lafofa society. However, 
during my fieldwork I witnessed certain men denounce beer and its im- 
portance. They stopped drinking it, stopped using it to mobilize labour, 
and prevented their wives from making it. What is behind such a develop- 
ment? First, those who have stopped drinking beer are the migrants, and 
the women who have stopped making it are the young wives of these mi- 
grants. These men pursue more commercialized strategies than other 
Lafofa. I argue that their behaviour and their choice of idioms to express 
social identities must be seen as resulting from the ways they adapt to the 
wider arena of Liri. In this wider context, the Lafofa face certain handi- 
caps: "Nuba" is here regarded as a derogatory term and there is a stigma 
on Nuba identity. In Liri, Nuba are portrayed as beer-drinking non- 
Muslims. Any Lafofa who wants to be accepted in the wider Sudanese 
society is confronted with this stereotype. One way to diffuse it is to 
appear as a non-drinker, to seclude all women, and publicly display an 
Islamic identity. Islam sanctions the drinking of alcohol, but many Arabic 
groups nevertheless use it to mobilize labour. However, the Arab farmers 
were Islamized in the early days of Islam in Sudan, and thus they are not 
stigmatized for their use of beer. The significance of drinking beer is 
different among such groups. The Lafofa, in contrast, live in a frontier area 
in which Islamization and centralization are currently ongoing processes. 
The signalling of an Islamic and Sudanese identity is therefore crucial. 
One effective way to do this is to renounce the prime idiom of traditional 
Lafofa identity, beer-drinking. 

Before discussing why it is the migrants who lead this change, I will 
explore some of the consequences of the absence of beer, by looking closer 
at situations in which beer has been important, and comparing them with 
the new situation without beer. During a typical drinking session, the beer 
is brought in small pots and then poured into a larger pot. The number of 
people drinking from such a pot may vary, however there is a clear pat- 
tern to the friends and relatives drinking together. Upon his arrival at the 
session, a man will buy a small pot, pour it into the bigger one, and join in 
the drinking. A newcomer who does not "belong" may be prevented from 
sharing the pot and may, therefore, have to drink alone. Drinking, then, is 
an expression of relationships, with people sitting in circles with friends 
and relatives. The same pattern is seen in communal work-groups, though 
the kinds of work-groups, and their social and spatial organization vary 
from one case to another. The hakuma work-group is a particularly large 
and formalized group of 30 people or so, with fixed labour input, and a 
highly ritualized organization (see Manger 1987a for details). The hakuma 
has a grade system in which people sit not only in small circles, but as 
well sit together with people of the same grade (see Figure 1). Those who 
are not members of a hakuma but still come to drink are termed "Arabs" 
and are seated away from the others. 
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Figure 1. Spatial Layout of a Hakurna Work-Group (from Manger 1987a:92-93) 

HOUSES WHERE FOOD 
IS SERVED 

FLAGIENTRANCE HOUSES WHERE 
BEER COMES FROM 

mudiria - province 
zeriba a1 malik - the king's "corral" 
dobbat - officers 
khabat - forestry departmcnt. 
arab - commoner (here) 

GRADES USED IN THE HAKUMA 

ZERIBA AL  MALIK 
malik (Arab.) - king 
sir a1 dar (sirdar) (Arab.) - Commander in 
Chicf of Egyptian army 
hakim ul a m  (Arab.) - Governor Gencral 
sekreter qadaya (Arab.) - secretary in court case 
shawish 'englisi' (Arab.) - English sergeant 
doktor - medical doctor 
sekreter amelia (Arab.) - sccretary 
of a medical operation 

MUDIRIA 
mudir (Arab.) - governor, comrnissioncr, 
managcr 
neib a1 mudir - assistant governor 
jenabo (Arab.) -person with authority 
sol (Turk.) (sol qol aghasi) - lit. commander of 
the left wing - used in the Sudan Defcnce 
Force and Sudanesc police of warrant officer 

jenabo ul mufattish (Arab.) - inspector 
sarraf (Arab.) - cashier 
dabit a1 polis (Arab.) -police officer 
mamur (Arab.) -lit. ordcred; Governor of a 
province from the beginning of Egyptian rule 
until 1933. Later, civilian administration 
assistant to a District Commissioner 
uskeri (Arab.) - soldier 
morassla (Arab.) - mcssengcr 

KHABAT 
mudir a1 khabat - manager of forestry 
dcpartment 
luwa (Arab.) - general 
kommandan - commander 
dabit (Arab.) - officcr 
mufattish khabat (Arab.) - forestry inspector 
dabit ai berak (Arab.) -officer of thc flag 
a1 bey (Turk) -civil and military title 
immediately bclow that of Pasha 
askeri (see above) 
morassla (sce above) 

DOBUAT 
sehrreter amelia (see above) 
sarraf (see above) 

(Information on grades is taken from R. Hill 1967: A Biographical Dictionary of the Sudan). 
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This can be compared with the layout of a karama, which in many ways is 
the counterpart to a beer session within an Islamic context. An animal is 
slaughtered, and while the food is being prepared people sit and chat. 
During these sessions, only migrants are in the audience, and the old- 
timers are not present. When the food is ready, people gather to eat and 
drink tea. There is no pattern to who eats together, nor are there rules 
about where to sit. The karama expresses the equality and unity - not of all 
Lafofa in opposition to the Arabs-but of the Lafofa and Muslims together. 
This religious context is expressed through the ritual slaughtering of an 
animal. If Arabs are present, they are considered important participants in 
such rituals, since they know the appropriate prayers and ceremony better 
than the Lafofa. Instead of being classified as outsiders as happens in the 
hakuma, Arabs in the karama become central agents of a code the Lafofa do 
not fully command, thereby underlining the inferiority of the Lafofa in the 
wider realm of the Muslim world. 

The migrants and their women consciously refuse to take part in events 
organized around beer drinking. They seek out karama situations to meet 
and talk with fellow migrants, thus signalling their new identity. Given 
their participation in events containing communicative messages as those 
elaborated above, one may expect that, for the migrants and their women, 
the general outlook on life will change. 

The above discussion shows the dynamic relationships between codifica- 
tion and interaction. Using the same conceptual scheme we may address 
other changes that have occurred in the Lafofa way of life and which also 
must be seen as effects of individual adaptation to a wider socio-cultural 
environment. Some of the basic changes among the Lafofa in the wake of 
their integration into the Sudanese state relate to notions of physical and 
sexual shame, as well as to rites of passage. For example, marriage was 
not formerly an important ceremonial occasion. If two people decided to 
marry, they would tell their parents who would normally agree to the 
union. The girl would continue living with her mother until after the birth 
of her first child. During this period the husband works for the wife's 
people. This kind of bride-service is common among matrilineal societies. 
After the first child is born, a house is built for the couple on land belong- 
ing to the husband's people. The beer for the labourers is provided by the 
wife's side, but many others take part in the actual building. In the case of 
divorce, which occurs frequently, the man keeps the house while the wife 
moves to the house of her new husband, taking the children with her 
(Seligman 1965). Today, bride-price (instead of bride-service) and elabo- 
rate marriage ceremonies have been introduced. These new marriage 
customs, imported from Central Sudan in the 1940s, give marriage an 
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economic dimension it did not have before, forcing young men to earn 
money. Building the couple's first house has become the responsibility of 
the young man, rather than the bride's family as was the case before. 

Age-group organization was also once important among the Lafofa. 
There was a seclusion ceremony for boys that took place shortly after pu- 
berty. At that age the boys spent the rainy season taking care of cattle, and 
living in cattle kraals (kwere). At the end of such a seclusion period those 
involved performed a dance. To take part in this dance a boy was to have 
passed through three periods of seclusion, i.e. three rainy seasons. After 
the dancing, the boys decorated themselves and returned to the village 
where each of their mother's brothers then beat them with sticks. The 
young men who went through this ceremony together stood in special 
relationship to each other. They hunted together, helped each other in 
daily work, and married each other's sisters-unless incest rules prohibited 
such unions. These young men also dominated the ceremonial wrestling 
matches that were held after harvest time. For the girls there were similar 
markers signalling the change from childhood to womanhood. For exam- 
ple, Seligman (1965) indicates that there were ceremonial wrestling 
matches for girls; however, after having her first child a girl would no 
longer wrestle. But now the age-grade system is no longer a living institu- 
tion and the seclusion rules are no longer upheld. The only transition cere- 
mony is that of circumcision. Today any Lafofa would agree that to marry 
in a "modern" way and to perform circumcision are the only basic ele- 
ments to a person's identity. 

It is interesting to note that these changes in ceremony started as indi- 
vidual strategies, partly to gain prestige. However, they became valid and 
accepted customs because they signalled to non-Lafofa that the Lafofa 
shared human qualities. The significance of this lies in the practice of slav- 
ery, in which Nuba slaves were legally classified together with cattle and 
other animals (Spaulding 1982). With increasing contact, beginning in the 
late 1920s, the Lafofa believed it necessary to identify themselves as non- 
slaves. The customs discussed above became useful markers for the ex- 
pression of human (i.e., non-slave) qualities. 

A second example, ceremonial wrestling, further underlines my point. 
Wrestling was once related to the harvest season. For girls it was a transi- 
tion ceremony. Traditionally, wrestling was organized according to mem- 
bership in matrilineal descent groups. People from the same descent 
group were not supposed to fight each other. Today, wrestling is organ- 
ized regionally, with a number of villages making up one team. A Lafofa 
living in a plains village will, therefore, compete with one from the moun- 
tain. Wrestling has also become a sport for the Arabs in Liri. Old men 
watching these modern matches sometimes interfere in the fights, point- 
ing out that relatives should not fight. However, they are always ignored 
by the cheering audience. Wrestling is thus an old sport practised with a 
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new cultural content and new participants. It continues today because it 
celebrates important values of strength and manhood that are shared by 
both the Lafofa and the Arabs. 

At the same time, new ritual leaders have appeared on the scene. In 
~articular, traditional ritual experts (kojors) are being replaced by the 
Islamic holy man (faqi). Previously, the most important and powerful 
expert was the rain-maker (kojor). He was a man of great dignity pos- 
sessing powers he inherited from his maternal ancestors. The rain-making 
ceremony was held partly in secret and partly in public (see Seligman 
1965:399ff). The position of such ritual experts has been challenged by the 
activities of Muslim missionaries from Islamic brotherhoods (tariqas). In 
Liri, the Qadiriyya sect is dominant. The history of this sect, in the 
southern Nuba Mountains in general and in Liri in particular, goes back to 
the 1906 arrival of a West-African Islamic missionary. Today, the rain- 
maker is still present, but rain is no longer believed to come as a result of 
the rites he performs. Rather, rain is thought to come at the will and mercy 
of Allah. 

These developments are of far-reaching importance for the ways Lafofa 
cultural traditions are reproduced and changed. All of the old rituals were 
occasions when several levels of Lafofa social and ritual life could be 
expressed and reinforced. The ritual cycle was organized around the culti- 
vation cycle, tying together production and meaning. The kojor repre- 
sented the pivotal point around whom everything revolved. His house 
was an important centre for all ritual life. This is in contrast to the organi- 
zation and lay-out of the Islamic rituals that today are dominant among 
the Lafofa. These rituals are organized around the five daily prayers, the 
Friday prayer, the month of fasting, and the pilgrimage to Mecca. The 
Qadiriyya centre and the leading Sheikh found there are central for the 
Muslims of Liri. The Qadiriyya in Liri thus is a ritual and organizational 
unit with the grand Sheikh surrounded by lesser Sheikhs who act as his 
representatives. The teachings of Muhamed and the content of the Koran 
are transferred through direct contact between a Sheikh and his followers. 

The teachings in such encounters contain various elements of direct 
relevance to the daily life of the Lafofa. A central theme concerns what is 
lawful (halal) and what is forbidden (haram) in Islam. The Lafofa are told 
that beer-drinking is not tolerated. They are told that women should be 
protected and not allowed to go shopping, and that young daughters 
should be married before their virginity is endangered. In general terms, 
then, the Lafofa are provided with knowledge about Islamic standards 
which they use to evaluate themselves and others in relationship to the 
central problem of being a Muslim. 

In this respect, too, the migrants stand in a special position. They are 
particularly eager to attend Islamic teaching sessions. When they return 
home from Khartoum they invite the local Holy man to spend the day 
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with them drinking tea and coffee. Old people do not take part in these 
occasions, unless they are closely related to the persons involved. 

CONSLUSIONS 

The changes I have described have led to alterations in those important 
encounters where basic socio-cultural relationships and their contents are 
expressed. Further, changes in such encounters imply changes in the 
messages that are communicated, and thus form a basis for the develop- 
ment of new notions about the world. One problem remains, however. 
How can we be certain that what I have called "traditional" Lafofa culture 
is not altogether gone? As we have indicated, many traditional elements 
are being reproduced within a socio-cultural context which is dominated 
by Arabic features and Islam. The Lafofa are still matrilineal, they still 
celebrate such relations as between mother-brothers and sister-sons. How 
can we explain the continuation of some cultural elements and the dis- 
appearance of others? To answer these questions we have to return to the 
definition of culture. If we look at culture not as an integrated whole but 
as separate practices and beliefs, we allow for the possibility of old prac- 
tices surviving alongside new ones. I have concentrated on certain ele- 
ments that have become very basic to all Lafofa. This becomes clearer if 
we focus on other elements important in the Arab and Muslim world, but 
which have not been extensively adopted by the Lafofa. For example, 
prayer and fasting are basic elements in Islam, but among Muslims 
themselves they are not considered basic to being human. People may 
pray often or rarely, may fast or not fast, and though this certainly affects 
other people's evaluations of their piousness, they are still considered 
human (for a discussion on the Miri Nuba, see Baumann 1985,1988). 

Such a perspective has implications for the future prospects of Lafofa 
tradition. The processes described here are certainly reducing the cultural 
distinctiveness of the Lafofa. And this will continue, I believe, since an im- 
portant part of the dynamic behind these changes is that of individual 
Lafofa dealing with marginality and a stigmatized identity in a wider 
Sudanese context. It does not mean, however, that their society is in crisis, 
conflict-ridden or experiencing internal contradictions. Although we can 
talk about various "sub-traditions", there is still interaction and coopera- 
tion. The Lafofa share a common understanding of the world in a way 
that makes interaction easy. Old people "understand" the new ways to an 
extent that they are able to interact intelligibly. The changes we are talking 
about are not affecting the Lafofa as a social category. All people who are 
born Lafofa consider themselves to be members of the group. This ethnic 
identity is reproduced because the Lafofa still marry within their group. 
The political framework, in which the Lafofa are defined as a group with 
its own political leadership, also helps the reproduction of Lafofa identity. 



9. The Changing Patterns of Pastoral 
Production in Somali Society 
Ebbe Poulsen 

For many years anthropologists assumed that pastoralist production, if 
left to itself and without any outside pressure, would inevitably lead to 
ecological balance. Pastoralists were presented as conservationists, much 
like hunters and gatherers. For many authors, scattered, nomadic herding 
groups were more or less an integrated part of nature. After the drought 
of the 1970s, however, a different picture emerged. Signs of massive eco- 
logical break-down were discovered in many of the areas predominantly 
inhabited by pastoralists and, as a result, the positive picture of pastoral 
production in arid and semi-arid zones in Africa began to change. Pastor- 
alism was no longer viewed as an integrated part of nature, but rather as 
an evil, the cause of almost any conceivable natural disaster. Of course, 
individual pastoralists were not blamed. Environmental problems were 
said to be the result of changing patterns of production which in turn 
were the result of external pressure and modern development. While pas- 
toralism had proven to be highly adaptive in the past, it had been in- 
capable of coping with modern development.' 

In this way the dual picture of pastoralist production could be pre- 
served. The positive aspect of pastoralist adaptation unfortunately had be- 
come part of history, while the negative one represented a new, harsher 
reality. The problem of pastoralism and environmental degradation has 
thus been collapsed into issues relating to development and moderniza- 
tion and, in most cases, it is thought that transformation of pastoral socie- 
ties into sedentary agricultural communities is inevitable. Discussions of 
pastoral problems rarely allow for the possibility that pastoralism could 
develop into a sound economic system without seriously threatening the 
environment. History already has proven, it is argued, that such a strategy 
is out of the question. 

Of course, the picture outlined above is sketchy and perhaps overly 
simplistic. Nonetheless, most development projects directed at pastoralists 
have had sedentarization and development of agriculture as their ultimate 

Numerous texts could be mentioned, but the one which is probably best known is 
"Qui se nourrit de la famine en Afrique" written by a number of authors for Cornit6 
d'information Sahel. This text is one of the few which links droughts to the integration 
of the areas concerned into the world market. 
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goal. To my knowledge, very few projects have seriously explored the 
possibility of changing pastoral production to make it viable in economic 
as well as environmental terms. This bias is usually justified by-apart 
from referring to the "lessons of history" outlined above-arguing that cul- 
ture and/or ecology are fixed variables that do not allow such alterna- 
tives.1 I shall leave aside the complexities of ecology, to concentrate in- 
stead on some general social and cultural models which might facilitate an 
understanding of the relationships between pastoral society and its sur- 
roundings. In this article I will explore the ways in which social structure 
influences the exploitation of natural resources and how changes in the 
relationships between people are reflected in changing relationships with 
their surroundings. The illustrative and empirical material presented here 
is drawn from Somali pastoral society. 

Rather than recapitulate the many interpretations of the relationship 
between society and its environment that have been developed in the 
social sciences, I shall begin by outlining my theoretical framework based 
on Marxist evolutionism. In short, I see the relationship between Somali 
pastoral society and its surroundings as being both dualistic and antago- 
nistic. It is this twofold relationship which is the prime mover of all 
changes that occur in this pastoral society at present. I am not suggesting 
there are two separate modes of production, CO-existing side by side. The 
work of Bonte (1973-75) and Rey (1978) (among others) on the notion of a 
pastoralist mode of production interacting with the capitalist mode of pro- 
duction is inspiring, but not fruitful for an examination of Somali pastor- 
alism. I find it more useful to see the Somali case as an expression of a 
single mode of production, i.e., the capitalist mode of production. 

By referring to Somali pastoral society as an example of the capitalist 
mode of production I want to establish the fact that this society is, and has 
been for many years, a part of the world capitalist system. It does not 
mean, however, that I expect Somali society to be, or to become, similar in 
form or detail to, for example, western society. It means that the same, 
fundamental contradictions between the primary producer and the appro- 
priator of surplus which are the driving force in all capitalist societies, are 
also present here. While pastoral production may have a specific form 
since the petty-bourgeoisie is dominant economically as well as politically, 
it is nevertheless aimed at producing surplus. The form of the surplus and 
its appropriation are identical to those we know from other capitalist soci- 
eties: i.e., the social division of the direct producer from the means of 
production which again constitutes the prerequisite for the mode of ex- 

A number of promising interdisciplinary projects (involving geographers, biologists, 
botanists, and social scientists) have recently been initiated in order to reach a more 
holistic view of the problem. One of these is the "Sahel Workshop", a co-operative 
effort between researchers from the Universities of Copenhagen, Roskilde and Aarhus 
on the one hand, and the Danish development agency, DANIDA, on the other. 
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ploitation through the appropriation of surplus labour. But this, of course, 
is an on-going process which may partly be obscured by the fact that at 
the ~noment the production might be dominated by petty-bourgeoisie re- 
lations of production. Nonetheless it is a fundamental process. In the last 
instance, Somali society is governed by rules of capitalist production. 

In the attempt to account for this particular social formation we must 
first explore its specific structures. Distinguishing between an internal and 
an external set of contradictions should reveal more of its dynamics. I am 
not looking for any general "laws" but rather a specific combination of 
elements which affect social development. 

The contradictions can be briefly defined as follows: first, there is an 
external antagonistic relationship between society as a whole-its distinct 
patterns of production and reproduction-and its natural surroundings. 
Though the actual contents of these contradictions have changed radical- 
ly, their form stems to a large extent from the previous mode of pro- 
duction. On its own this contradiction does not account for the present 
mode of production, but it plays an important role in explaining recent 
trends in the history of Somali pastoral society where a class-structure has 
only very recently developed. Therefore, the determinant contradiction of 
traditional pastoral society still exercises great economic as well as politi- 
cal and ideological influence on self-understanding even though it is in- 
creasingly being relegated to a secondary place. In crude terms, this con- 
tradiction constitutes a core element in what could be called the pastoral 
"life-world", in Habermas's (1981) sense of the term. The Somali spend a 
great deal of effort in fulfilling or reproducing this structure and I shall 
return to this later. Second, we have an internal contradiction within 
society itself between various social groups or classes. Although the de- 
velopment of classes within Somali pastoral society is only a recent phe- 
nomenon, the class structure still represents an important contradiction. In 
particular, it influences the relationship between society and nature.1 

The term "production" embraces both internal and external contra- 
dictions. Production, in a broad sense, includes the maintenance of social 
and cultural structures. In this article emphasis will be put on the main- 
tenance of social and cultural structures which influence the exploitation 
of the natural environment. The connection between the two sets of struc- 
tures can essentially be explained as one of communication and combina- 
tion. The meaning of "events" changes if the context is changed. Before I 
show how internal and external contradictions manifest themselves in a 
Somali context, i.e., in an actual social formation, I will briefly describe the 
conditions under which Somali pastoral society operates and how it is 
organized. 

I have discussed the term "contradiction" more fully elsewhere (see Poulsen 1980). 
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Somali nomads live in a harsh but varied environment. Located in the 
Horn of Africa, Somalia covers an area of approximately 638.000 km2. 
Most of its territory is classified as arid or semi-arid. It is divided into 
three distinct geographic zones: 

1. the north and north-west regions, which consist of a hot, coastal plain 
rising inland to a cooler, higher plateau of over 1,000 metres. The cli- 
mate is tropical and annual rainfall varies between 400 and 600 mm. 

2. the central region, which is a barren plateau rising to 500 metres, with 
a hot and arid climate. The annual rainfall is below 200 mm. 

3. the southern region which has low plateaus and plains crossed by the 
two rivers of Juba and Shebelle. The climate is equatorial with an an- 
nual rainfall of 300 to 600 mm. 

Except for the third region, the primary vegetation in Somalia consists of 
Acacia savannah. 

Only 13% of Somalia is suitable for permanent cultivation. Pastoralism 
is considered possible on approximately 55% of the area, and the last 32% 
is classified as non-agricultural land. The actual area cultivated today is 
roughly 1% or 800,000 ha of the total. Ecologically, Somalia can be divided 
into five different regions-the coastal plains, the Hawd (discussed below), 
the eastern highland, the central plains, and the interriverine area-each of 
which has its own ecological characteristics. The coastal plains are char- 
acterized by the presence of comparatively reliable all-year water re- 
sources. Although in most places the water is saline and can cause severe 
health problems (for animals as well as humans), it is widely used 
especially during the dry season when shallow wells are dug. In this area, 
too, a great number of more permanent wells are found, many of which 
are considered "home-wells" for different clans and sub-clans. The vege- 
tation consists of-apart from Acacia-a great variety of grasses. 

Hawd is the Somali term for most of the central highland, stretching 
roughly from the border of present-day Somalia into the Ethiopian pro- 
vince of Ogaden. The Hawd is characterized by relatively dense vegeta- 
tion, comprised of bush, as well as rather thick grasses. Although the 
Hawd is a high plateau, several low depressions are found where moisture 
is preserved long into the dry periods, thus making possible a rather rich 
vegetation for much of the year. The most significant constraint on the 
productive potentiality of the area is the lack of sufficient surface water 
during the dry seasons. 

The central plains consist of a row of terrace-like plains gently rising 
between the coastal plains and the Hawd. Here rainfall is generally less 
than on the coast and on the Hawd. Vegetation is more scattered and more 
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dominated by thorny bushes and scrub. Acacias-especially Acacia busei 
but also Acacia nilotica and Acacia senegalis-dominate major parts of the 
landscape. Surface water and sub-surface water is scarce except during 
the rains where water will collect in natural depressions. Where perma- 
nent wells have been established they usually have given rise to some sort 
of permanent or semi-permanent settlement. 

The eastern mountain highland is characterized by steep mountains. 
The comparatively high, scattered rainfall nourishes dense forest 
vegetation with Gummi arabicum dominant. Myrrh and incense are col- 
lected from the forests. Due to the rocky surface, the vegetation has only 
limited significance in connection to pastoral production, and its major 
economic significance stems from the collection of incense and myrrh. 

The riverine area between the only two permanent water-ways in 
Somalia-the Juba and the Shebelle-is an ecosystem radically different 
from the other four. Here the soil has a high clay content. Beside the 
rivers, old, dried riverbeds form a rather unique ecosystem with gallery 
forest and swamps. Due to easy access to permanent water, most of these 
areas have permanent habitations, primarily of farmers and agro-pastor- 
alists. It is in this area, too, that the majority of Europeans, who came to 
Somalia during the 1920s and 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  have settled, and today it is the only 
major agricultural area of the republic. 

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL STRUCTURE 

Somali society has traditionally been a kin-based society with patrilineal 
descent as the main organizing principle. As I will demonstrate later, 
vertical organizations played and continue to play a great role in society. 
The main production unit-the raar-was, however, usually constituted by 
several interrelated families on a horizontal basis, i.e., the household 
heads were related through the male line. 

The raar is the Somali word for an extended homestead or hamlet, often 
consisting of three nuclear families living closely together. Often several 
brothers would be found living within the same rliar and the distance 
between the members of one raar, expressed in kinship terms, would 
rarely exceed two to four generations. This principle seems to have been 
somewhat weakened during the last few decades, and personal preference 
seems to play an increasing role in decisions about which raar to follow. 

The raar has a rather loose organizational structure where the involved 
families may easily break up. Most often this happens between April and 
June when the long rains make pasture abundant. Formerly, one of the 
reasons for establishing a raar was to gain mutual assistance and security. 
Within the women's domain, which is restricted to the raar and its im- 
mediate surroundings, mutual aid and assistance is particularly evident. 
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No actual division of labour was observed among the women of the same 
age. Within the men's domain mutual co-operation seems also to have 
operated. Often the animals were herded in mixed flocks and camels were 
collected in one or two big herds and then herded by all young men of the 
raar. 

When interacting with other raars or local authorities the raar tends to 
act as a homogeneous block when the families share an interest in the 
matter being disputed. All matters of common interest to those of the raar 
are discussed informally by all members and a consensus decision is taken 
by the adult men. The raar has an officially recognized leader or represent- 
ative, called nabadoon. Though he is often referred to in the literature as 
the leader or the head-man of the raar, his position today tends to be that 
of a negotiator with and official representative to institutions outside the 
raar itself. When the nabadoon is selected, everybody will discuss the 
matter freely and then leave it to the male household heads to make the 
formal decision. Most often the appointment of a nabadoon is accom- 
plished without any competition at all. A nabadoon should be an elderly 
male head of a household with a large network of kinship ties, personal 
friendships etc. who might help the raar in negotiations with outsiders. He 
should, moreover, be known for his negotiating and speaking abilities. 
The nabadoon tends to be selected from among the bigger households in 
the raar. Other things being equal, a man in that position would have 
better connections outside the raar. Personal wealth does not seem to play 
any role in appointing a person as nabadoon, and none of the nabadoons 
recorded by me seemed to be more wealthy than the average person. It 
must be noted that the position of nabadoon cannot be passed either from 
father to son, brother to brother, or within the close kin-group. It should 
also be stressed that the authority of the nabadoon is purely secular. It is 
never sanctioned either through religion or magic. 

The largest political and social units in Somalia are the lineages or sub- 
clans. These organizational groupings were, as a rule, traced patrilineally 
but there were no strict rules as to when a certain kin-group could term 
itself a distinct lineage or sub-clan. How descent was determined seems to 
have related to political considerations. The distance to the founding 
father, though, varied from 5 to 15 generations. In contrast to the raar, the 
lineage or sub-clan was not a corporate group for mutual assistance in 
everyday tasks. Rather, it was a political grouping which could be sum- 
moned in instances of serious dispute, for instance over rights to 
waterholes, pasture, and land. Additionally, in contrast to the raar, the 
lineage was a non-localized group with members spreading out through 
different areas. 

Some lineages or sub-clans may have grouped together on the same 
land and near the same waterspots, though the picture is unclear. On the 
one hand, it seems that the concept of "home-wells"-i.e., permanent wells 
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dug or bought by a lineage or sub-clan-is well-defined and is gaining 
increasing importance in connection with bore-holes and other modern 
well constructions which supply water throughout the year. The land 
surrounding these permanent water sources tends to become more and 
more privatized either by a single dominant family or by a lineage or sub- 
clan. On the other hand, home-wells in many areas become separated 
from the communal family holdings and tend to become a privatized 
economic asset from which the owner will claim a fixed fee from all users, 
whether or not they are kinfolk. 

Hostilities and open warfare between different lineages and sub-clans 
seem to have been endemic throughout history. As the lineage or sub-clan 
presumably was the largest working political unit it was called upon in a 
number of instances. A personal dispute between members of different 
lineages or sub-clans would easily lead to inter-lineage fighting. This pos- 
sibility seems even more plausible if one keeps in mind that there were no 
recognized institutions of negotiation apart from the nabadoon. On the 
other hand, a vast personal network between members of different line- 
ages took some of the tension out of a threatening conflict. 

Traditionally, the Somali were divided into six different clan-families 
two of which were largely comprised of agriculturalists settled in the 
southern part of Somalia. The other four were basically pastoralists. The 
clan-families were the largest organizational and political units known 
before the establishment of the Somalia Democratic Republic in 1961. In 
contrast to the sub-clans and the lineages, the clan-family has never func- 
tioned as a political body. This was mainly due to the size of the unit: 
certain clan-families are reported to have had more than one million mem- 
bers. The clan-families were all comprised of a number of different inde- 
pendent sub-clans and lineages, and they rarely had a permanent leader 
or Sultan. In contrast to the sub-clans and the lineages, the clan-families 
tended to be more localized, and territorial disputes over pastures and 
water were probably the main reasons for conflict between clan-families. 
These conflicts, though, were never solved through full-scale military 
action taken by the clan-families. Rather, local lineages would act on 
behalf of the whole clan-family. 

The Horizontal Strtrcture 

Throughout history, Somali society has been divided into a number of 
different groups which at all levels acted more or less independently. To 
bind these different lines together into a single functional society, several 
institutions were needed. Marriage was probably the most important. The 
largest exogamous unit in Somali pastoral society was the clan. Although 
the rule of exogamy was not always strictly followed, the tendency to 
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marry outside of one's own clan was and still is very prevalent. Bride- 
wealth was paid by the husband and his family to the bride's family, but a 
smaller payment was also paid by the bride's family to the bride. In 
theory, bridewealth was also paid by the husband and his family directly 
to the bride as a kind of personal security in case of divorce. Earlier, 
bridewealth payments were mostly in the form of camels and cattle, but 
today money plays a more and more significant role. Given its non-phys- 
ical character, money being saved by the young man for bridewealth can 
be invested and manipulated by him more freely and relatively independ- 
ent of his family. 

The payment of bridewealth symbolizes a commitment not only to- 
wards the bride and her close relatives but as well to all of her clan. Thus, 
a strong horizontal tie between entire lineages or clans is made through 
marriage. These ties often survive divorce, since the strong relationships 
developed between the clans are inherited by the off-spring of the 
marriage. A man will thus have very close relations towards his own clan 
or lineage, the clan or lineage of his mother, and the clan or lineage of his 
wife or wives. As a "wife-giver" he can even establish close relations to 
the lineages or clans of the wives of his sons. 

Another way of establishing relations outside the kinship system is by 
joining various contractual associations. Although the segmentary kinship 
system always has been-and to a very large extent still is-the corner-stone 
of Somali social organization, the use of social contracts has always been 
widespread. Contrary to the kinship system which uses relatively fixed 
and non-changeable positions, the system of contractual associations was 
built upon a free agreement between individual families. While kinship 
worked vertically, binding certain groups together through lines of affilia- 
tion but dividing society at the same time into a number of non-related 
and possibly hostile groups, horizontal ties worked in the opposite direc- 
tion by uniting otherwise separate groups. 

As previously stated, the most important institution for this purpose 
was marriage. The contractual association was thus supplementary. An 
association was normally formed between members from a wide range of 
kin-groups although rarely crossing the lines of clan-families. Member- 
ship of one association did not exclude membership in any other associa- 
tion. The formal contract binding the association was often written down, 
explaining in detail each family's responsibilities and obligations. During 
the colonial period many of the contracts were kept in the office of the 
local District Officer and they were recognized as legally-binding docu- 
ments. The options of the contracts varied but many were concerned with 
the payment of insult compensation (locally, the Arab term dyah is used, 
and the associations are often referred to in the literature as "dyah-paying 
associations"). As such payments often amounted to several hundred 
camels, the contractual associations administered and dispersed a con- 
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siderable amount of wealth. The contracts usually stated that each and 
every member should pay or receive an equal amount. 

Religion provides the third major horizontal bond between individual 
kin-groups. All Somali belong to the Sunni branch of Islam. Local re- 
ligious cults are prevalent. Most local leaders-usually referred to in the 
literature as "Sheikhsn-had, and have, very charismatic personalities. 
Normally they relied on their own charisma to create their position. The 
position of the sheikh is in principle a personal one, and there is no evi- 
dence of this position having been used in Somalia in order to create a 
permanent stratification. Sometimes one of a sheikh's close kin may try to 
take over his position after his death, but sanctioned inheritance of the 
position has never been the case. 

A few reputed sheikhs have been able to attract followers on a large 
scale, accumulating considerable power which has even lasted long after 
the death of the sheikh. Normally, though, it seems that most sheikhs 
exercised only limited influence on their followers outside religious mat- 
ters. It should also be noted that although the sheikhs provided religious 
service, including treatment of illness, none of these services was actually 
prescribed either in the Quaran itself or in any local interpretation of it. 
Most Somalis lived without having any connection with the sheikhs. On 
the other hand, there is no doubt that in many respects the sheikhs served 
as a link between kin-groups. To be a sheikh meant to be without kin and 
thus members of different clans and clan-families could choose to follow 
the same sheikh and participate in the same religious ceremonies without 
any hostility. 

Returning to the introductory remarks of this article, I now wish to ex- 
plore how the organizational structure described above can be interpreted 
in terms of a general model. In many respects the organization of Somali 
society can be seen as one which serves only the purpose of maintaining 
pastoral production at an optimal level. The kinship system, for instance, 
places the individual in the context of pastoralism, specifying his or her 
position as a member of a certain kin-group. At the same time, the kinship 
system ascribes a particular hierarchy among young people and older 
ones, either in terms of actual age or their distance to the founding father 
of the lineage, clan or clan-family. 

Through its well-defined bonds of rights and obligations, the kinship 
system secures the individual a basic right to the most important means of 
production, being access to pastures, water, and animals. This is not just a 
one-time phenomenon. The sharing of animals-from the individual's 
point of view the only means of production which can actually be lost-is 
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considered a virtue. The constant circulation and redistribution of animals 
as part of the formal kinship system, whether through marriage, inherit- 
ance, or blood-wealth transactions, can be seen as an adaptive element in 
a system operating under harsh and unpredictable environmental condi- 
tions in that it spreads the risk to production from ecological fluctuations. 
But it can be interpreted in other ways too. One vital factor in the 
organizational set-up is that it revolves around family-relations. Take for 
instance the dyah-paying group. It binds individual families together by 
mutual interest, but in doing so it accepts, in fact legitimates, the family- 
based form of production, thus preventing the development of other 
forms. 

The development potential of Somali pastoral society is largely 
determined by the world capitalist market. The volume of export may 
seem small, but it is nevertheless of utmost importance. The link to the 
external market determines the whole structure of the production system. 
Statistics on the export of livestock and hides from southern Somalian 
ports between 1908 and 1914 indicate the volume of pastoral products 
already destined for external markets at the beginning of the twentieth 
century (see Table 1). The total value of exported livestock and hides is 
rather high, around 800,000 liras a year (the source on which the table is 
based is Italian; see Casanelli 1982:57). Today, the total value of livestock 
products is by far the most important export item for all of Somalia. It 
must be remembered that the figures for the earlier years only reflect a 
minor part of the total, as most of the exchange was with local farmers 
and craftsmen who used the animals for their own consumption. 

Table 1. Export of Livestock and Hides from the Southern Somali Ports of 
Muqdishu, Merka and Baraawe in the Years 1908-14 (All values are in lira). 

Live Animals 

Cattle Sheep and Coats Camels 
Number Value Number Value Number Value 
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Animal Hides 

Cow Hides Sheep and Goats Camel Hides 
Weight Value Number Value Weight Value 

(x100 kg) (x100 kg-) 

Even though the amount of produce sent to market is relatively small, the 
commodities involved are essential for the reproduction of pastoral socie- 
ty. The linkage with the market means that pastoral production is geared- 
at least in part-to the needs and requirements of the market. Also, it 
means pastoral wealth can be transformed into more durable forms of 
wealth. Both of these possibilities opened up quite early and both had 
considerable influence on the way in which the natural environment is 
exploited. Demands of the market led to a more individualized control of 
commodities, primarily vested in the hands of the family head. The form 
of ownership evolved from a complex form where numerous individuals 
and families, through dyah contracts, mutual kin-based obligations etc., 
had various rights in the herd, to a de facto private ownership, where the 
head of the individual family has ultimate right to buy, sell, and-crucial- 
ly-decide the use of the income. Since the head of the family in fact 
controls family labour, including in many cases the labour of younger 
brothers, cousins etc., the former family community has become a family 
enterprise controlled and "owned" by one single individual who to a very 
large extent is capable not only of exploiting the rest of the family for a 
period of time but also to obstruct the establishment of new, independent 
family units, thereby creating a dependent group of labourers. This indi- 
cates that pastoral production, not only today but for the last century or 
more, should be described as a petty-bourgeois form of production.1 In 
general terms, this form of production is characterized by an individual- 
ized production process where the actual producer or producer-unit has 
access to and control over the means of production. While this is also the 
case for the "classical" form of capitalist production, the two forms of 
production differ with respect to the exploitation of labour and the 
capitalization of the means of production. 

It must be stressed that I see the petty bourgeoisie form of production as one of several 
forms of capitalist production. The petty bourgeoisie is a distinct form of the bour- 
geoisie, not some mixture of proletariat and "genuine" capitalist classes. 
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The ecological conditions of pastoral production favour differences in pro- 
duction from one unit to another. But to some extent such a tendency is 
counteracted by social conditions, by the redistributive mechanisms dis- 
cussed above. On the other hand, the linkage with the market and the 
development of the petty-bourgeois form of production have radically 
transformed the contents of these redistributive mechanisms, thus giving 
way to direct exploitation. The social organization of "traditional" produc- 
tion already gave some room for exploitation. Since animals were 
redistributed to less fortunate relatives and friends, the individual pro- 
ducer never gained full control over his stock. He could not himself 
determine the exact composition of his herd, a fact which could then result 
in a herd barely able to satisfy the consumption needs of his family. Often, 
the family ended up with a rather large herd of camels, many of which 
were young males, even though their immediate needs would have been 
better fulfilled by a herd of mixed stock capable of providing milk and 
meat for most of the year. 

There are two issues at stake: on the one hand, the "giver" of the 
animals often gives from his own "surplus", i.e., the animals which he 
does not need. On the other hand, he is likely to see his "loan" as an in- 
vestment from which he can claim interest within a few years-in the form 
of more mature animals and normally one-half of the increase of the herd. 
I do not altogether abandon an altruistic motive, but with his "loan" the 
lender manages to increase his herd-that is, the part which is set aside for 
the market-without using wage-labour, and without using his own time 
and energy to manage the production process. In doing so he obscures the 
fact that he is himself a true commodity producer, producing primarily for 
the market, under the disguise of "customary obligations". Last, but not 
least, he manages to keep a vital part of the labour force within pastoral 
production. The capitalization of the means of production must be seen in 
the light of this context. By lending the part of the herd which is intended 
for the market and separating it from the part directly under his daily 
control, the producer obscures the fact that he is in fact producing for the 
market and that his herd in itself embodies capital. By skill and luck he 
might even be able to leave the herd to take up residence in town. He 
would thus be closer to the market which would thereby have greater and 
greater influence on his production strategies. 

The phenomenon of the absentee-landlord is well described in the 
anthropological literature. Absentee-pastoralism is an equally palpable 
fact. Absentee-landlordism usually creates antagonistic relations, often 
leading to open hostilities, between the poor, landless peasant on the one 
hand and the landlord on the other. But in the case of absentee-pastor- 
alism the contradiction between ownership and work is much less visible. 
One of the reasons is that the absentee-pastoralist keeps up direct relations 
with the pastoral sector in the form of trading relationships. Often the 
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absentee-pastoralist supplies grain and other food staples to the people 
who borrow his animals. He is forced to keep up these relations, repre- 
sented as "traditional" gifts between relatives, as they are the ones which 
secure labour for him. Ideologically, however, these transactions are inter- 
preted differently, as cultural exchanges aimed to secure Somali pastoral 
society and its system of mutual support. 

To sum up, there is a clear economic contradiction between the wealthy 
pastoral producer whose production is mainly geared towards the market, 
and the poor producer who only partially controls his herd. And this 
contradiction takes the form of a "traditional relationship" between kins- 
men. As a result, any reaction against the dominant group takes either one 
of two forms: the poor individual may complain about the personal 
neglect of "traditional" obligations, or he may pull out of pastoral produc- 
tion altogether. 

THE EXPLOITATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

It should now be evident that pastoral production has changed considera- 
bly and that it does not correspond, at least any longer, to the purely posi- 
tive view described in the beginning. In general, capitalist exploitation of 
the natural environment is only constrained by the technical capacities of 
the means of production and the demands of the market. In each specific 
instance, however, production is constrained by complex historical condi- 
tions. In the following section I shall take a brief look at these conditions. 

The technical conditions of Somali pastoral production are largely 
equal to the "natural" conditions of the ecosystem and the animals.1 Im- 
provements in the form of bore-holes, improved ranching methods, range 
improvement, veterinary services, and cross-breeding are virtually non- 
existent. And, generally, the producers are unable to influence market 
demands and prices. As the production period in most cases is long 
(between 4 to 10 years in the case of cattle and camels) and communica- 
tion is often insufficient, reactions towards market fluctuations tend to be 
delayed and ineffective. At the moment the market of major interest for 
pastoralists is the one for beef and camel's meat. For the individual pro- 
ducer this market is just as insatiable as his own needs, but contrary to the 
latter, the market is seen to be unpredi~table.~ This implies that the 
producers are to a great extent working "blindfolded" and often see their 

The term "natural" is somewhat misleading in this context. The natural environment, 
of course, is a result of complex historical processes and is not unchangcable. 
The main market for the pastoral producer is rarely the end market itself. The pro- 
ducer most often sells his animals to up-country or coastal traders on one of the so- 
called range-markets. A survey conducted in 1983 revealed a 75 percent price differ- 
ence between the range-market and the export market. 
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work reduced to almost nothing when encountering the reality of the 
market. Due to the inscrutability of market demands and the unpredicta- 
bility of the natural environment, success in production becomes very 
much dependent on chance. 

Apart from being a source of uncertainty for the pastoral producer, the 
market determines which animals are raised and, therefore, the composi- 
tion of herds. The prior practice of weaning young animals in order to 
save milk for human consumption has been for the most part abolished. A 
number of other practices which at one time secured a herd of predomi- 
nantly female animals able to reproduce and provide a stable milk supply, 
have also been abolished. The change to meat production means that 
herds tend to be larger and primarily male. At the same time, the propor- 
tion of growing animals with a high consumption rate has increased 
drastically, thus putting an extra strain on the exploitation of the natural 
environment. Meat production seems, furthermore, to result in a new 
division of labour, because small stock are separated from cattle which 
again are separated from camels. 

These factors of production influence the division of labour by sex. 
Nowadays, herding in all its aspects is normally considered a job for men 
and young boys, but traditionally the processing and sale of milk were the 
productive jobs of women and girls.1 As the importance of milk in the 
economy is reduced (its commercial value being substituted with that of 
meat and its nutritional role with that of imported carbohydrates and 
sugar), women and girls increasingly find themselves excluded from the 
production sphere. Women and girls are transformed from active pro- 
ducers to domestic servants and demanding consumers. Females become 
increasingly dependent on male relatives if they choose to remain within 
the pastoral sector. 

This new division of labour in turn has important implications for the 
formation of classes. As we have seen, unfortunate families who for some 
reason have lost most of their animals are temporarily dependent on more 
lucky associates. While formerly animals were lent to inseparable families, 
nowadays meat-producing animals are increasingly lent to young men 
alone, thus leaving the females and the aged in the household with a small 
herd of small stock, or pushing them out of pastoral production 
altogether. 

The result is that quite a large number of young men are trapped in 
corrumercial production. As their living is based on borrowed animals they 
must spend at least ten years to build their own mixed herd to form the 
ideal family unit of production. It seems that for many this is quite an 

Sheep and goats kept in the vicinity of the homestead as domestic stock can be herded 
by girls and married women. Big, commercial flocks of sheep and goats, however, are 
rarely herded by females. 
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unrealistic prospect. As a result, they are forced to become dependent, 
low-paid workers for the richer families. What traditionally was seen as a 
"loan", then, is now an effective way of creating a class of workers de- 
pendent on a "traditional" system. Yet they have no role in this system 
since they do not command their own production unit. 

These changes mean that the exploitation of the environment becomes 
more and more "effective". The division of the herds also results in a more 
selective use of natural resources. Camels, for instance, are browsers who 
barely touch grasses, while cattle are the opposite. As cattle and camels 
are separated, the complementary relationship between them is de- 
stroyed, resulting in overexploitation of certain areas and certain vegeta- 
tion types while other areas and other vegetation types are underutilized. 
Clearly, this will have an impact on the long-term regeneration of the 
areas-an impact which, unfortunately, has not yet been analysed in detail. 





10. Drought and Change Amongst 
Northern Kenya Nomadic 
Pastoralists: The Case of the Rendille 
and Gabra 
Michael F.  OrLeary 

The main topic of this essay is how the responses of the Rendille and 
Gabra to drought have changed over the years as their human popula- 
tions increased and as their economies became more integrated into the 
wider political economy. The progression of these responses are traced 
through three time periods, namely, 1918-1939,1940-1963 and 1963-1980. 
This division of time reflects varying degrees of contact with the wider 
polity and economy. The first period brought the Gabra and Rendille into 
contact with colonial government for the first time; the nature of this con- 
tact intensified during and after the Second World War; and Independ- 
ence (1963) brought yet a new experience of the outside world. The day is 
long gone in Africa when one can speak of isolated tribal economies; 
hence any comprehensive analysis must integrate the impact of the wider 
economy and polity on these economies. In their studies of East African 
pastoralists, Dahl and Hjort were the first to analyze comprehensively the 
impact of the wider polity and market on social and economic processes 
within pastoral economies (Dahl 1979; Hjort 1979). An ecological ap- 
proach to the study of East African pastoralism has had a much longer 
history, and can be traced back to Evans-Pritchard's work on the Nuer 
(Evans-Pritchard 1940). The ecosystem of the Rendille, and to a lesser 
extent that of the Gabra, has been studied by the Integrated Project in Arid 
Lands (IPAL) which was one of UNESCO's Man and the Biosphere (MAB) 
programmes. 

The Rendille and Gabra inhabit rangelands in Marsabit District in 
Northern Kenya and are primarily nomadic pastoralists, who keep 
camels, sheep, goats, cattle, and donkeys. Spencer has highlighted certain 
aspects of the response of pastoralists to human population growth and 
poverty (Spencer 1973).' He demonstrates the inter-dependency which 

This article is an updated version of a previous article entitled "Changing Responses to 
Drought in Northern Kenya: The Rendille and Gabra" which has appeared in Property, 
Poverty and People: Changing Rights i n  Properly and Problems of Pastoral Development 



exists between the camel pastoralism of the Rendille and the cattle 
pastoralism of the Samburu. He argues that camel herds grow at a slower 
rate than cattle herds; and hence cattle pastoralism has a greater capacity 
to absorb human population growth. A major problem facing the Rendille 
is that any increase in their human population is unlikely to be matched 
by a corresponding increase in their stock. An immediate solution is for 
any surplus population that cannot be contained within the camel econo- 
my to migrate to the Samburu cattle economy where it can be absorbed 
(ibid.). 

Spencer's analysis makes a contribution to an understanding of inter- 
tribal social and economic relationships, and highlights the dubiousness 
of regarding tribal groups and boundaries as neat entities. However, he 
does not adequately quantify the size of this "intermittent trickle of refu- 
gees from the Rendille economy into the more tolerant Samburu econo- 
my" and its overall impact on the growth of the Rendille population (ibid.: 
191). Further, he fails to put it within a time frame, and does not indicate 
how the flow of this trickle may be affected as the Samburu ecosystem 
itself comes under pressure from drought conditions and population 
growth. Characterizing pastoral economies as camel- or cattle-based leads 
to the danger of underestimating the role small stock play in these econo- 
mies. Spencer is aware that "the advantages of large stock over small 
stock are exaggerated by the two tribes", yet he does not greatly integrate 
small stock into his analysis. Furthermore, although Spencer observes that 
money was required to buy supplementary food during dry seasons 
(ibid.: 188), he does not incorporate in a substantial way the impact of the 
livestock and grain markets on the pastoral economies of the Rendille and 
Samburu. This is not a criticism but rather a statement about the focus of 
his interests with respect to demographic and economic processes in 
Northern Kenya. It should be noted that he has dealt comprehensively 
with aspects of the impact of colonial administrative action on Rendille 
and Samburu politics and herding strategies. 

edited by P.T.W. Baxter and Richard Hogg. I wish to acknowledge written comments 
on this article kindly made by Paul Spencer. I hope he will regard my interests as an 
economic anthropologist as complementary and not contradictory to his. Others such 
as Schlee, Grum, and Sobania have pursued more closely the nature of inter-tribal rela- 
tions between pastoral groups in Marsabit District. Schlee's book (1989) takes this topic 
as a central theme. 
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THE FREQUENCY AND MANAGEMENT OF DROUGHTS: PERSPECTIVES OF THE 
RENDILLE, THE GABRA, AND THE ADMINISTRATION 

The collective memory of the nomadic pastoralists is distilled in their 
event calendars. There is no one calendar since details of the past vary 
depending on which group within the tribe one is interviewing. Marsabit 
District Annual Reports (MDARs) provide climatic data and official 
accounts of droughts going back as far as 1918. These are important 
sources for climatologists (cf. Bake 1983) and historians (cf. Sobania 1979). 

A selection from Gabra and Rendille lists of droughts and events asso- 
ciated with these droughts are provided in Appendices A and B. These 
have been compiled from their event calendars. Both tribes base their 
annual calendar on the lunar cycle which consists, on average, of 29.5306 
days (i.e. the length of a synodical month from new moon to new moon; 
cf. Allen 1964). Years are counted in cycles of seven and are named after 
the days of the week. 

The event calendars have common features. They describe where ani- 
mals were brought for forage and water. The Rendille tended to move 
either southwards to the Samburu with whom they have affinal and kin 
ties, or northwards towards Gabra country. The Gabra themselves tended 
to move northwards into Southern Ethiopia or westwards towards Lake 
Turkana. During the earlier droughts, food security was based on animal 
products-blood, camel milk, and meat. The reliance on imported cereals 
to supplement the diet came into play initially in the 1930s. Famine relief 
only became a dominant feature of survival during droughts from the 
1970s onwards; at the same time, the Rendille began to settle in large 
numbers. 

The rainfall pattern in the district is a function of altitude, the moun- 
tains receiving much more rain than the lower plains (cf. Bake: op.cit.). 
While the upper slopes of the mountains receive on average more than 
800 mm annually, the average annual rainfall of the lower plains varies 
between 167 mm (North Horr) and 249 mm (Korr) (ibid.). Marsabit is the 
only long-term monitoring station in the district. There is a close corre- 
spondence-with few exceptions-between the dating of droughts based on 
climatic data, official reports, and the local event calendars (see Appendi- 
ces A and B). The one exception is the 1980-1981 drought recorded in both 
event calendars: that year North Horr was one of the few places in the 
plains known to have received some rain. The inconsistencies between the 
Gabra and Rendille lists of droughts are relatively few and can be 
explained in terms of the localized nature of the rain distribution particu- 
larly in years of low rainfall. 

Pastoral household heads engage in two distinct survival strategies in 
drought conditions: the first to obtain sufficient food for all members of 
the household, particularly the young, and the second to sustain the 
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household livestock. Where the direct reliance on livestock products is 
high, the two strategies are inter-related. Most of the milking camels must 
be herded close to the main camps where the majority of people reside, 
and a sufficient number of animals must also be at hand for bleeding and 
slaughter. To reduce pressure on local ranges, large pastoral camps split. 
In situations where the reliance on livestock is less direct there is less need 
to have large numbers of livestock close to the main camps, making larger 
settlements possible. 

In arid areas during droughts cattle are the most vulnerable species, 
camels the least vulnerable, and small stock in an intermediate position. 
Cattle need to be watered every two or three days during drought and 
thus must be confined to pastures within 15 km of permanent water. 
These circular but limited niches eventually become depleted, particularly 
if the drought lasts for a long period. Since camels can do without water 
for up to eighteen days, they have access to much larger areas of the 
range. Small stock need to be watered every five or six days and can use 
pastures within 30 km of permanent water. Goats-which are browsers- 
forage on a wider range of vegetation than do other animals; however, fat- 
tailed s'heep adjust to reduced food intake by utilizing their fat deposits. 
Within any one species the very young and very old are most vulnerable. 
Gabra and Rendille slaughter young kids and lambs to enable their 
mothers to utilize scarce food resources for their own maintenance. Low 
food intake and malnutrition weaken resistance to disease. The task of 
matching animal species to appropriate water and range regimes is facili- 
tated by dividing herds into camel, cattle, and small stock grazing units. 
These specialized herding units may be further divided into home-based 
and satellite grazing units. The units which operate from the main camp 
tend to contain most of the camp's milking animals. In drought conditions 
cows, does, and ewes have little milk, hence there is less need to hold 
them at the main camp unless necessitated by labour constraints. 

In the early colonial period Marsabit administrators were surprised at 
the ability of pastoralists to survive during drought, even when they lost 
large numbers of livestock. The authorities sought to minimize direct food 
assistance to pastoralists by establishing livestock and cereal markets, 
with the view that a portion of the cash obtained from the sale of animals 
would be used to purchase sufficient grain during droughts. The policy 
was not an unqualified success as will be shown below. The establishment 
of agriculture on Mt. Marsabit in the 1920s reduced cereal imports into the 
district and efforts were made to store grain surpluses from good years for 
use during drought years. On the whole, the mountain agriculturalists 
proved to be more vulnerable to drought than the pastoralists, and from 
the 1940s onwards the colonial administration was compelled to provide 
the former with small quantities of famine relief. What the pastoral groups 
required most was an easing of the rigid grazing regulations which con- 
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fined them within tribal boundaries. On occasions, administrative conces- 
sions were sensibly and flexibly made in this respect. The men of poor 
households followed different strategies during drought: they sought off- 
range employment particularly from the 1940s onwards. 

After Independence (1963), the Christian missionaries began to 
establish additional centres other than Marsabit Town, at such places as 
Laisamis and Loglogo in Rendille country, and Maikona and Northern 
Horr amongst the Gabra. These humanitarian-motivated men and women 
became important figures in the lives of the nomadic communities; by the 
1970s they had become the main builders and managers of the education 
and health systems. When drought occurred in the 1970s they had the 
resources to obtain and distribute large quantities of food and other assist- 
ance. The Kenyan government was by then responsive to calls for help 
from local administrators and MPS. Numerous pastoral households no 
longer owned viable herds as a result of large livestock losses and sub- 
sequently were forced out of nomadic pastoralism. New drought response 
mechanisms were increasingly in use: numerous households particularly 
amongst the Rendille began to settle at trading centres to avail themselves 
of food hand-outs, schools, and health services. Men from poor house- 
holds increasingly sought cash employment at these centres. 

DROUGHT, NOMADS AND ADMINISTRATION 1918-1939 

At the beginning of this period, reliance on livestock was more or less 
direct and complete, meaning that the majority of milking camels were at 
hand. This posed few problems for the Gabra whose pastoral camps were 
small and mobile; however, the Rendille who normally occupied large 
camps had to split them in order to minimize large local concentrations of 
camel herds. It was reported in 1919 that due to drought conditions and 
poor grazing, Rendille divided some of their camps into four sections 
(MDAR 1919-1920). In general, livestock and camps were more widely 
scattered over the range during droughts (MDAR 1918-1919). 

During the 1918 drought, Rendille were scattered as far north as 
Laradabart (North of Loyangalani) and as far south as Kom; the Gabra 
camps were located between Marsabit, Hurri Hills, Magado (Southern 
Ethiopia) and Torbi (MDAR 1918-1919). In the following year the Rendille 
were located between Shegoli (north), Koiya (east), Merille (south), and 
South Horr (west); the Gabra ranged between Furole (north), Koronder 
(east), Garguma (south), and South Horr (west) (MDAR 1919-1920). Dur- 
ing the 1933 drought the Gabra went as far south as Koiya. The Rendille, 
who wanted to extend grazing rights as far south as Kinya, failed to 
obtain official approval (MDAR 1933). One of the Rendille camps moved 
as far north as Derati. 
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Figure 1. Rangelands of the Rendille and Gabra 
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In 1938 the administration established a boundary line-known as the 
Stigand line-between the Gabra and Rendille tribes (see Fig. 1). The aim 
was to establish a buffer zone between the two tribes in order to minimize 
conflict. However, the Rendille perceived the measure as a great restric- 
tion to their northward and southward movements during droughts. This 
became a source of friction between them and the authorities. When it 
became clear in March 1938 that the long rains would fail, many of the 
Rendille began moving livestock northwards towards the eastern side of 
Lake Turkana an area used as reserve pasture. In April they moved 
further north to El Bes and Karsa, locations which were north of the 
Stigand line and hence forbidden to them. The authorities returned them 
south of Moiti. The southern Rendille moved into Samburu country at 
Kinya and Kauru, but were subsequently removed northwards to their 
own territory. The restrictions the authorities placed on Rendille move- 
ment in the south resulted in high losses of cattle. Out-of-season, localized 
rain fell between Koronle and Hogichu on the slopes of Marsabit in 
August, attracting Rendille (as well as Boran) livestock to the area. By 
November most of the Rendille stock had moved on and were either on 
the higher slopes of Marsabit (which received 81.8 mm rainfall in Novem- 
ber), or at Balesa Kulal which also received some rain. When it rained in 
December in the Hedad and Mount Kulal areas the Rendille moved their 
animals there. 

In May 1938 many of the Gabra were attracted to Lag Ballal-a seasonal 
river-which was in flood. This temporary respite from the drought ended 
in July when there was a mass movement westwards and north-west- 
wards from Lag Ballal to El Sardu, Alia Bay, Koobi Fora, and Derati (all of 
which even today are regarded as natural drought reserves).l These areas 
were normally out of bounds because they formed part of the buffer zone 
the authorities had established between the Gabra and Dassanetch. How- 
ever, in this instance concessions were granted to the Gabra. These areas 
were depleted by September, resulting in a mass movement into Southern 
Ethiopia; only a few Sabra remained at Derati on the Kenyan side. Rain 
which fell on the Hurri Hills attracted large numbers of livestock there in 
December. 

These descriptions of livestock movement highlight the opportunistic 
nature of pastoralism. Drought conditions in the early part of 1938 in- 
duced the Rendille to move towards (or beyond) the outer limits of their 
territory to areas used by them only during droughts. The authorities' 
decision to turn back the Rendille from areas occupied by the Samburu 
led to great losses of cattle owned by southern Rendille. The movement of 
the Gabra towards their drought refuge was delayed by the ephemeral 

Koobi Fora is the now-famous site of the Leakey archaeological finds. 
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but fortuitous flooding of Lag Ballal. Localized rain and improved vegeta- 
tion cover in the latter part of the year were quickly used. 

In the early colonial period, trade in livestock and imported goods-in- 
cluding maize, maize meal, tea, and sugar-was officially encouraged. It 
had the effect of slowly turning pastoralism from direct reliance to in- 
direct dependency on animal products. Tea doused with large quantities 
of sugar replaced milk as a drink for adults (Mintz 1986); when milk is 
scarce it is reserved primarily for children. As early as 1923 Gabra and 
Rendille pastoralists sold animals down-country (MDAR 1923), and in 
1929 it is said that southern Rendille traded with Meru agriculturalists to 
obtain maize (see Table 2). A more extensive (but still minimal) use of 
maize as a supplement to milk began during the 1938 drought (MDAR 
1938). A reliance on the sale of livestock during droughts proved on 
occasion to be problematic. In 1922 when the rains were poor, the Nyeri 
livestock market-the main market outlet for Marsabit pastoralists-was 
closed because of an outbreak of pleuropneumonia. During the 1929 
drought there was a slump in the sheep trade. It was estimated that as a 
result approximately 5,000 sheep were left unsold (MDAR 1929). During 
the 1938 drought, the risk of sending emaciated small stock on a long trek 
to the Isiolo and Nyeri markets reduced sales. A recourse to paid employ- 
ment emerged as an alternative drought strategy during the 1938 drought. 
In that year a number of Rendille men were employed in public works at a 
rate of 10 shillings (shs) plus maize meal, or 15 shs per month. This 
employment was undoubtedly beneficial given that maize then cost 17 shs 
for a 180 lb. bag. 

In summary, in the early colonial period Gabra and Rendille pastor- 
alists relied on the time-honoured practice of moving livestock to lesser- 
used areas in order to keep them alive during droughts. This strategy was 
in part constrained in the late 1930s by the administration's insistence that 
pastoral groups be confined within fixed boundaries on the grounds that 
it reduced conflicts between neighbouring tribes. New ways of sustaining 
the human population slowly emerged with the gradual development of 
trade in livestock and foodstuffs, as well as the beginning of reliance on 
wage employment. 

DROUGHT RESPONSES BETWEEN 1940-1963 

During this period the administration began to adopt a more sensible and 
flexible attitude to the official boundary which existed between the 
Rendille and Samburu. In 1924 it was decided that "a hard-and-fast 
boundary line" between them was impractical and that the dividing line 
between them should be marked instead by shared wells and waterholes 
with "much give-and-take as regards grazing in the boundary area" 
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(MDAR 1942). The Gabra and Rendille continued to utilize lesser-used 
areas during droughts. To provide some security from Dassanetch 
(Gelubba) raids-in 1943 raids resulted in the death of nineteen Gabra and 
the theft of six hundred of their camels-the authorities decided that Gabra 
at Karsa should pen their stock at night within the perimeters of the police 
post (MDAR 1943). The Gabra were permitted to use pastures in border 
areas and some crossed over to the Ethiopian side in search of better 
grazing. However, Rendille who crossed north of the Stigand line were 
prosecuted. Drought grazing concessions in the Marsabit Forest Reserve 
were granted to local pastoralists. 

During the 1945 drought Rendille went as far south as the Leroghi 
Ridge (Samburu country) and as far north as Koobi Fora and Siboloi 
(MDAR 1945). In the north the police foot-patrols kept the main camps 
south of the Stigand line. But by avoiding detection, the Rendille herders 
succeeded in grazing animals north of this line. Eventually the authorities 
granted some concessions: with the consent of the Gabra, the Rendille 
were allowed to graze animals in the Koobi Fora area. Numerous Gabra 
livestock had crossed into Ethiopia the previous year and remained there 
during the drought. A notable feature of the 1945 drought was the entry of 
Samburu and Turkana livestock into the district to utilize rangelands 
around Mount Kulai. 

In 1949 the Gabra used remote rangelands at Kokai, Derati, and El 
Yibo; the Rendille were permitted to move north of the Stigand line to 
share rangeland and police protection with the Gabra. The following year, 
in spite of some skirmishes between the Gabra and Rendille over the use 
of wells at Olom and Ildere, the latter allowed the Gabra to utilize range- 
lands in the Gus area. Grazing control plans, which stipulated that certain 
areas be rested periodically, were abandoned out of necessity during the 
1949-1950 drought. During the 1955 drought the Rendille were given con- 
cession to graze in Maralal District at Koiya and Kinya where they were 
also supplied with police escorts. In the north they also had police protec- 
tion when using rangeland in the Gus area. In the 1960 drought the Gabra 
were permitted to use range reserves close to the Kenya-Ethiopia border, 
whereas some Rendille went as far north as Alia Bay or concentrated on 
the southern slopes of Marsabit (Sobania 1979:75-6;97). 

In conclusion, between 1940 and 1963 both the Gabra and Rendille fol- 
lowed herding strategies similar to those prevailing in the early colonial 
period, consisting of moving livestock to lesser-used and more remote 
areas during drought. The administration began to adopt a more flexible 
approach to drought-induced movement. Ideal grazing-control systems 
were put aside during droughts to allow pastoralists to utilize rangeland 
reserves, and on occasion they were given authorized access to the range 
resources of neighbouring groups. Police surveillance and protection were 
stepped up in the face of inter-tribal conflict involving the Dassanetch and 
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raiders from Ethiopia in particular. The same police were also used to 
implement grazing control schemes. 

I have argued elsewhere that the accommodating attitude of the Gabra 
towards the Rendille use of their territory during drought periods was in 
part a recognition of the fact that the Rendille formerly occupied range- 
lands north of the Stigand line before they themselves began their south- 
ward push into Kenya from their homelands in Southern Ethiopia 
(O'Leary: forthcoming). Furthermore, drought reserve areas were remote 
and the cost to the Gabra of maintaining their borders against intrusion 
from Rendille herders would have been too high in terms of loss of hu- 
man lives and livestock. Hence, mixed grazing emerged as the preferred 
solution (ibid.). This unwritten understanding, while reducing inter-tribal 
conflict, did not entirely eliminate it. The warrior tradition, like that de- 
scribed by Baxter for the Boran, was always likely to surface: 

To be a successful raider is not only patriotic, prestige-endowing, and status giv- 
ing, it is the surest way of obtaining a large herd and thereby consolidating social 
status. (Baxter 1965:65) 

Although Gabra had relatively good relations with the Rendille, relations 
with the Dassanetch (agro-pastoralists) were never easy. 

During the 1940s and 1950s the purchase of non-pastoral foodstuffs as a 
supplement to animal products, using cash derived mainly from the sale 
of livestock, increased. A system of auctions at centres convenient to pro- 
ducers was in place by 1946 at North Horr, Kargi, Marsabit, and Laisamis. 
The authorities regarded the increased circulation of money from live- 
stock sales and the purchasing power it represented, as a key factor in 
alleviating famine conditions (MDAR 1950). Efforts were also made to 
create local cereal reserves for drought years. Farmers of Mt. Marsabit 
sold surplus maize to traders who were obliged to store sufficient supplies 
for drought periods (MDAR 1952).1 In Dassanetchland a market for millet 
was established in which pastoralists traded tobacco, coffee beans, and 
blankets in exchange for the grain (MDAR 1946). Reliance on livestock 
sales as the main source of income suffered some set-backs in this period. 
Apart from the difficulty of obtaining reasonable prices for livestock in 
drought periods when their physical condition was poor, the restriction 
placed on the movement of livestock during the State of Emergency in 
Kenya undermined demand for livestock from the district. The livestock 
exports for 1953 and 1954 were 6,962 and 4,162 head of small stock, 
respectively, and 185 and 138 head of cattle. This is in contrast to 18,296 
head of small stock and 280 of cattle exported in 1952. The adverse effects 

Baxter, who did fieldwork in the 1950s, has informed me that this system did not actu- 
ally work very well. 
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of the emergency on trade meant that the tribesmen could not easily con- 
vert livestock into cash (MDAR 1954). 

The authorities were able to meet labour demands for public works 
locally, thus dispensing with the need to import Turkana labour (MDAR 
1943). In 1942, a year of drought, wage employment amongst the Gabra 
and Boran increased. This trend continued amongst the Dirre and Solo10 
Boran the following year (MDAR 1943). The Rendille had less need to 
obtain wage employment because of their greater wealth in livestock. This 
was exemplified during the war when only five Rendille enlisted. 

DROUGHT RESPONSES BETWEEN 1963-1980 

The main droughts in this period occurred in 1965,1970-1971,1975-1976, 
and 1980 (see Appendices A and B). After the 1970-1971 drought, a period 
of below-average rainfall followed that resulted in drought conditions 
throughout 1972-1973 and into the first half of 1974 (MDAR 1974). The 
long period of almost continuous drought in the early- and mid-1970s 
greatly weakened the pastoral economies of both the Rendille and Gabra; 
pastoral households lost large numbers of livestock through slaughter, 
starvation, and sales. Many no longer owned viable herds and conse- 
quently became settled destitutes at trading centres such as North Horr, 
Kalacha, Bubissa, and Maikona in Gabra country, and Kargi, Korr, 
Loglogo, and Laisamis in the homelands of the Rendille. Others settled on 
Marsabit Mountain to take up agriculture in upland villages such as 
Ulanula (a Rendille village) or in one of the settlement schemes organized 
by church groups. Amongst the Rendille even the richer households 
began to settle, while keeping their satellite herds mobile. In dire times the 
trading centres-the main foci of church and state food assistance, health 
care, and water development-offered some security and relief. Conse- 
quently they acted as magnets, particularly for the ever-swelling numbers 
of destitute from the nomadic communities. Numerous unschooled 
Rendille and Gabra men sought wage employment opportunities locally 
and down-country. This experience taught them the importance of school- 
ing as a means of obtaining better paid jobs. Destitute households who no 
longer had many livestock began sending their sons (and to a lesser extent 
their daughters) to school. The churches helped greatly to establish the 
school and health care systems of the district. 

The traditional strategy of sending livestock to rarely used rangelands 
which act as drought reserves, was less efficient in the face of a long run of 
dry years in the 1970s, and hence did not prevent the occurrence of high 
mortality rates particularly amongst cattle and small stock. Details of the 
movements of Rendille and Gabra species-specific herding units during 
the 1980 drought are given in O'Leary (1985:51-54;177-186). 
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In the early 1970s the Kenyan government was reluctant to admit openly 
that famine conditions existed in the country; famines were seen as cata- 
strophes to which a young, independent African government could scar- 
cely admit. This lack of official forthrightness forced some MPS to make 
exaggerated claims in Parliament. Towards the end of 1970 the Rendille 
MP claimed that people were dying from hunger in his constituency. 
Although the claim was false it had the effect of forcing the district 
administration in January 1971 to seek food assistance from the District 
Commissioner (DC). Subsequently a District Famine Relief Committee 
was established to coordinate all famine relief within the district. The DC 
was required to report to his superiors on a weekly basis the number of 
people on famine relief at each feeding centre. He was assisted in this task 
by his chiefs and assistant chiefs. In turn, these statistics were submitted to 
the national Famine Relief Coordinating Committee which was respon- 
sible for both the assessment of the food requirements of drought-prone 
districts and the allocation of famine food relief. The DC was responsible 
for transporting famine relief food from the down-country depots of the 
National Maize and Produce Board (NMPB) and distributing it within his 
district. Since he had an insufficient number of roadworthy vehicles for 
this task private hauliers were employed. The distribution programme 
was not altogether successful: the district quota of famine relief was not 
always collected; some bags were opened and grain pilfered en route; 
other bags were contaminated with diesel oil which was being trans- 
ported with the grain; and, a number of places within the district were in- 
adequately supplied. 

The churches reacted more quickly to food shortages within the dis- 
trict. By late 1970, one church obtained government approval to transport 
sixty-five bags of maize from Meru for distribution within the district. 
Church representatives were members of the District Famine Relief Com- 
mittee and integrated their relief programmes with those of the govern- 
ment. To supplement diets based on maize hand-outs, soup kitchens were 
established in a number of centres.1 By May 1971, 15,159 people (repre- 
senting roughly 16% of the district population) were on famine relief. 

In the early 1970s the Sahelian drought received international publicity. 
As a consequence, western governments and international organizations 
provided large amounts of food aid to African countries. Against this 
international background the Kenya authorities were less reluctant to 
admit publicly to the existence of famine conditions. At the same time, 
within the country, lobbying from the districts increased pressure on the 

The soup was cooked from dehydrated mixed vegetables. At the Gabra centres 3,897 
people (representing roughly 17% of the Gabra population in the district) were on fam- 
ine relief and were provided with 610 bags of maize meal per month; whereas at the 
Rendille centres 2,384 people (representing roughly 12% of the Rendille population of 
the district) were provided monthly with 480 bags of maize meal. 
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government to provide even more famine relief. Occasionally chiefs and 
assistant chiefs exaggerated the plight of their people so as to guarantee 
that their communities received as much as possible of the available food 
aid. The Office of the President was in part dependent on this imperfect 
system of reporting as a basis for its decisions. A salient feature of the 
droughts of the 1970s was the emergence of long-term destitutes. As a re- 
sponse to the DC's request for famine relief for such destitutes, the 
government agreed to provide 400 bags of maize per month, between 
April and June 1975; a substantial harvest was expected in July. Famine 
relief was regarded as necessary until the majority of destitutes found 
reliable livelihoods either as farmers in one of the settlement schemes on 
Mt. Marsabit, as re-nomadized pastoralists, or as wage earners. The draw- 
ing up of lists of destitutes became a permanent function of the District 
Famine Relief Committee. These lists were periodically reviewed in the 
light of changing circumstances. Even in 1978, a year of exceptional rains, 
16,425 bags of maize and 1,197 bags of beans-over 80% of which was 
bought locally-were distributed to the needy. 

Activities in the livestock and grain trade were hampered by the lack of 
suitable state action with regards to auctions and livestock prices, and by 
the government's insistence on controlling prices of foodstuffs, without 
taking into account the high costs of transporting food to remote trading 
centres accessible only by poorly-maintained tracks. For example, in early 
1975 traders were not supplying shops in outlying areas with food be- 
cause it was unprofitable at government-controlled prices. Concessions to 
these rigid price regulations were few. Further, the lack of proper live- 
stock marketing facilities reduced livestock exports from the district to 
levels below those prevailing in the 1940s (excluding cattle exports). This 
denied those pastoralists who owned far more small stock than cattle, a 
vital source of income. 

The District Famine Relief Committee did not restrict itself to feeding 
the destitute. It also recommended long-term solutions to drought and nu- 
merous recommendations were discussed. These included: the establish- 
ment of agricultural settlement schemes on Mt. Marsabit; the creation of 
drought reserves for livestock on appropriate range-land; the ensurance of 
regular livestock auctions and fair prices; the provision of livestock to 
enable pastoral households to rebuild herds depleted during drought; the 
construction of famine relief stores; and the establishment of food-for- 
work projects. 

Government policy favoured settlement schemes, including irrigation 
projects. It was less disposed to taking measures to strengthen the live- 
stock economy which is the mainstay of the district's economy. No efforts 
were made to introduce grazing reserves, apart from offering the Live- 
stock Marketing Division (LMD) extra holding grounds. The establish- 
ment of improved livestock marketing and prices required major changes 
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in central government policy which was based on low-priced meat and 
restrictions on livestock exports. These changes were not forthcoming and 
hence a major constraint on the local livestock economy remained in 
place. Efforts to re-nomadize destitute pastoralists were made at Laisamis 
and North Horr. At North Horr the Catholic Fathers provided approxi- 
mately sixty households with fifteen goats each. Only households who 
already had some animals-although insufficient to constitute a viable 
herd-were selected for assistance.1 In addition, for the first two years they 
received sufficient maize and beans to tide them over until their herds 
were of viable size. The same Catholic Fathers organized a successful 
home industry in baskets and mats amongst women, many of whom were 
settled widows or divorcees. Plans to erect famine relief stores at district 
and divisional headquarters were not implemented because of lack of 
funds. 

A major consequence of more recent droughts is the emergence of a 
permanent pool of destitute pastoral households. This suggests that the 
district's pastoral economy has difficulty in providing livelihoods for all 
its households. In turn this necessitates an examination of long-term 
changes in the ratio between the number of existing households ("hse 
pop") and the number of households which the livestock population can 
support ("hse sup"; see Fig. 2). This ratio is affected not only by differing 
growth rates between the human and livestock populations; it may also be 
conditioned by the relative price structure of livestock and cereals, and the 
1ivestock:range resources ratio. Where the price of livestock drops in 
relation to cereal prices, the number of animals required to support a 

1 For a description of a restocking programme amongst the Turkana and the Boran of 
Isiolo District, see Hogg 1983 and 1985. It appears that the Turkana restocking pro- 
gramme included people who had no livestock, and the number of stock given to each 
household was much highcr than in Gabra country. In addition, recipicnts had to 
return some of the progeny of the animals they received. In Gabra country only those 
who had inadequate remnants of a depleted herd were given livestock. The gift of 
animals enabled them to rejoin their fellow nomads who in turn gave them more 
livestock to supplement what they had obtained from the Fathers' scheme. It was said 
that Gabra nomads are only willing to give loans of livestock to nomads or those who 
have returned to nomadism; the poor who settled in town are not trusted with live- 
stock. The Gabra experience has shown that many of the re-nomadized dcstitutes 
leave their wives and school-going children in the towns. Their experience as settled 
destitutes has taught them the need to diversify their household economies away from 
total dependency on livestock production. It has also impressed on them the benefits 
of education in finding better paid jobs. 
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household has to be increased. On the other hand, the carrying capacity of 
the range places limits on the possible size of herds. 

Table 1 outlines prices of livestock and maize. If we assume that in the 
early 1940s the average price for small stock was approximately 7 shs per 
head, and the price of maize remained at the 1939 level (i.e., 20.78 shs per 
100 kg), then 3 head of small stock could have bought 100 kg of maize. 
The corresponding ratio in 1984 was 2.9. In short, long term price move- 
ments are insignificant. Hence, if the existing livestock population is in- 
adequate to sustain the present population, the main reason must be 
sought in changes in the human:livestock ratio-given that range resources 
are adequate-and not in substantial shifts in the relative prices of livestock 
and cereals. 

Table 1. Livestock and Maize Prices 

Livestock Prices (in shillings) 

Year Small Stock Cattle Camels 
1931 5 shs (av) 
1932 7 shs (av) 
1934 4 shs (av) 
1935 2 4  shs 3040 shs 40-60 shs 
1942 7 shs (av) 
1946 7 shs (av) < 
1947 7 shs (av) 
1953 10-10.58 shs (av) 81 shs (av) 
1984 100 shs (av) 

The price of Maize (in shillings) 

Year Shs/100 k ~ .  
1939 20.78 shs (This is equivalent to 17 shs per 180 lb) 
1984 300.00 shs 
(Source: MDARs and IPAL research). 

Range and livestock scientists of IPAL calculated that, generally speaking, 
at the macro-level the range resources could support current livestock 
populations. Range degradation is confined to areas surrounding trading 
centres and permanent water (PAL 1984; Lamprey and Yussuf 1981).1 No 
easy solution exists to remedy imbalances in the human:livestock ratio. 

Issues relating to the range:livestock ratio are primarily distributional in nature and 
can be solved-at least from a technical point of view-by a more extensive network of 
waterpoints and improved security coupled with grazing schemes to rest rangeland. 
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The analysis of changes in this ratio will be confined to the Rendille, as all 
the growth in the Rendille human and livestock populations can be 
attributed to natural growth, unlike the case of the Kenya Gabra amongst 
whom a proportion of the growth in this century was due to immigrations 
from Ethiopia.1 

Table 2 provides statistics on the Rendille population over time gleaned 
from MDARs and the National Population Census of 1979. As there are 
irreconcilable discrepancies in some of the statistics only the numbers 
from 1919-1920 and 1979 are here considered suitably reliable for use. The 
earliest statistics were derived from a detailed census of Rendille camps 
(MDAR 1919- 1920).2 These statistics are used to generate a model of long- 
term trends in the growth of households.3 In a similar fashion, small stock 
census results from 1932 are used in combination with results of IPAL 
research, to create a model of long-term trends in the number of house- 
holds that the small stock population could support. It is assumed that 
households also own camels, and that the minimum size of a viable flock 
declines gradually between 1932 and 1984: from 250 head where there is a 
direct reliance on livestock for subsistence, to 150 where there is indirect 
reliance through livestock and cereal markets.4 

The trickle of impoverished Rendille to Samburu country has already been noted. 
However in the illustrative model of the human and livestock ratio presented below 
these losses to the Rendille population within Marsabit District are assumed to be 
reflected in official population censuses. 
The 1920 population statistics of 5,474 Rendille is, according to the MDAR 1919-1920, 
based on "a detailed census" (see also Sobania 1979:150). 
The mean size of households sampled is 5.7 persons, based on research of more than 
250 Rendille households (O'Leary 1985). 
For details of the livestock holdings of over 200 Rendille households, see O'Leary 
(1985). 
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Table 2. Growth in the Rendille Human and Livestock Populafions 

Human Population 

Year Size 
1919-1920 5,474 
1932 (7,074) 
1942 7,395 
1954 10,500 
1979 21,794 

Average annual growth rate between 1920-1979: 2.37. 

Livestock Population 

Year small stock camels cattle donkeys 
1932 384,352 51,355 8,653 779 
1984 533,355 47,870 26,821 1,358 

Average annual growth rates between 1932-1984 

small stock camels cattle donkevs 
0.63% -0.14% 2.2% 1.07% 

Livestock Per Household 

Year small stock camels cattle donkeys 
1932 309.7 41.4 7.0 0.6 
1984 157.1 14.1 7.9 0.4 

Average annual rate of change in household herd size between 1932-1984 

small stock camels cattle donkevs 
-1.3% -2.1% 0.2% 0.8% 

(Sources: Marsabit District Annual Reports (MDARs), IPAL Research, Sobania 1979). 



Figure 2. Human/Livesfock Ratio: Rendille Country 
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The model of the two long-term trends is outlined graphically in Figure 2. 
Both the number of existing households and the number of households 
which can be supported by the livestock populations, are continuously 
increasing. However, the human population is increasing at a faster rate 
than the livestock population. This became critical from the early 1970s 
onwards when the livestock base became seriously inadequate. During 
this period large numbers of Rendille became impoverished and began to 
settle at the trading centres. The 1979 national census shows that out of a 
population of 21,794 Rendille 18,412 lived in the homelands, 1,444 lived 
elsewhere in Marsabit District (particularly on Mt. Marsabit), and 1,938 
lived in other parts of Kenya. Obviously the model only indicates long- 
term trends. In the short-term the effects of drought on fertility, mortality, 
slaughter, and sales generate fluctuations in the livestock population 
(Dahl and Hjort 1979). 

In conclusion, neither overgrazing-frequently highlighted as the villain 
activity in arid ecosystems elsewhere-nor unfavourable shifts in relative 
prices between livestock and cereals, are the major factors which have 
pushed people out of the pastoral system. The major issue is that increases 
in livestock numbers are currently insufficient to support increases in the 
human population. This implies that non-pastoral sources of income are 
becoming increasingly important, while at the same time livestock pro- 
duction remains the mainstay of the local economy.1 

Any programme which is designed to improve livestock productivity 
through improved veterinary services and improved water and range 
management, should incorporate measures to cope with drought periods 
including the maintenance of drought reserves (IPAL 1984).2 However 

The diversification of the pastoral economy of the Boran of Isiolo District which lies 
south of Marsabit District is well documented (cf. Dahl 1979; Hogg 1980, 1986). It 
seems to me that the pastoral economies of the Gabra and Rendille have been under 
less stress than the Boran pastoral economy. 
Recommendations made by the local District Famine Relief Committee have been 
mentioned above. In 1983 IPAL organized an orientation seminar for experts from a 
number of African and Asian countries to discuss issues relating to the development of 
arid areas. One of the work-shop groups-f which I was rapporteur-discussed ways of 
coping with drought. The group's recommendations are found in IPAL (1984:581-586). 
Some of these recommendations are repeated in Lusigi and Oba (1987). While the 
latter rightly highlight the importance of improving livestock marketing, they fail to 
emphasize the need to establish efficient means of supplying grain, particularly during 
drought periods. Otherwise pastoralists will be unable to use their cash earnings from 
livestock to purchase grain, and hence will be less inclined to sell livestock. The failure 
of the grain market to supply pastoral areas in drought periods is one of the reasons 
why dependency on famine relief-which Lusigi and Oba decry-is perpetuated. Until 
1984-when I left Marsabit District-government policy had yet to incorporate in a 
substantial way some of the above recommendations, in spite of local pressure to do 
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such programmes should operate at levels compatible with the long-term 
carrying capacity of the range (in the absence of supplementary feed for 
animals). Other ways of strengthening a pastoral system relate to its link 
with the wider political economy, and consist in providing the local 
population with security of land tenure, a livestock market system with 
fair prices, a cereal market which provides food even in drought periods, 
and non-pastoral sources of income. 

This essay is based on fieldwork I conducted as a member of the Inte- 
grated Project in Arid Lands (IPAL), UNESCO between 1981-1984. The 
views presented in this article do not necessarily reflect those of my em- 
ployers. I wish to acknowledge the work of my Rendille research assis- 
tants P. Geikuku, J. Rigano, L. Galborana and A. Nyayaba Ilmweti; my 
Gabra research assistants P. Guyo, D. Debasso and D. Dokata, the en- 
couragement of W. Lusisgi (team leader of IPAL); the comments of P. 
Baxter, G. PAlsson, G. Schlee and P. Spencer; and the skillful typing of 
Benny Kirumba. 

so. It is yet another example of the neglect of agriculture in Africa, as highlighted by 
World Bank reports (cf. World Bank 1981, 1984). In these days of government cut- 
backs, any substantial investment in the pastoral economy will ultimately have to 
come from improved prices for livestock and their produce. In a recent visit (Septem- 
ber 1989) to North-west Marsabit I noted that very little had been done to improve 
livestock marketing and prices for the Gabra and Rendille. Between 1984 and 1989 the 
herds had increased because of good rains. This increase was putting great pressure on 
range resources because of the lack of appropriate marketing outlets for surplus 
animals. 
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DROUGHT YEARS TAKEN FROM THE GABRA EVENT CALENDAR 

Ahadh Gangeni DetelAhadh OlalAhadh Dadot Karab 1918 
Sunday year when mules strayed away from their owners because of drought (Tablino 
1974); Sunday year of drought; Sunday year when many steers were slaughtered near 
acacia trees. 

Khamis Golbo Agari 1922 
Many small stock were lost particularly at Golbo, Southern Ethiopia. People also moved 
to Gorai and the Chalbi. 

Arbaa Kotich Dake 1928 
Drought conditions forced the Gabra to move across the border to Gorai and Tertale 
(Robinson n.d.). 

Khamis Hena Awanisa 1929 
Locusts invaded the area. 

Akinin Ola 1933 
The main movement was towards Tertale, Idhi Lola and Badha Quichas, in Southern 
Ethiopia (Robinson n.d.). 

Sabdhi Ola Ta Fuda Falama 1938 
People moved towards Lake Turkana and Ethiopia (which had sufficient rain). A man 
named Falama mis-informed the public on the whereabouts of suitable pastures (Tablino 
1974). 

Sabdhi OlalSabah 1945 
The Chalbi area did not receive any rain, but rain fell in Southern Ethiopia. People 
moved small stock to Sabah, which is in Konso country in Southern Ethiopia (Tablino 
1973). 

Arba Gali Hamat Ta Lugisa 1949 
Camels died in an epidemic. People survived by eating camel meat. Satellite camps 
moved to Hobok and Galana (Lake Turkana), while the main camps (ola) remained in 
their usual areas. 

Khamis Ola 1950 
During this drought animals were bled and slaughtered. Camels had milk. The drought 
was not severe (Robinson). Livestock were moved to Tulu Bora, Malka Nyacha and 
Kokai-close to Dassanetchland. No assistance from church or state. 

Talasa Ola/Worana Ta Gaf Lon Sabar Dagani 1955 
This was a minor drought. The government provided soldiers as escorts and the cattle 
were moved to Sabare. 



Gumat Lon Gudho 1965 
Animals were bled and slaughtered for meat. A large number of cattle were moved to 
Lake Turkana where the Dassanetch stole quite a number. No church or state assistance. 

Arba Ola 1970 
Animals were bled and slaughtered, particularly castrated camels. People moved live- 
stock towards Lake Turkana. The church and state provided famine relief. 

Sabdhi Adhu Dhot 1973 
Similar survival strategies were activated. 

Talasa Yarty O h  1976 
Similar survival strategies were activated. 

Gumat Kura 1979 
It was a minor drought. Some moved livestock to Lake Turkana; others kept them 
around the Chalbi region. Church and state provided famine relief. 

Sabdhi Ola 1980 
Animals were slaughtered and bled. Livestock, particularly small stock and cattle, were 
sent to Lake Turkana; camels were kept at the main camps. Church and state provided 
famine relief. 

(Source: Robinson n.d.; Tablino 1974; IPAL research). 
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Ahafhi Gob Ogom Ladihe Geleba 1918 
Sunday year when Ogom's camp was attacked by the Gellubas. It was also a year of 
drought, and Rendille livestock were moved to Samburu country around Ilaut, near Lake 
Turkana, and Khomothe in Gabra country. 

Arbah Ti Hola Dhabase 1921 
Wednesday year when livestock died. There was a serious drought and the Samburu 
provided the Rendille with gifts of bulls to slaughter. Camels were moved in search of 
better grazing as far as Halimuraleh (Hurri Hills), Moyale and Ycl. People survived 
mainly from milk, meat, blood mixed with milk, and cooked blood. 

Arabh T i  Gal Sosohfe 1928 
Wednesday year when camels migrated. Due to drought conditions camels were moved 
further afield, particularly to Bei (Lake Turkana). 

Khamis Gubal1929 
Thursday year of the locusts. The locusts destroyed large tracts of the range and so the 
supply of forage was drastically reduced. Rendille survived on blood and meat. Those 
living at Merillc, Waso Nyiro, and Woro Odhola (a well near Mt Meru) purchased some 
maize from Meru agriculturalists. 

Alasmin T i  Thithe 1933 
Monday year when the rains failed. Animals and people migratcd to Lake Turkana and 
others went southwards to Samburu country. 

Sabfhi Hi  Galgulum Lawaye 1938 
The Galgulume ceremonies were not held because of drought conditions. The govern- 
ment provided armed home-guards to protcct the livestock. To supplement dicts based 
on animal products, some maize mcal and sugar were purchased from itincrant traders. 

Arbah Ti Or Ckowle Lagoreke 1942 
A camel bull of the Chowle, Dubsahai clan was sacrificed to induce the rains to return. 
The camels migratcd locally, mainly to the slopes of Mt. Marsabit. People mainly slaugh- 
tered small stock, but there was an increase in the purchase of maize and maize meal and 
it was fed not only to women in pre- and post-natal periods-a practice which existed in 
the 1930s-but also to other mcmbcrs of the family. 

Arbah T i  Ilmauri Minaa Legesse 1949 
The year the Ilmauri age-set married and drought cntcrcd their homes. Thc first shop 
ever was established at Kargi and the practice of eating cereals was slowly spreading. 



Gumafhi Foloso Layuhum 1958 
Camels were moved to Uran and Bei (Lake Turkana) where there was some vegetation 
from the rains of the previous year. Camels were slaughtered for meat. Some of the 
Rendille by now were itinerant traders and the purchase of maize meal, sugar, and cook- 
ing oil was on the increase. 

Ahathi Inam Ki Matarbehet Lagufhe 1960 
There was drought that year. However, the year does not take its name from the drought 
but from the killing by a Boran of a youth of the Matarbah sub-clan. 

Alasmin Ti Nabahi Migowe 1967 
Monday year when drought persisted. 

Arbah Ti Weiti Migowte 1970 
Wednesday year of severe drought. This is regarded as the second-most serious drought 
in recent Rendille history. Many camels were slaughtered for meat. Commercial food 
supplies were available and the government and church provided famine rclief. This 
drought marked the beginning of large-scale sedentarization amongst the Rendille. 

Sabtki Hi Galgulume 1980 
Saturday year when the Galgulume ceremony was performed. These ceremonies took 
place at Lake Paradise instead of Lake Turkana as planned because of the drought. Many 
camels were slaughtered as there was a shortage of cereals in the country. Church and 
state provided famine rclief. 

Ahathi Nabhai Is Kanyuname 1981 
Sunday year when the drought continued. 

(Source: IPAL research). 



11. Pastoral Territoriality and Land 
Degradation in Tanzania 
Daniel K.  Ndagala 

Though it is a truism to say that pastoralism greatly depends on pastures, 
the latter have often been taken for granted in anthropological discussions 
on pastoral societies. The focus has tended to be on the pastoralists and 
their livestock with little or no mention of the specific features of the areas 
occupied by the pastoral societies and the effects of those features on the 
practice of pastoralism. Pastoral areas have only been given attention 
when it has been believed that they were being degraded by pastoral 
practices. Information on the specificities of pastoral areas and the way 
they are conceptualized and utilized by the pastoralists is crucial to our 
understanding of the problems of land degradation in pastoral areas. The 
continuous loss of land to agriculture and other non-pastoral activities is 
mainly due to these features which are overlooked. 

Most pastoral societes are found in areas with little rainfall, and the few 
found in areas with higher rainfall are systematically being pushed out. 
About two-thirds of East Africa receive less than 900 mm of rain per 
annum (Peberdy 1969:158). Rainfall variation per land area is shown in 
Table 1. Pastoralists do not occupy arid lands merely because pastoralism 
is the best form of land use in these areas. They also do so because they 
have been forced off better land to those arid areas still marginal to other 
occupational demands. In spite of their generally low rainfall, pastoral 
areas feature many ecological variations. Land alienation for farms, parks, 
ranches, and so on has exploited the ecological and geographical varia- 
tions of areas occupied or previously occupied by pastoral societies. 

Table 1. Percentage of Area Receiving Given Amounts of Rainfall 

Rainfall in Percentage of total area 
millimetres 

Kenya Tanzania Uvanda E. Africa 
Less than 500 72 16 12 35 
500 to 760 13 33 10 20 
761 to 1270 12 47 72 41 
Over 1270 3 4 6 4 
(Source: Table 13 in Morgan 1969:109) 
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The view that pastoralism is an agent of land degradation is popular 
among administrators, range ecologists, and economic planners. Accord- 
ing to some of them, pastoralism has a built-in mechanism for land degra- 
dation due to the over-stressed communal ownership of land and private 
ownership of livestock. This belief gave rise to "top-bottom" conservation 
policies and programmes in pastoral areas. Pastoralists have always been 
told what to do. The "bottom-up" approach, whereby they would be lis- 
tened to and their ideas taken into account, has never been a popular one 
(cf. Baxter 1985). 

I shall attempt in this article to show that pastoralists had (and, to some 
extent, still have) a system of resource conservation based on territoriality 
and that the land degradation so much blamed on them is a result of the 
interventionists' focus on land rather than communal ownership. In my 
view, land degradation is a reflection of the "erosion" of territoriality in 
traditional pastoral resource management. My examples will be drawn 
mainly from Monduli District which is part of Tanzania Maasailand 
where I have done fieldwork. 

Although the literature on pastoral production usually identifies land as 
one of the means of production, this concept in itself is limited in scope. It 
begs for such additions as, "including water, salt points, pastures, etc.", to 
sufficiently express the intended pastoral resource. The resource in ques- 
tion is best conveyed by the broad concept of territory. It is not modified 
by man for productive purposes but is used on an "as-it-were" basis 
(Fiocco, n.d.). Territory thus includes the afore-mentioned components: 
pastures, watering areas (i.e., streams, springs, rivers, lakes) and salt 
places. Due to the fact that water and salt sites may be (and usually are) 
widely scattered, the concept of pastoral territory envisages an area which 
includes all these components while, at the same time, allowing easy mob- 
ility and manoeuvrability should the need arise. It is an area-unit that en- 
compasses all the spatially-dispersed elements necessary to pastoral pro- 
duction. Territory is, in a way, an ecological notion defined by tradition on 
the basis of use. The local community knows the location of the resources 
and the short cuts to them. The boundaries of its territory are defined in 
relation to resource accessibility. Confusion between territory and land as 
management-units has been the source of many conflicts in pastoral areas. 
Some of the alienations of pastoral territory were based on the assumption 
that the areas in question were free land when, in fact, they were part of 
the area-units necessary for pastoral production undertaken by the respec- 
tive local communities (see Ndagala 1986). 
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Territory controlled by a Maasai section, as is the section itself, is called 
olosho (pl. iloshon). Each olosho is divided into smaller territorial units 
called inkutot (sing. enkutoto). Access to the use of territory is based on re- 
sidence in the respective unit. In the 1960s a typical enkutoto had 500-800 
sq. kilometres with 600-700 persons (Jacobs 1965:174). The average cattle 
holdings per enkutoto was 8,000-9,000. In 1974 when the pastoralists were 
required to show the boundaries of their respective inkutot, some inkutot 
were found to have as many as 8,000 sq. km in the drier parts of Maasai- 
land. Moreover, most inkutot had their boundaries overlapping with those 
of others. The large size of the areas and their overlapping boundaries 
were disturbing to government officials. Most thought it unrealistic that 
the pastoralists ever made effective utilization of so much area, and used 
their doubts as proof that the pastoralists did not know their boundaries 
(Moris 1975). Contrary to the official view, the boundaries indicated were 
real enough, though taking account of the pastoral realities. 

Every inkutot had a territorial "overflow" into other such units which 
were utilized in times of emergency after consultation with the respective 
localities. This arrangement enabled the pastoralists to benefit from the 
geographical variations encompassed by their territory as described earli- 
er. Not only was it normal for members of one enkutoto to move into an- 
other for grazing purposes but pastoralists could, in extreme cases, move 
all the way from southern to northern Maasailand if deemed necessary. 
Today, movement is more limited and the concept of enkutoto has radical- 
ly changed as a result of a policy to move people into villages. People now 
identify more with their respective villages such that boundaries of inkutot 
have become almost identical to those of the villages. It is still common, 
however, to find members of other sections (iloshon) living in areas identi- 
fied with sections other than their own. The territorial divisions and sub- 
divisions mainly indicate the units used predominantly by certain groups 
rather than areas of exclusive use. Long-distance movements are still pos- 
sible but are now subject to more administrative controls. In the past these 
movements were contained by the Masai District which was coterminus 
with Maasailand. Today, however, such movements may require dealings 
with three different District administrations under which Maasailand has 
been placed. 

For production purposes, a high quality territory is distinguished from 
a low quality area by the relative availability of water, grass, and salt licks. 
Disease factors are also relevant considerations. Territory is a communal- 
ly-controlled resource subject to a number of corporate rights and obliga- 
tions (Galaty 1981; Jacobs 1965; Ndagala 1974; Parkipuny 1975; Rigby 
1985). This supports Oba's observation that society controls the use of the 
territory and that without this arrangement individual members could not 
guarantee themselves access to this resource (Oba 1987:23). Pastoralists 
may graze their livestock in their localities without restriction, but only 
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according to agreed principles (cf. Talle 1988:52). Outsiders, that is, those 
from other inkutot may own these rights by request. Such requests are 
normally granted, even if for a short duration. In other words, territory is 
accessible but the visitors must recognize the superior position of their 
hosts (Ingold 1986:134). Within the cul turally-set regulations, territory is 
"owned inclusively. Even if someone has invested individual labour, 
such as digging a well, this does not in any way guarantee exclusive rights 
over use, although permission is normally requested prior to use by 
another. This communal access to territory has been the target of critical 
attack for some time (Hardin 1968; Makings 1967; Mosher 1966; Peterson 
and Peterson 1984:64). 

The model of the "tragedy of the commons" advanced by Hardin 
(1968) which predicts resource degradation due to individual users' 
predisposition to take advantage of society by optimizing personal gains 
lacks historical depth. Apart from not making explicit what it considers to 
be advantages of owning resources communally (Oba 1987:3), the model 
stems from a misunderstanding of the traditional mechanisms of resource 
use in pastoral societies (Galaty 1981:18). This misunderstanding is still 
very strong among planners and is not mentioned here in an effort to flog 
a dead horse. The weaknesses of Hardin's model have been discussed in 
great detail (McCay and Acheson 1987) but it continues to exert a lot of 
influence on pastoral issues. Overgrazing, noticeable in a growing number 
of Maasai localities, is not the consequence of a lack of traditional control 
mechanisms. It is due to the collapse of these mechanisms which has been 
taking place over the last three decades. Hitherto, the scarcity and 
scattered nature of water and seasonal changes in the types and quantities 
of grass were eased by nomadism and seasonal movements which 
distributed stock over a wide area (cf. Monod 1975:103). In addition, these 
movements relieved certain portions of the territory from grazing during 
particular seasons, thus allowing them to recover. The alienation of pas- 
toral territory and the imposition of restrictive boundaries have made 
such movements difficult. As a consequence, many pastoralists are now 
forced to sustain their necessary herd sizes on a diminishing territory. 
This and other factors, all tied to recent processes, account for the deteri- 
oration of territory as a pastoral resource. 

Although territory was used inclusively, i.e., accessible to all members of a 
community, very few portions were truly "common" or "open" since 
specific groups exercised proprietary rights through use or occupation 
(Galaty 1984). Though free for utilization by any resident, territory was 
not subject to individual control or alienation. It is thus important to stress 
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the difference between communal territory and common land. Reporting 
on livestock keeping, the Director of Veterinary Services (1948:18) said the 
following: 

There is one overriding stumbling block and that is the system of uncontrolled 
communal land tenure which permits of the fiercest competition taking place for 
every blade of grass and every drop of water .... in many areas of the territory, crop 
husbandry has shown such notable advances that it has pushed aside animal 
husbandry and led to an unbalanced agriculture. On the other hand, pasturage, the 
life-blood of animal husbandry, is the common property of all and consequently 
little effort is made to improve or indeed preserve it. 

As pointed out earlier, communal tenure did not make pasturage the 
common property of all. The community had an interest in ensuring that 
the pastures thrived. Among the Maasai, newcomers had to ask for access 
to pastures, water, and salt licks through the local councils of elders. If 
there was a scarcity of grass or water the newcomer would be given 
temporary access, whereas if there was no scarcity residence or long-term 
use would be granted. Certain parts of the territory were set aside for use 
during the dry season whereas others were set aside for use during the 
rainy season. Contravention of the regulations was punished. I have been 
at many meetings at which individuals were put to task for breaking 
grazing regulations. Therefore, in trying to explain why the pastures have 
sometimes been used as "common property" we should look elsewhere 
and not simply in communal tenure. 

By its very nature pastoralism involves, to quote Ekvall (1968:2), "no 
wounding of the soil, ... but only unoffending natural utilization to sustain 
mobile livestock, which move according to rhythm of the seasons to crop 
the grass at its best and by their droppings, give back to the soil 
compensating enrichment." Territoriality is concerned with what is on the 
ground and not what is in the soil. Pastoralists normally moved before the 
resources on the ground were exhausted, and it is for this reason that 
mobility was an integral part of pastoral production. Grass and water are 
very important determinants of pastoral territoriality. Pastoralists have 
very detailed knowledge of grass and water sources found in their 
respective areas. Grass is identified in terms of its colour, shape, where it 
occurs, nutritional and therapeutic value, and so on. Many ethnographers 
who took an interest were fascinated by the botanical and pharmaco- 
logical knowledge of the Maasai (see, for example, Hollis 1905:335-343; 
Jacobs 1965:134-142; Merker 1910:351-376; Talbot 1964). The same is true 
for water. Water sources are named according to the colour, temperature, 
taste, and quantities of the water they contain such as Engare Naibor (white 
water) and Engare Narok (black water) rivers. With such an interest in their 
environment, it is unlikely that pastoralists made no effort to preserve it, 
as the Director of Veterinary Services suggests. 
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In 1933 when the Maasai were being pushed out of their dry season 
grazings by the government, on the claim that they did not realize the 
value of forest conservation, one officer made the following observation: 

For years he (Maasai) has been the butt for the shafts of wit aimed by officers of the 
Forest Department; He has been recently accused by the Director of Geological 
Survey of spoiling the scenery, a scenery set aside by Providence for the amuse- 
ment of wealthy European sight-seers; and finally in the pamphlet issued as late as 
1932 by the Forest Department, a finger has been pointed at him as one glaring 
enemy of every advance of Forest Conservation . . . Cattle is to him the beginning 
and the end of all things; without water, this aim and object in life becomes an 
abortion. It seems, therefore, irrational to believe that, of set purpose, tha Masai is 
the main cause of the disappearance of the one natural phenomena that is to him 
most essential. Of re-afforestation, he knows little maybe, but of the rhyme and reason for 
preserving wery tree that stands he must of necessity know something (Masai District 
Book:5, emphasis added). 

Such valid observations not withstanding, pastoralists have continued to 
be blamed for environmental degradation. Mobility and communal man- 
agement of territory have continued to be seen as vices in land conserva- 
tion. Tlie "tragedy of the commons" type of argument has been persistent- 
ly used by the government, companies, and individuals to press for 
leasehold or freehold rights to be granted to individuals on areas that 
have supported the pastoral populations for centuries (IWGIA 1989:213). 

Vegeta Lion 

Peterson and Peterson point out (1980) that the primary resource within 
the range ecosystem is the plant-the primary producer of foodstuffs. They 
argue that since almost all range products are directly dependent on the 
plant kingdom, management should focus on vegetation which logically 
leads to land management. They view pastoralists as being primarily live- 
stock managers rather than land managers. This view is true to some ex- 
tent. Land management tends to be strictly area-specific in that it focuses 
on specific blocks of land with the implicit intention of transforming them. 
Pastoralists, on the other hand, focus not on tracts of land enclosed by 
straight lines but on large territorial encirclements embracing various 
ecological niches necessary to sustain the herds through the seasons. The 
constituent parts of pastoral territory which are primarily and predomi- 
nantly natural, such as the various types of grasses, are not found all in 
one and the same area. Their optimum utilization, therefore, presupposes 
mobility. As the Petersons themselves point out, "both transhumance and 
nomadism are systems or ways of life intregrally linked to and primarily 
determined by environmental conditions, and have developed as a means 
for the successful exploitation of resources"(ibid.:14). The management of 
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pastoral territory is thus more inclusive than land management. At best, 
pastoralists are managers of the ecosystem rather than of individual 
blocks of land. Grass is greatly valued by pastoralists due to the many 
roles it serves. As food for cattle it has practical as well as symbolic value. 
The Maasai say that cattle and grass are inseparable and both were given 
to them by God (Engai). The scarcity of grass, especially due to prolonged 
drought, leads to disaster. When women go to pray for rain they hold 
grass in their hands or fasten it on their clothing. Grass might in that state 
be said to symbolize helplessness. If there is a fight and one of the parties 
holds grass in his hand the fight is abandoned. And if a stranger ap- 
proaches a group of Maasai holding grass in his hands he may not be 
molested. In the latter case, grass serves as a symbol of peace. 

Apart from medicine-men and rich people, the Maasai do not burry 
their dead. This might relate to the fact that they believe that the soul dies 
with the person and does not come to life again (Hollis 1905:307). How- 
ever, one of the reasons given by the Maasai as to why they generally do 
not bury their dead is that dead bodies would poison the soil (cf. 
Thomson 1985:259) and, by implication, affect the grass which sustains 
cattle-the main source of subsistence. The Maasai, therefore, lack grave- 
yards which, in many agricultural societies, are used by relatives of the 
deceased to exert claims over resources in and around the areas in ques- 
tion. Though the lack of burials keeps the would-be burial areas under 
communal pastoral use, it denies the pastoralis ts supportive symbols 
against the alienation of their territory. At its best, pastoralism provides 
no symbols comprehensible to the State institutions which are more con- 
versant with (or in favour of?) agricultural symbols. Even the foot-paths 
which link the various Maasai neighbourhoods and serve as the major 
communication network make no impression on most government 
functionaries. 

Cultivation was avoided in the past partly because it destroyed grass, 
the feed for livestock. Deliberate destruction of pastures or grass, as culti- 
vation is sometimes construed, is antagonistic to pastoralism. Those who 
cherish grass and those who destroy it to give room for something else, 
cannot operate mutually in the same area. Though considered God-given, 
grass is much valued and its preservation was achieved through a com- 
bination of mobility in and between the seasonal grazing areas and the 
judicious use of fire. Although pastoralists have been required to refrain 
from starting bush fires, there are many examples to show that judicious 
use of fire helps to counter bush encroachment, reduce tick and tsetse 
populations and improve pasture through the removal of old growth 
(Jackson 1964; Ndagala 1974, 1986; Peterson and Peterson 1980; Raikes 
1981; Talbot 1964). 
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Agriculture 

What I have said about traditional management mechanisms generally 
applied to the period when the areas occupied by pastoralists were inte- 
grated comml~nal units of territory. When territorial control was taken 
over by the State, pastoral territory lost its communal character and be- 
came public land. Newcomers into Maasailand, for instance, never sought 
permission from the local councils of elders to use the resources, but acted 
on the strength of papers issued at Administrative Headquarters. Large 
tracts of land were cut out from time to time and put on long-term lease 
for large-scale farming. Moreover, population pressure in agricultural 
areas bordering pastoral territory increasingly forced landless cultivators 
into pastoral territory. Therefore, the notable advances said to have been 
made in agriculture were at the expense of pastures in an increasing 
number of cases. Since these alienations focused on high-potential areas 
(in particular, areas with relatively high rainfall), pastoralists were 
constantly being squeezed into shrinking and relatively poorer areas. The 
high quality grasses, the salt licks, and other ecological niches suited to 
pastoralism, ended in the hands of lease holders and peasant cultivators 
only to be destroyed by the hoe or plough. This process has led to re- 
source imbalance to the extent that pastoralists are now subject to what 
Huxley termed (1949:89) the fate of being "caught by the relentless and 
mounting pressure of the teeming cultivators." Moreover, the fact that the 
incoming cultivators could acquire and transform parts of pastoral terri- 
tory without necessarily being answerable to the local councils of elders 
meant that, at the local level, public land was taking on a "common" char- 
acter, a character assumed by Hardin's model to be intrinsic in pastoral 
grazing systems. 

Along with the alienation of pastoral land, successive governments have 
invested financial resources in Maasailand in the form of social and 
economic infrastructure. The infrastructure, which I call technical inputs, 
was meant to improve living conditions in Maasailand and increase the 
growth and economic yield of herds. The most marked of these inputs are 
water supplies and cattle dips. The installation of water, in particular, had 
a major impact on pastoral territoriality. From the 1940s onwards the 
Maasai became increasingly dependent on artificial water sources partic- 
ularly during the dry season, mainly due to alienation from their tradi- 
tional dry-season grazing areas. 

In the central and southern parts of Maasailand dam construction has 
been more successful because of the rock composition of the land which 
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prevents underground seepage. As a result, some of the dams constructed 
over 50 years ago remain productive. On the other hand, a greater part of 
the Rift volcanic zone comprising most of Monduli and Ngorongoro 
Districts is generally unsuitable for dam sites because of cleavages in the 
rock layers and volcanic ash which in some places is 300 metres deep and 
with virtually no cohesive properties. By 1979, close to the completion of 
the Maasai Range Project (discussed below) 94 dams had been constructed 
in Maasailand of which 17 had been breached by overflow, and more than 
half were unsatisfactory due to evaporation, seepage, and silting. 
Breaching of dams is normally a result of erratic rains. Dams with large 
catchment areas suffer most. On the whole these structures have proven 
to be more economical in areas where there is no underground seepage, 
since they entail little or no operation costs for some time after construc- 
tion. However, their large average size demands heavy construction 
equipment available only from the government, thus making the pastoral- 
ists less independent. 

Until the early 1960s, the administrators and technical specialists 
regarded water installations as the major factor in improving herd condi- 
tions in Maasailand. It was noted by Jacobs (1963:46) that 

until more adequate water supplies are developed in Maasailand, thus freeing 
them from some of the present demands of herd management and affording them 
greater opportunity for social interaction, it is difficult to see how Maasai can be 
expected to take a greater interest in wider socio-political problems of their 
country. 

Though more water supplies were developed, they never became ade- 
quate because the crucial issue was the overall balance between territory, 
labour, and livestock. The underlying assumptions of the administrators, 
policy makers, and animal production specialists were that Maasai herds 
were poorly managed, poorly nourished, diseased, and under-harvested. 
It was thus deemed necessary to intervene to improve the herd. The 1964 
Range Management Act, which led to the gazetting of Maasailand as a 
range development area, was a precursor to such major interventions. The 
Maasai Range Commission was set up in 1964 to administer the Act and 
establish Ranching Associations (&hem 1985a). In 1970 the Maasai Range 
Project was launched with USAID funding. This 10-year project (dis- 
cussed at length elsewhere: see Hoben 1976,1979; Parkipuny 1975, 1977, 
1979, 1980) was by far the most ambitious and costly project ever under- 
taken in Tanzania Maasailand (&hem 1985a:36). Some of its aims were to 
form Ranching Associations composed of viable management units 
(ranches and settlement) with rights of occupancy, improve range man- 
agement, and increase water supplies. 

To facilitate the Project, Maasailand was to be divided into 22 Ranching 
Associations (RAs) each managed by a Steering Committee elected by the 
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Association members. However, only 8 RAs materialized of which 
Komolonik and Talamai (now in Monduli and Kiteto Districts, respective- 
ly) were the first two to be formed. The Project was based on the belief 
that the only economic way to manage the extensive range-land was to 
manipulate the existing features of the environment and maximize pro- 
duction within the long-term constraint of protecting its ecological poten- 
tial (Moris 1975:2). 

An examination of events in the now obselete Komolonik RA near 
Monduli town provides a glimpse of the effects of the technical inputs. 
This RA was composed of three localities each of which is now an inde- 
pendent village-Mfereji, Monduli Juu, and Ardai. The first two constitute 
one administrative unit, the Monduli Juu Ward. Monduli Juu village is 
made up of the western slopes of Komolonik or Monduli mountain which 
harbours several large springs surrounded by a thick forest. The village 
has a number of wells in the Emairete depression which belong to differ- 
ent clans. Mfereji, on the other hand, is an expansive area below the 
eastern wall of the Rift Valley with many ravines and depressions which 
fill with water during the rainy season. As it had no permanent water 
sources, this area was traditionally used as a grazing area, mainly during 
and shortly after the rainy season. During the dry season, despite the 
abundant grass, it remained unused. The residents had to move to other 
grazing areas which were within reach of water. 

Eager to manipulate these circumstances, the authorities brought piped 
water into the locality from Komolonik mountain springs. The watering 
points were set up around storage tanks built at 5 kilometre intervals on a 
pipeline spanning approximately 24 kilometres. The water was expected 
to be very beneficial to the people of this locality. The results, however, 
were disastrous. No sooner was the water made available to Mfereji than 
word spread to other parts of Maasailand that a new grazing heaven had 
been created. Shortly thereafter, large numbers of livestock were brought 
into the locality to make use of grass which had hitherto remained un- 
touched during the dry season. The areas surrounding the watering points 
were soon overgrazed, and after a few years the entire area had become a 
dust bowl. Although water itself continued to flow, the stock holders had 
to search for grazing areas elsewhere. The area was so damaged that by 
1976 it had to be closed down in order to allow its regeneration. On a visit 
to Monduli Juu at that time, I met some Mfereji residents who had taken 
"refuge" at the village. During discussions on their plight I asked them 
why they had allowed other people to overgraze their locality instead of 
keeping them out as required by the RA regulations. Responding to my 
question, one elder said: 

We are now in Monduli Juu because our locality has no grass. We could not 
remain in Mfcreji and see our cattle die or see our families starve. So, we came here 
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because there is grass. The elders of Monduli Juu understood our problem and 
allowed us to stay. They could have refused us permission if they had stuck to the 
regulations. Instead, they have been hospitable and allowed us to use their grass 
and water. We are all Maasai and depend on our herds. Fortunes are always 
changing; today you are lucky, but you do not know of tomorrow. What if we had 
prevented other people from using our area, could we have had the courage to 
come here to ask for assistance? 

All the elders present were in agreement that they could not count on the 
hospitality of others without being hospitable themselves. 

Pressure was eased on Komolonik and Talamai RAs as the technical 
installations were extended to other parts of Maasailand. The resultant 
build-up of facilities promoted stock increase despite the severe droughts 
of the mid-1970s and early 1980s. However, when the Project came to an 
end most of its objectives had not been achieved, There was, for example, 
an even greater demand for water and livestock disease-control facilities 
by pastoralists, while pastures were relatively scarce and land degrada- 
tion was a real threat. 

Effects on Territory 

The water installations quickly created larger concentrations of livestock 
in the RAs through natural increase and "immigration". Incoming live- 
stock belonged to two categories: (a) those animals belonging to pastoral- 
ists from areas short of grass and disease-control facilities, and (b) animals 
belonging to Association members which had previously been kept in 
other areas. The requirement that the RAs prohibit "outsiders" failed, as 
demonstrated by the Mfereji case, because such an arrangement was 
considered unethical. The RA boundaries, like those of inkutot, signified 
that the area was in regular use and not that it was closed to others in 
need. The pastoral notions of territoriality, as mentioned earlier, were at 
variance with those of the Project specialists. Consequently, most of the 
installations were quickly overrun. 

The situation was worsened by the fact that the facilities never entered 
the realm of pastoral holdings. The local communities were never in- 
volved in the planning and installation of technical facilities. Although the 
pastoralists kept their routine of maintaining clan-wells, they developed 
no arrangements for maintaining the new facilities. All these facilities- 
water pipes and pumps, dams, dips, and veterinary centres-continued to 
be regarded as Government property. Pastoralists had the right to use 
them, but no obligation to maintain them. They were seen as valuable but 
externally-controlled facilities. As rightly pointed out by Hatfield and 
Kuney (1976), the facilities were "sociologically" and "technically" iso- 
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lated from the Maasai. This, to a greater extent, accounts for the break- 
down of traditional regulations of resource use (cf. Oba 1987:25). 

The provision of water and other services also meant that pastoral 
areas became attractive to other occupational groups which had previous- 
ly regarded them as less suitable. Agriculturalists cleared large tracts of 
pasture for crops. As the spatial distance between the pastoralists and the 
agriculturalists decreased, the exchange relations between the two groups 
became stronger. It became relatively easier for the pastoralists to obtain 
agricultural produce than before. Gradually, however, rather than ex- 
changing their stock for agricultural goods, upon which they had increas- 
ingly come to depend (cf. Hatfield 1974; Hatfield and Kuney 1976; 
Ndagala 1982; &hem 1984,1985a, 1985b, 1989), the pastoralists began to 
engage in agriculture either directly or by hiring labour. In Monduli Juu, 
as in many parts of Maasailand, there is pressure on territory due to com- 
petition between crop production and livestock keeping which could lead 
to serious consequences. The important point here is that the possibility of 
agriculturalists being attracted into pastoral territory by the technical 
inputs, or the pastoralists adopting other subsistence strategies in addition 
to pastoralism, was not foreseen by planners and range specialists. 

From this brief account of the events in Tanzania Maasailand, it is clear 
that land degradation is a real threat in the country's pastoral areas. I have 
tried to demonstrate that pastoralists understand the importance of pre- 
serving the environment. They place a high practical and symbolic value 
on vegetation and take much interest in other ecological particularities of 
their area. Moreover, they have always been aware of the ecological 
variations of their territory and benefitted from these variations through 
systematic movements in and between their localities. The readiness and 
ability of the pastoralists to move at the right time from a used-up area to 
one that had regenerated, provided the pastoral basis for the conservation 
of the entire ecosystem. Viewed as "backward" by administrators and 
policy makers, these movements were curtailed by way of sedentarization 
programmes which were instituted to ensure that the pastoralists stayed 
in given areas. The sudden rise in the demand of wood in the form of 
building poles and firewood has quickly decimated the wood cover in 
many localities of Maasailand and other pastoral areas (cf. Christiansson 
and Tobiasson 1989). 

The provision of technical inputs to improve particular tracts of pastor- 
al land has often been undertaken without reflecting on the way the 
respective tracts fitted into the resource-use map of the communities in 
question. These actions have led to the degradation of some of the locali- 
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ties in which the inputs were installed. The problem is likely to prevail as 
long as the rationality of the traditional resource management systems is 
not appreciated. Traditional conservation counts on the regenerative 
powers of the territory and not on human transformative abilities. The 
former allowed every resident access to vital resources whereas the latter 
allowed the "transformer" rights of exclusive use. Given the fact that 
transformations of territory are made by "external" institutions such as 
Government Departments, the local institutions lack jurisdiction over the 
consequent developments. Although they are blamed for land degrada- 
tion, pastoralists are in many cases victims of decisions taken without 
their involvement. 

No doubt, the pastoralists might benefit from many conservation 
methods which they do not understand. On the other hand, there are 
many pastoral practices which could enhance current conservation efforts. 
Full benefit from these practices can be realized through the "bottom-up" 
approach instead of the usual "top-bottom" approach which continues to 
marginalize the rural producers in the management of their own re- 
sources. Land degradation in Maasailand and other pastoral areas is not 
evidence of the "intrinsic" evil of the communal system of land tenure, 
but of a public land-policy which has no effective local footing. With land 
becoming scarce, a change from extensive to intensive use of range-lands 
is likely to become an attractive goal. However, movement in that direc- 
tion is bound to be more successful if the local communities are allowed 
active participation in the formulation and implementation of the respec- 
tive programmes. The people who occupy the range-lands have some of 
the answers to conservation problems. Unfortunately, as is the case else- 
where (cf. Baxter 1985; Ndagala 1986), these people are usually told what 
to do and their voices are rarely heard. 
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The essays in this book focus on human life in arid lands, which 
form a significant part of the globe, especially on the African con- 
tinent. While arid lands pose similar problems for all humans, ex- 
perience of the ecological "facts" of aridity and drought is socially 
constructed, and located in a specific context of world-making. 

The route from water and ecology to world-making and history is 
not a simple and straightforward one, since the environment, the 
world-makers, and their mental constructs interact in a highly 
complex manner. The mental maps that people follow in the 
course of their daily lives, when adapting to environments with 
low and erratic rainfall are, therefore, diverse and subject to 
change. 

The articles in this book attempt to illuminate the complex interac- 
tions between ecology and society in arid lands and the range of 
representations developed by Africans-be they pastoralists, 
fishermen or farmers. 

The book is an outcome of a workshop in Helsinki of African and 
Nordic scholars with a long experience of studies in the arid 
lands in Africa. 
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